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Abstract

Political liberalism aims to describe how a free, liberal political order can be justified in
societies marked by deep, intractable disagreement about matters of religion, philosophy, and
morality. My dissertation explores the implications for political liberalism of justice pluralism: the
view that reasonable citizens can disagree over which theory of justice, of a set of eligible or
“reasonable” theories, is best. I argue that the values of political liberalism that lead to
acknowledging a pluralism of reasonable comprehensive doctrines also lead to seeing political
liberalism as a two-level theory. There is the meta-level of political liberalism per se, and the level of
specific conceptions of justice. Political liberalism per se respects reasonable disagreement about the
design of an original position argument, seeing no single design as the most reasonable. Specific
conceptions of justice like Rawls’ justice as fairness, in contrast, take a stand on which specific
design of an original position argument is the most reasonable. As a result, at each level, political
liberalism has different constraints on the claims it can make about the nature of a just society. The
difficult challenge is to articulate in just what sense a reasonable citizen can embrace the meta-theory
of political liberalism, which sees many reasonable conceptions as on par, while nevertheless,
reasonably advocating their favored conception as the best. This dissertation attempts to meet this
challenge, showing that while political liberalism per se does not take sides in disputes between
reasonable conceptions of justice, it is open to citizens to embrace one conception that guides their
reasoning about a range of political matters.
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Introduction

Liberal institutions encourage reasonable disagreement by instilling in citizens the idea that
they are politically free and equal. Reasoning under this self-conception, citizens naturally develop a
pluralism of conceptions of the good life. They also develop a pluralism of conceptions of the just
society. Call this the thesis of reasonable disagreement. This thesis predicts that reasonable disagreement
is, in Rawls’ words, “the normal result of the exercise of human reason within the framework of the
free institutions of a constitutional democratic regime.”1 The thesis implies nothing about how
these institutions should work, or how citizens living under them should act. For that we must turn
to what Stephen Macedo calls “the moral lodestar” of the political liberal project: the principle of public
justification.2 We are concerned here with a formulation of this principle requiring that exercises of
political power be justified to citizens in terms they can accept as free and equal.3
The thesis of reasonable disagreement and the principle of public justification together seem
to have the troubling implication that, for political liberals, justice cannot justify political power.
Together, the thesis and principle imply that exercises of political power should not be justified by

1

John Rawls, Political Liberalism. Columbia University Press, 2005, xvi
Stephen Macedo, Liberal Virtues: Citizenship, Virtue, and Community in Liberal Constitutionalism.
Oxford University Press, 1990, 78.
3
In formulating the principle of public justification this way, I am following Rawls and his criterion
of reciprocity, which in the unpublished, revised version of Political Liberalism requires that exercises
of political power be acceptable to citizens “as free and equal.” See HUM 48, Box 30, folder 3,
“Lecture IV: The Idea of Overlapping Consensus,” Harvard University Archives, 108.
Other theorists—Gerald Gaus is the prominent example—formulate the principle quite differently,
requiring instead that citizens (or idealized members of the public) have “sufficient reason to
endorse” publicly justified laws, rather than that those laws be acceptable to them as free and equal.
This dissertation focuses exclusively on the Rawlsian formulation. Gaus offers his alternative
formulation of the principle at: The Order of Public Reason: A Theory of Freedom and Morality in a Diverse
and Bounded World. Cambridge University Press, 2011, 263.
For an extensive discussion of the merits and objections to the “sufficient reason to endorse”
formulation, see Kevin Vallier. Public Justification. Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy,
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/justification-public/.
2
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appeal to doctrines the truth of which are in reasonable dispute. Regarding these doctrines, some
citizens reject their truth as a consequence of reasoning under the conception of themselves as free
and equal. These citizens cannot accept these doctrines as free and equal, in the very specific sense
that they reject their truth while reasoning as free and equal. Because these doctrines include
conceptions of justice, political liberals’ own commitments seem to imply that conceptions of justice
cannot justify exercises of political power to all reasonable citizens. Political liberals must show this
implication does not follow, if conceptions of justice are to have a justificatory role in the theory of
political liberalism.
This dissertation develops a two-level theory of political liberalism to reconcile the thesis of
reasonable disagreement with the principle of public justification. On the two-level view, all
reasonable citizens endorse a set of political values, but they reasonably disagree about how these
values are best interpreted and ordered into a political conception. The very best interpretation and
ordering yields the political conception that is most reasonable. What distinguishes the two-level
view from other theories of political liberalism is its commitment to viewing no single conception of
justice as uniquely most reasonable. The two-level view embraces justice pluralism, holding that there
is a family of most reasonable political conceptions of justice. This family of most reasonable
political conceptions constitutes the second level of the two-level theory. The first level is that of a
single conception of justice that a citizen justifiably regards as most reasonable. Thus the two-level
theory views reasonable citizens in liberal societies as deliberating within three mutually interacting
evaluative frameworks:
The family of most reasonable political conceptions (2nd level of political liberalism)
A single most reasonable political conception of justice (1st level of political liberalism)
A reasonable comprehensive doctrine
We reconcile the thesis of reasonable disagreement with the principle of public justification as
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follows. Citizens reasonably disagree at the first level about which conception of justice is most
reasonable. At the second level, any member of the family of most reasonable political conceptions
offers terms citizens can accept as free and equal. Both levels describe standpoints citizens adopt.
The first level describes the standpoint of a citizen deliberating about which proposed law to
support, and the second level, that of a citizen evaluating the legitimacy of enacted law.
The two-level theory assumes all citizens honor what Rawls calls “the duty of civility” and
analyzes this duty. Citizens who honor this duty support the laws they justifiably believe it most
reasonable to enact.4 As I argue in Chapter 1, the duty of civility sets a very demanding standard on
citizens: citizens who successfully honor the duty of civility satisfy standards of reflective equilibrium
and reason faultlessly. They have overcome their own fallibility and cognitive biases when reasoning
about justice. So, the two-level theory analyzes the moral and political commitments of citizens who
have few, if any, real world counterparts. This opens the theory to the charge that it is
“fundamentally flawed,” in Thomas Christiano’s words, for assuming away the cognitive distortions
in our reasoning about justice that characterize actual political life.5 This charge would be valid if the
two-level theory provided prescriptions for the design of political institutions. But the theory has no
such aim. Rather, it analyzes an ideal of democratic citizenship to show that even when citizens
reason faultlessly about justice, they nevertheless disagree about its demands. Moreover, as I show
in Chapter 4, this disagreement is sometimes a source of reasonable political conflict. The two-level
theory analyzes the duty of civility, and what Rawls calls “the ideal of public reason,”6 not to derive
implications for the design of actual political institutions, but rather to reveal the logical implications
and limitations of an attractive ideal of democratic citizenship.
I now provide a brief summary of each chapter. In Chapter 1 I argue that citizens can
4

Rawls, Political Liberalism, 445.
Thomas Christiano, The Constitution of Equality: Democratic Authority and Its Limits. Oxford University
Press, 2008, 9.
6
Rawls, Political Liberalism, 444.
5
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reasonably disagree about which political conception is most reasonable. Any conception of justice
presupposes a controversial substantive interpretation of fundamental political values. Political
liberals should not take a stand on controversial issues about which reasonable citizens disagree.
Thus, they should admit that there are multiple sets of interpretations of political values that are
each internally coherent and can reside in reflective equilibrium for some reasonable citizens.
Because political liberals have no means of comparing these sets with each other, each should be
deemed most reasonable for those citizens who find them in reflective equilibrium with their total
set of values. Rawls’ own controversial interpretation of political values shapes the design of his
original position, a device for rank ordering principles of justice. Thus each set that some citizen
deems most reasonable can be developed into a choice situation, similar to Rawls’ own, that yields a
different ranking of principles of justice than his. We thus have a family of most reasonable political
conceptions of justice, each with its own controversial interpretation of political values, a choice
situation constructed out of those values for ranking principles of justice, and different principles
selected from that choice situation.
In Chapter 2 I analyze citizens’ motivations for adopting the perspective of each of the two
levels of political liberalism. Citizens adopt the first-level perspective when practicing liberal
restraint in endorsing public policies that will be imposed on all. The practice of liberal restraint
requires citizens set aside what they regard as the full truth—expressed in their comprehensive
doctrine—when deliberating about politics. Some theorists view citizens as having epistemic
reasons for practicing liberal restraint. These epistemic views hold that citizens are rationally
required to reduce their credence that their comprehensive views are true when deliberating about
politics. I show these epistemic views have unacceptable consequences for political liberalism. I
propose an alternative analysis on which each citizen’s reasons for practicing liberal restraint come
from her comprehensive doctrine. Because these doctrines are not shared among all reasonable
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citizens, not all citizens share the same reasons for practicing liberal restraint. The analysis applies to
a citizen’s motivations for adopting the second-level perspective of assessing legitimacy. Citizens’
first-level perspective generates reasons for adopting the second-level perspective. As such,
reasonable citizens, who adopt different first-level perspectives, do not all share the same reasons for
assessing a law’s legitimacy from the standpoint of the family.
In Chapter 3 I show that there are some laws all first-level perspectives should evaluate as
optimally legitimate. Reasonable citizens should view optimally legitimate laws as both legitimate,
giving them reason to comply with that law, and settled, giving them no justice-based reason to seek
to change that law through legitimate, democratic means. Under conditions of justice pluralism,
citizens should not expect their society to implement what they regard from the first-level as the
most just, or optimally just, law. The best they can hope for is that law is optimally just according to
some member of the family. Citizens evaluate law as optimally just according to some member of
the family by adopting the second-level perspective. Following Rawls, we hold that all members of
the family recognize the value of reciprocity, which requires that political action be justified by
mutually acceptable terms.7 As Steven Wall puts it, reciprocity is “a two-way street. Those who
expect it from others should be willing to give it to others.”8 A reasonable citizen, Alf, who expects
Betty to accept what Alf regards as optimally just law should also, at least sometimes, accept what
Betty regards as optimally just law. And Alf should not merely accept Betty’s terms, which she
regards as optimally just, as legitimate. Given the fact of justice pluralism, he should accept them as
optimally legitimate.
In Chapter 4 we see that sometimes citizens have defeaters for viewing an optimally just law
7

For reciprocity as a limiting condition on membership in the family, see Rawls, Political Liberalism,
xlix. Rawls says reciprocity involves mutual acceptability for terms of political action at Political
Liberalism, xliv.
8
Steven Wall. “Rooted Reciprocity.” Journal of Moral Philosophy 1, (2019): 1-23.

Gjesdal Dissertation
as optimally legitimate. In these cases, laws are reasonable in their justification but unreasonable,
according to some reasonable citizens, in their implications. Even in the ideal of public reason,
some may reasonably view reasonable law as monstrous. Abortion policy is an example. I argue
that some reasonable citizens view the optimally just policy as giving women the right to elective
abortions up to the point of fetal viability outside the womb. Other reasonable citizens, I argue,
reasonable hold that political personhood begins before the fetus becomes viable. These latter
citizens may view policies permitting elective abortion up to viability as reasonable in their
justification, but as monstrous in sanctioning the murder of political persons. These citizens, I
argue, are reasonable in refusing to accept as optimally legitimate law permitting the murder of
political persons, even though the political personhood of the law’s victims is reasonably disputed.

11
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Chapter 1: Justice Pluralism and Political Liberalism
1. Introduction
Commentators on John Rawls’ Political Liberalism generally see reasonable citizens as
satisfying fairly minimal demands. Those citizens must acknowledge the burdens of judgment and
be prepared to cooperate with others on fair terms. This notion of reasonableness, though, cannot
make sense of the stringent requirements citizens aspire to satisfy when living up to the ideal of
public reason. To live up to that ideal, citizens must reason about political matters from the political
conception they deem most reasonable. Rawls affirms that justice as fairness, the political conception
of justice he defends most famously in A Theory of Justice, is the “most reasonable” member of this
family, or the “most egalitarian.” 9 But he offers little substantive argument for this claim in Political
Liberalism.10 This is surprising because that work—as becomes increasingly clear in the paperback
version and the unpublished, revised version—acknowledges that citizens can reasonably disagree
about justice. No commentators, so far as I know, have addressed the following question: why is it
possible for citizens who live up to the ideal of public reason to disagree about which political
conception is most reasonable? Answering this question gives us an account of justice pluralism, the
view that there are multiple theories of justice that are most reasonable. This chapter argues that
political liberals who are attracted to the ideal of public reason should be justice pluralists.

9

For “most reasonable”, see: John Rawls, Political Liberalism. Columbia University Press, 2005: xlvii,
451. For “most egalitarian”, see Papers of John Rawls, 1942-2003 and undated, HUM 48, Box 30,
folder 3, “Lecture IV: The Idea of Overlapping Consensus,” Harvard University Archives, 134. The
reference to justice as fairness as “the most egalitarian liberal conception” is not in the published
version.
10

Kevin Vallier also makes this point and argues that this oversight poses interpretive issues for how
to understand the role of political stability in Rawls. See Kevin Vallier. “The Origin and Future of
Political Liberalism,” Journal of Moral Philosophy 11(5) (2014): 650-654.
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Justice pluralism leads to a problem that Rawls never explores. How can political liberals
both be justice pluralists and hold that citizens can be justified in their belief, and not merely
asserting a preference or opinion, that the political conception guiding their reasoning about justice
is most reasonable? On the present analysis, political liberalism is a two-level theory, with justice
pluralism a commitment of one level but not of the other. The “meta-level” of political liberalism
per se views multiple political conceptions as most reasonable, each member of this set having its
own interpretation of an original position argument. In the ideal of public reason, citizens can
without fault appeal to one of these most reasonable political conceptions. Within this set of most
reasonable conceptions, Rawls’ justice as fairness, and the original position argument that is most
famously stated in his A Theory of Justice, has no uniquely special place. We start in §2 by seeing how
the commitment to justice pluralism is already explicit in Rawls’ later work, which shifts in emphasis
from focusing on justice as fairness to a family of political conceptions of justice. With this shift,
the ideal citizen no longer must reason from justice as fairness. Instead, virtuous citizens satisfy
standards of what I call demanding-reasonableness. These citizens reason about political matters
from the political conception they deem most reasonable, and they satisfy demanding criteria in
arriving at their conclusion that a specific political conception is most reasonable. Those criteria
include justifying their belief by appeal to something like an original position argument, one that
other demanding-reasonable citizens can reject. In §3 I show why different original position
arguments are possible. Rawls’ original position argument relies on a controversial interpretation of
fundamental ideas and values in the public culture. Demanding-reasonable citizens who accept
alternative interpretations can rely, in justifying their belief that some political conception is most
reasonable, on a different original position argument than Rawls’ own. I argue in §4 that we have
moral reasons for making this assumption that different demanding-reasonable interpretations of the
public culture are possible. The same values that lead political liberals to support state neutrality
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among rival understandings of the good also favor neutrality among members of the family of
political conceptions. This neutral stance, though, is only possible for theorists who aren’t engaged
in politics. The result is a two-level view of political liberalism, which distinguishes among the
standpoint of theorists of political liberalism per se from citizens who hold one specific political
conception to be most reasonable. I conclude in §5.
2. Two virtues of reasonableness in Political Liberalism
2.1 Minimal-reasonableness
In “The Idea of Public Reason Revisited,” Rawls describes what he calls the “ideal of public
reason.” He says, “[this] ideal is realized, or satisfied, whenever judges, legislators, chief executives,
and other government officials, as well as candidates for public office, act from and follow the idea
of public reason and explain to other citizens their reasons for supporting fundamental political
positions in terms of the political conception of justice they regard as the most reasonable.”11
Ordinary citizens live up to this ideal when they “think of themselves as if they were legislators and
ask themselves what statutes, supported by what reasons satisfying the criterion of reciprocity, they
would think it most reasonable to enact.”12 Rawls offers only scattered remarks on when citizens are
justified in believing a specific political conception the most reasonable. He says that any such
conception must satisfy the criterion of reciprocity. As such, it would belong to what Rawls calls the
“family of liberal political conceptions,” members of which share the following features. They all
include a list of basic rights, liberties, and opportunities; they assign special priorities to those rights;
and they ensure “adequate all-purpose means” for citizens “to make effective use of their
freedoms.”13 Additionally, liberal political conceptions are freestanding views the justification of

11

Rawls, Political Liberalism, 444-445.
Ibid.
13
Rawls, Political Liberalism, xlvi, 450.
12
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which does not presuppose any specific comprehensive doctrine.14 There will be many political
conceptions that belong to the family. So, merely having these features isn’t sufficient for being its
most reasonable member.
Citizens who satisfy the criterion of reciprocity by reasoning about political matters from
some member of the liberal family may fail to satisfy the ideal of public reason. This is because the
member of the family they reason from may not, by their own lights, be the most reasonable
member. Reasonable citizens, in Rawls’ sense, may have abysmal reasoning capacities overall. And
they may be guilty of what they should regard as blatant errors in reasoning—errors these citizens
would recognize as such, if only they attended to them—in either justifying or applying a liberal
political conception to matters of basic justice. Yet because they recognize the burdens of judgment
and meet the criterion of reciprocity, they are reasonable in Rawls’ sense. 15 Alf the atheist can view
Betty the Baha’ist as hopelessly misguided about religion, and Betty can view Alf the same way. But
they can each view the other, and the other’s comprehensive doctrine, as reasonable, assuming they
satisfy the two conditions above. One way in which these conditions are satisfied is that Alf and
Betty each reason about political matters from a political conception that belongs to the liberal
family. Which member of the family they reason from doesn’t matter for satisfying this notion of
reasonableness. Let’s call the relevant notion minimal-reasonableness. This notion of reasonableness
doesn’t evaluate how Alf and Betty came to reason from that political conception.
Minimally-reasonable citizens may favor a member of the liberal family for the wrong
reasons. Different political conceptions within the family favor different economic regimes and
14

Rawls, Political Liberalism, 12.
For this definition of what I call minimal-reasonableness, see Rawls, Political Liberalism, xlvii. The
burdens of judgment are sources of disagreement about certain subjects of inquiry, including the
nature of justice and the good. For his formulation of six sources of reasonable disagreement, see
Rawls Political Liberalism, 56-57. The criterion of reciprocity requires that we offer fellow citizens
terms of cooperation we reasonably believe they can reasonably accept. (Rawls Political Liberalism,
xlii)
15
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redistribution policies. Alf’s decision to reason from political conception PC-α may be a subtle way
of advancing his own self-interest, because PC-α (say) requires a low capital gains tax. Sometimes
Rawls writes that citizens realize the ideal of public reason by deliberating from the political
conception they sincerely regard as most reasonable.16 We can see why this sincerity condition is
needed: otherwise, the ostensible pursuit justice may simply mask self-interested pursuits.17 But
citizens must satisfy additional standards for the ideal of public reason to be attractive as an ideal.
Rawls does not raise this worry, but we can ask: why would we want to live in a forum of competing
visions of justice, if those visions were individually defective on their own terms? Perhaps those
visions are proposed sincerely, not as masks for advancing self-interest. But those visions may be
either applied inconsistently, or rest on incoherent justifications. We do, after all, criticize legislators
and government officials when they apply their professed principles inconsistently. And it is a mark
against those principles if they rest on incoherent justificatory arguments.18 Political liberalism takes
no stance on the truth of comprehensive doctrines: it only evaluates Alf’s atheistic beliefs as either
minimally-reasonable or unreasonable. But political liberalism must have standards beyond
minimal-reasonableness for evaluating Alf’s belief that PC-α is most reasonable—not only in regards
to the belief’s sincerity, but also in regards to its correctness, both in application and in justification.
Setting issues of application aside here, we turn to analyzing the notion of correctness of
justification.
2.2 Demanding-reasonableness

16

Rawls, Political Liberalism, 450.
This generates problems of mutual assurance that pose threats to stability. For discussion of this
problem, see Paul Weithman, Why Political Liberalism? Oxford University Press, 2010.
18
The difference between evaluating a politician’s application of principles, and her justification for
those principles, of course, is that the application is a matter of public knowledge. The justification
of those principles is not necessarily public.
17
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In Political Liberalism Rawls says he views justice as fairness, the political conception he argues
for in A Theory of Justice, as the “most reasonable” political conception, although he qualifies this by
saying it is “just an opinion of mine” that is “not basic to the ideas of political liberalism and public
reason.”19 It is not clear why he regards this as “just an opinion” given that his most famous book
argues for that claim. Justice as fairness has a fairly prominent place in the published version of
Political Liberalism. But Rawls wrote in a letter to his editor in 1998 that the new, unpublished,
edition he was working on, but never completed, would make it clearer to readers that political
liberalism is “about a family of reasonable liberal ideas of political justice” with justice as fairness
having “a minor role” in the theory.20 It would be odd for Rawls to say this if he expected that all
citizens who satisfy the ideal of public reason share his opinion that justice as fairness is most
reasonable. Why would any citizen disagree with Rawls’ opinion? There are, of course, the burdens
of judgment. But I can acknowledge the burdens of judgment while holding my beliefs to be
correct, and those who disagree with me to be wrong. Rawls could have said that justice as fairness
is the most reasonable political conception, and that others who disagree with him are wrong, but
reasonable. Yet this is not what he says. One reading of Rawls’ remark is that political liberalism
takes no stand on which political conception is most reasonable by offering no analysis of what
constitutes the notion of most reasonable. This reading is unsatisfying because, as argued above,
political liberalism must have something to say about when citizens are justified in believing some
political conception to be most reasonable. Otherwise, the ideal of public reason fails to be
attractive qua ideal. Although Rawls’ remarks on this topic are scattered, he does propose various
criteria the most reasonable political conception must satisfy.
All political conceptions must be supported by freestanding arguments, which refer only to
political values in the public culture. And political liberalism does take a stance on what makes
19
20

Rawls, Political Liberalism, 451 fn.
Rawls, Political Liberalism, 439.
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freestanding arguments successful. In “A Reply to Habermas,” Rawls claims that citizens should
engage with these freestanding arguments at the level of pro tanto justification of a conception of
justice.21 In pro tanto justification, political values are shown to be “suitably ordered, or balanced, so
that those values alone give a reasonable answer by public reason to all or nearly all questions
concerning constitutional essentials and matters of basic justice.”22 An unstated criterion is that the
answers given be consistent with each other, because we hold public officials to these standards.
Thus, a successful freestanding argument must show that a political conception applies to a suitable
range of matters of basic justice, and that the answers it gives are consistent. The answers given
reflect the ordering or balance of political values. We must also be able to evaluate these orderings
of values, independently of the range of cases and the consistency with which they can be applied.
A plausible basis for evaluating individual orderings is to consider whether they are in reflective
equilibrium. Rawls says that the important notion is “wide reflective equilibrium,” which requires
that citizens reach conclusions about justice “after carefully consider[ing] alternative conceptions of
justice and the force of various arguments for them.”23 Wide reflective equilibrium is not fully
achieved in pro tanto justification; later, in what Rawls calls “full justification,” citizens need also
consider how reasons from their comprehensive doctrines weigh for or against different political
conceptions.24 Without such a comparison, freestanding arguments would deliver no justification
for favoring one reasonable political conception over others; thus, these arguments could not justify
citizens in their belief that a political conception is most reasonable.
21

Citizens can either engage with these arguments individually or in association with others. Rawls
allows for a division of labor here: citizens who lack the ability, for whatever reason, to carry out and
assess these arguments can rely on others to do so. So, the standards of demanding-reasonableness
do not require that citizens themselves rattle off pro tanto justifications supporting their belief that a
political conception is most reasonable when asked to do so. The standards only require such
justificatory arguments are available, potentially allowing citizens to rely on specialists to provide
them.
22
Rawls, Political Liberalism, 386.
23
Rawls, Political Liberalism, 384.
24
Rawls, Political Liberalism, 386.
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Rawls offers further conditions the most reasonable political conception must satisfy,
although those remarks are phrased in a different terminology. In “Lecture IV: The Idea of an
Overlapping Consensus,” Rawls, as I read him, refers to the family of liberal political conceptions as
a “focal class” of liberal conceptions, and justice as fairness as “the center of the focal class” of
liberal conceptions.25 What makes justice as fairness “the center” for Rawls is that it satisfies the
following conditions:
(A) “it is correctly based on more central fundamental ideas” and,
(B) “it is stable in view of the interests that support it and are encouraged by it.”26
The unpublished, revised version adds the following third condition:
(C) “these interests prove dominant and regulative in the long run.”27
We’ll ignore conditions (B) and (C) in what follows and instead focus on (A).28 Justice as fairness is
based on fundamental political ideas like society as a fair system of cooperation and the moral
conception of persons. Its relation to these fundamental ideas is not deductive; rather, justice as
fairness is connected to these fundamental ideas via the device of the original position.29 I explain
how the original position does this in the next section. The original position, for Rawls, doesn’t only
25

Rawls, Political Liberalism, 168.
Ibid. Rawls says in both the published and unpublished versions that these conditions “must
hold,” thus leaving it unclear whether they are sufficient conditions.
27
Papers of John Rawls, 1942-2003 and undated, HUM 48, Box 30, folder 3, “Lecture IV: The Idea
of Overlapping Consensus,” Harvard University Archives, 134. The unpublished, revised version
leaves the first two conditions unchanged.
28
One reason for doing so is that it is unclear how we should conduct a stability analysis of different
political conceptions, given Rawls’ shift in emphasis towards a family. In A Theory of Justice, the
stability analysis of justice as fairness assumes a well-ordered society, which requires, in part, that
everyone “accepts and knows that the others accept the same principles of justice.” (John Rawls, A
Theory of Justice Revised Edition. Harvard University Press, 1999, 4.) If everyone accepts some member
of a family of liberal political conceptions—but not necessarily the same member—the well-ordered
society, as Rawls repeatedly defines it throughout his career, would be impossible. How to analyze
Rawls’ notion of stability given his shift in emphasis to a family of reasonable political conceptions
would require another paper.
29
Rawls claims that the original position “aims eventually to be strictly deductive,” but this isn’t seen
as an aim of the argument in his later work. See A Theory of Justice, 104.
26
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connect principles of justice with fundamental ideas in the public culture; it also serves as a means of
comparing different principles. Rawls seems committed to the view that any citizen who is justified
in believing a political conception is most reasonable must be able to appeal to some device that
serves both the connecting function of linking principles with fundamental ideas, and a comparative function
for showing a set of principles is more reasonable than its alternatives. And it is the original position
device, for Rawls, that serves (in part) both of these functions.30
Any citizen who disagrees with Rawls’ opinion that justice as fairness is most reasonable
must appeal to some device that serves both the connecting and comparative functions of the
original position. Such appeal is necessary for citizens to satisfy the ideal of public reason.
Otherwise, these citizens’ belief that a political conception is most reasonable would be based either
on the wrong kind of reasons, like self-interest, or on faulty reasoning. This is not to say that these
citizens must themselves justify their favored principles by appealing to a device like the original
position.31 But a justificatory argument performing these functions must be available. Let’s say that
citizens who sincerely deliberate within the framework of a political conception they regard as most
reasonable, and have an adequate justificatory argument available (which they themselves need not
provide) for supporting their belief about the most reasonable political conception, are demandingreasonable. Now we can ask: why wouldn’t all demanding-reasonable citizens share Rawls’ opinion
that justice as fairness is most reasonable? If all citizens shared his opinion, then the society that
realizes the ideal of public reason would be little different from the well-ordered society envisioned
in A Theory of Justice, as all demanding-reasonable citizens would agree on the same conception of

30

Citizens also need to consider in full justification how the reasons from their actual
comprehensive doctrine weigh in favor of or against different political conceptions. Rawls places
parties in the original position behind a veil of ignorance, where they don’t know what their actual
comprehensive doctrine is. So the comparative function is not entirely served by the original
position argument.
31
This is because Rawls allows for a division of justificatory labor, as mentioned in footnote 21.
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justice. This seems clearly at odds with Rawls’ vision of the just society in Political Liberalism.32 He
treats disagreement about justice as inevitable, even within a society that realizes the ideal of public
reason. It is possible to read Rawls as still holding in his final works that all demanding-reasonable
citizens reach the same conclusion that justice as fairness is most reasonable: the text of Political
Liberalism, in both the published and revised versions, simply isn’t decisive on the matter. Below I
argue that we have moral reason to assume that demanding-reasonable citizens will disagree about
which political conception is most reasonable. In the next section, I explore how such
disagreement is possible.
Before we turn to that, I emphasize that on the present analysis reasonable disagreement
about justice is far more restricted than reasonable disagreement about comprehensive doctrines.33
Comprehensive doctrines as disparate as atheism and Baha’ism pose deeply conflicting views of the
universe. Yet both are minimally-reasonable according to political liberalism. Members of the
family of reasonable political conceptions may conflict, too. Rawls does not give a detailed account
of the sufficiency conditions for membership in the family.34 Although we as theorists cannot say
32

Samuel Freeman remarks that the idea of a well-ordered society, as first presented in A Theory of
Justice, either needs to be reworked or abandoned in Political Liberalism. He writes: “In suggesting
that even under the best of conditions, where justice as fairness itself is in effect, there will be a
pluralism not just of reasonable comprehensive doctrines but of liberal political conceptions of
justice, Rawls appears to concede that a well-ordered society of justice as fairness is not feasible, at
least not as originally conceived.” Samuel Freeman, Justice and the Social Contract. Oxford University
Press, 2003, 256.
33
Jonathan Quong makes a similar point in chapter 7 of his Liberalism Without Perfectionism. For
Quong, reasonable disagreement about justice is restricted because participants in such disagreement
share “premises that serve as a mutually acceptable standard of justification.” (193) In contrast,
participants in dispute about comprehensive doctrines do not share such premises. Quong claims
that justificatory disagreements about justice yield a “filter” on the sort of reasons that are acceptable
to all reasonable citizens in political debate. (207-208) The present analysis, as should become clearer
in §4, makes no such claim. Reasonable citizens, on our analysis, who realize the ideal of public
reason, may disagree about what considerations are appropriate to appeal to in political debate. See
Jonathan Quong, Liberalism Without Perfection. Oxford University Press, 2011.
34
It is worth emphasizing that even in the unpublished revised version of Political Liberalism Rawls
does not clearly endorse the analysis offered here. There, he is not clear whether the original
position selects specific principles of justice that are most reasonable (as I claim), or selects a family
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how deep these conflicts among members of the family will go, certain issues won’t be open to
dispute among members of the family, as members take no stance on that particular dispute—for
example, on the existence of God. Alf and Betty, on our analysis, may have reasonable yet deep
disputes about justice. These disputes will be bounded, though, by two features of political
liberalism: by the need for Alf and Betty to be able to appeal to something like original position
arguments to support their divergent conclusions about justice, and by the political conception each
deems most reasonable remaining silent on a host of issues.
3. How the original position works
According to Samuel Freeman, the original position “is a kind of thought experiment where
hypothetical people, described as fairly situated and as free, equal, and rational, are given the task of
coming to a unanimous agreement upon principles of justice that are to be applied within their
ongoing society.”35 In Political Liberalism, Rawls’ original position argument is a device for
“connecting” certain fundamental ideas in the public political culture with “definite principles of
justice found in the tradition of moral philosophy.”36 These fundamental ideas include the
“underlying conceptions of the person and of social cooperation” and “a particular understanding of
freedom and equality.”37 In this section I show that Rawls’ original position argument pervasively
reflects a controversial interpretation of values in the public culture, one that demanding-reasonable
citizens could (demanding-reasonably) disagree with. So, if Alf and Betty, who are demandingreasonable, endorse different interpretations of fundamental political values, their endorsement
of principles. As an example of this ambiguity, he writes, “[the] idea is to use the original position to
model both freedom and equality and restrictions on reasons in such a way that it becomes perfectly
evident which political conception of justice, or family thereof, would be selected by the parties as
citizens’ representatives.” See John Rawls, “Lecture I: Fundamental Ideas”, Papers of John Rawls,
1942-2003 and undated, HUM 48, box 30, folder 2, Harvard University Archives, p. 19. Emphasis
added.
35
Samuel Freeman, Rawls. Routledge, 2007, 142.
36
Rawls, Political Liberalism, 339.
37
Rawls, Political Liberalism: 339, 369.
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makes it demanding-reasonable for them to, in turn, accept different interpretations of an original
position argument.
The original position argument can be decomposed into four different elements. An agent,
who has a (i) well-defined utility function, confronts a (ii) set of options from which she must chose.
She is placed under certain (iii) information constraints—she knows various things about herself,
others, and the options she has to choose from—and her choice is guided by (iv) principles of
rational choice. Any problem of decision-making under uncertainty includes these four elements.
So in a formal sense, the original position presents a problem of rational choice.38 But problems of
rational choice do not admit of unique solutions unless we know more about elements (i)-(iii), and
we have arguments for the appropriateness of reasoning from specific principles in (iv). For Rawls,
the content of elements (i) and (iii) come from his interpretation of fundamental political values, the
menu of options in (ii) is given by the history of moral philosophy, and the arguments for (iv) are
moral in nature, as I explain below.39 The original position argument, although formally one of
rational choice, is through and through a moral argument, where the domain of morality includes
freestanding political values that all minimally-reasonable comprehensive doctrines endorse.40 We
do not need to focus on each of the four elements. Instead, we’ll consider element (iv) as an
example of how Rawls’ original position reflects a controversial interpretation of values in the public
culture.
3.1 Rational principles guiding choice
38

In A Theory of Justice, Rawls describes the original position argument as a part of rational choice.
He later rejects this description, despite his original position having the formal features of decision
making under uncertainty. For the initial claim, see A Theory of Justice, 15. For Rawls’ rejection, see
Political Liberalism, 53 fn 7.
39
By ranking the set of options in (iii), the original position argument performs what I’ve called the
comparative function of assessing the relative merits of different principles of justice in pro tanto
justification.
40
For Rawls’ claim that freestanding political values are nevertheless moral, see Political Liberalism, 11
fn. 11.
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Rawls claims that parties in the original position will select principles of justice on the basis
of maximin reasoning. “The maximin rule tells us to rank alternatives by their worst possible
outcomes: we are to adopt the alternative the worst outcome of which is superior to the worst
outcomes of the others.”41 Rawls has several arguments that purport to show the propriety of
maximin reasoning in the original position. The first we can call the argument from decision making under
uncertainty; the second we can call the argument from reciprocity. First, Rawls argues that parties in the
original position find themselves in conditions that make maximin the unique rational principle to
employ in guiding choice. Because parties are behind the veil of ignorance, they don’t know the
probability of falling into the worst-off social class. Call this a state of radical uncertainty. Parties
also know that the maximin strategy singles out an option they can live with if they find themselves
among the worst-off. Finally, the other options that parties consider have worse outcomes that they
could not accept. These conditions constrain the shape of the parties’ utility function, giving it a “∫”
shape.42 Above a certain index, the utility parties derive from a bundle of primary goods very
suddenly becomes flat. But below that index, the utility parties derive drops precipitously. This
models Rawls’ claim that above a certain threshold, citizens are not very concerned with securing for
themselves a greater share of primary social goods, and below that threshold, they find their
situation to be intolerable. Interpreting the parties’ choice situation in this way, their choice of
principles is a straightforward maximization problem.43 And Rawls thinks parties maximize their
expected utility by selecting justice as fairness.
41

Rawls, A Theory of Justice, 133.
The “∫” shaped utility function is supposed to explain why parties select justice as fairness,
including the difference principle, over a mixed conception that distributes primary goods to
maximize average expected utility. See John Rawls, Justice as Fairness: A Restatement. Harvard
University Press, 2001, 108.
43
Assuming parties have a “∫” shaped utility function, they maximize utility by selecting any
principles of justice that grant them utility along the upper flat part of the curve. As Rawls describes
it, there could be other principles in addition to justice as fairness that maximize utility. See ibid.
Considerations of reciprocity, then, would favor justice as fairness over these other maximizing
alternatives, as I go on to show.
42
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The preceding argument doesn’t stand alone, as Rawls has other reasons to favor of
maximin reasoning.44 Rawls appeals to considerations of reciprocity both to support using the
maximin strategy in his original position, and to give us reason to constrain the shape of parties’
utility function. His argument from reciprocity follows from the requirement that parties in the original
position model people who view each other as free and equal.45 Free and equal persons are to
interact with each other on fair terms. To satisfy the reciprocity requirement, cooperative schemes
should not only be mutually beneficial, but also viewed by all participants as fair. Parties in the
original position should select principles that all citizens living under them can regard as fair—
especially the worst-off citizens.46 Maximin reasoning ensures that the principles selected guarantee
everyone has a share of goods that they can live with, and that this share for the worst-off is greater
than what they would receive under the alternatives. Also, reciprocity leads parties to derive
minimal utility gains above a certain index out of concern that those gains may come at the expense
of others who have less. Rawls’ thought is that if parties select principles on the basis of maximin
reasoning, even the worst-off members of society will have no valid complaint against the
distributive scheme. Given our concern with realizing conditions of reciprocity in society, Rawls
claims, this is precisely the result you and I should want from the original position.
3.2 Original positions and justice pluralism
Moral arguments pervasively shape Rawls’ design of the original position. His argument, of
course, is “moral” not in the sense of relying on a comprehensive doctrine, but in the sense that any
44

Given that Rawls comes to reject the description of his theory of justice as a part of rational
choice, we can assume he comes to view the argument from decision making under uncertainty as
not compelling by itself.
45
According to Freeman, Rawls has three separate arguments that appeal to reciprocity and the idea
of a well-ordered society in support of maximin. See Freeman, Rawls, 180.
46
Parties’ utility function, Rawls says, “encodes certain basic features of our normative
assumptions,” including those about fairness. (Justice as Fairness: A Restatement, 107) Although
parties in the original position select a conception of fairness to regulate their society, the design of
the original position also presupposes, and encodes, basic features of our notion of fairness.
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political conception is “intrinsically moral” by drawing on moral concepts that are part of the public
culture.47 Without these moral arguments favoring, say, the appropriateness of maximin reasoning,
the original position couldn’t perform its function of selecting principles of justice to regulate
society. Even though these moral arguments are from freestanding political ideas and values—the
idea of society as a fair system of cooperation, the idea of moral personhood, the values of fairness,
equality, reciprocity, etc. —they are nevertheless controversial. A different set of “intrinsically
moral” arguments available to a political liberal could yield an interpretation of the original position
different from Rawls’ own, where this alternative original position argument selects different
principles of justice to regulate society.48 Alf is justified in believing principles of justice are most
reasonable only if he has grounds for believing that parties in a suitably designed original position
would select those principles to regulate society. But this is not enough, as an original position
argument is itself an elaborate construction that may correctly or incorrectly reflect fundamental
values in the public culture.49 When Alf believes that the political conception PC-α is most
reasonable, he must reasonably believe the following.

47

Rawls, Political Liberalism, 452.
Muldoon et. al similarly argue that there should be a pluralism of ways to model parties in the
original position. Their proposal, though, is to replace Rawls’ model of the original position with
one in which parties with different utility functions bargain within the same original position over the
allocation of goods, duties, and rights. In such a bargaining model, they claim, parties can reach
consensus on a just allocation. They defend one specific interpretation of an original position
argument. The present analysis has no such ambition. See Ryan Muldoon, Chiara Lisciandra, Mark
Colyvan, Carlo Martini, Giacomo Sillari, and Jan Sprenger. “Disagreement Behind the Veil of
Ignorance.” Philosophical Studies 170, no. 3 (2014): 377-394.
49
Although Rawls speaks of “correctly” basing a political conception on fundamental ideas, the
language of correctness is rather foreign to political liberalism. (Political Liberalism, 168) Political
liberalism, recall, takes no stance on metaphysical issues like the nature of truth. I have argued,
though, that it does take some stance on when citizens faultlessly arrive at the conclusion that a
political conception is most reasonable. The notion of correctness used here analyzes this faultless
reasoning into a series of stages of construction. I say that each stage can be carried out correctly or
incorrectly, as this is how individual citizens would think of the process. Alf thinks that by
reasoning within the framework given by PC-α, he is getting things correct. Betty thinks the same of
herself by reasoning within PC-β.
48
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1. PC-α correctly interprets fundamental political ideas and values in the public culture.
2. An interpretation of the original position, OP-α, is correctly constructed out of these
fundamental ideas.
3. Parties, correctly constructed, in OP-α, correctly constructed, would select principles of
justice PJ-α to regulate their society.
This leaves ample room for an original position argument to fail on its own terms. Such an
argument could fail by incorrectly interpreting fundamental political ideas and values, by incorrectly
constructing an original position argument OP-α out of those materials, or by incorrectly arguing
that, in the well-defined choice situation of OP-α, parties would select specific principles PJ-α. 50
How can Alf and Betty both be demanding-reasonable citizens who satisfy these three
conditions? Assume Alf and Betty endorse different interpretations of fundamental ideas in the
public culture. For example, they find different, incompatible, interpretations of the idea of moral
personhood convincing.51 If both Alf and Betty satisfy the three conditions, their incompatible
interpretations must both be correct, from the point of view of each, satisfying condition (1). Surely,

50

Satisfying these three conditions is necessary, but not sufficient, for being demanding-reasonable.
Citizens must also be justified in believing the political conception they favor would prove stable in
the long term. I set that requirement aside here as it is unclear how we should conduct a stability
analysis of different political conceptions, given Rawls’ shift in emphasis towards a family.
51
An example of an alternative interpretation of moral personhood to Rawls’ appears in Tomasi’s
Free Market Fairness. Tomasi (40) emphasizes a conception of moral persons as responsible selfauthors, as opposed to Rawls’ conception of moral persons as having the moral capacity of a sense
of justice and the rational capacity for a conception of the good. Tomasi, unlike Rawls, does not
rely on an original position argument. Tomasi repeatedly stresses, though, that his conception of
moral personhood favors placing much greater emphasis on economic liberties than does Rawls’. In
a Tomasian spirit, if an original position argument were constructed using his interpretation, parties
in that original position would plausibly select principles of justice placing greater emphasis on
economic liberties than Rawls’ justice as fairness. This is not to say that a political conception
constructed out of Tomasi’s interpretation of moral personhood would be one that could stand in
for Alf’s PC-α. I remain entirely neutral on which political conceptions, including a Tomasian one,
could satisfy the three conditions for being most reasonable. See John Tomasi, Free Market Fairness.
Princeton University Press, 2012.
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though, it will be thought this strains credibility: while we often allow that incompatible
interpretations of rich texts like Hamlet may be sustainable52, it is much more controversial to say
two mutually incompatible interpretations can both be correct. One might, perhaps, seek to advance
a theory of interpretation that allows for such “correctness pluralism” (either of Hamlet or the
public culture), but this is not the course I shall take. Instead, I shall argue that political liberalism
should remain neutral as to how many possible interpretations satisfy condition (1), and, more
generally, as to how many political conceptions could jointly satisfy the three above conditions.
Adopting this position of neutrality is, effectively, to treat multiple interpretations of the public
culture as on a par, while singling out no one interpretation as correct.
4. Reasons for justice pluralism
4.1 Political liberalism’s neutrality principle
The same values that lead political liberals to acknowledge reasonable pluralism of
comprehensive doctrines should also lead them to accept justice pluralism. Political liberals appeal
to the values of respect for persons, of civic friendship, or of individual liberty, among many others,
in arguing that the justification of coercive political power shouldn’t presuppose the truth of any
single controversial philosophical or religious doctrine. This claim about political justification is
often formulated as a principle of neutrality. Traditionally, this principle articulates constraints on
state action. But a further aim of political liberals is to provide a neutral justification for that
principle.53 So neutrality, for political liberals, not only constrains state action; it also provides a
52

For example, the straightforward interpretation of Hamlet has Prince Hamlet believing the
deceased King Hamlet is his biological father. An alternative interpretation, though, sees Prince
Hamlet as suspecting that his mother’s hasty marriage to Claudius is the fruit of a long-lasting illicit
love, and that the Prince may, indeed, be Claudius’ illegitimate son. The text can support both
readings, even though they are incompatible: King Hamlet can’t both be and not be the Prince’s
biological father.
53
Charles Larmore helpfully distinguishes between neutrality in the state’s promotion of
controversial views of the good life, and a neutral justification for the state’s stance. Larmore,
Charles. The Morals of Modernity. Cambridge University Press, 1996, 128.
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success condition for justifying those constraints. Such arguments shouldn’t appeal to controversial
ideals like autonomy or individuality, as some reasonable citizens reject these ideals.54 On our
analysis, political conceptions themselves cannot offer a fully neutral justification of constraints on
state action, as they are not free of controversial elements. Although political conceptions avoid
appealing in their pro tanto justification to comprehensive ideals like individuality, they unavoidably
rely on controversial interpretations of shared political values, which figure in the justification for
state neutrality. Individual political conceptions do not achieve full neutrality, but it is still possible
that the theory of political liberalism achieves this. This requires the theory taking no stand on
which members of the family of reasonable political conceptions are correct.
In what follows, we won’t be concerned with state neutrality, but with political liberalism’s
aim of providing a neutral justification for constraints on state action. That aim follows from a
neutrality principle we formulate as follows.
Neutrality principle: The theory of political liberalism should not presume the truth of any
specific controversial doctrine by taking a stance on issues about which there is reasonable
disagreement.
Here controversial doctrines include those of a philosophical, religious, or political nature.
Importantly, this neutrality principle only applies to the theory of political liberalism itself, not to
actual citizens or state agents when they pursue justice. Following Rawls, we distinguish among
several important points of view in political philosophy. 55 That of you and me, qua theorists of
political liberalism, is a distinct point of view from that of actual citizens. As theorists, we have a
54

According to Larmore (Morals of Modernity, 128-129), Kant’s and Mill’s justifications of state
neutrality fail for this reason.
55
Rawls distinguishes among three different perspectives in political philosophy. These include
“that of the parties in the original position, that of citizens in a well-ordered society, and finally, that
of ourselves--of you and me who are elaborating justice as fairness and examining it as a political
conception of justice.” (Rawls, Political Liberalism, 28) Here we add a level: “you and me as theorists
who remain neutral among the family of reasonable political conceptions when theorizing about
political liberalism.”
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different set of commitments than we do as citizens. But citizens, too, have different points of view
with respect to laws, before and after enactment. The neutrality principle applies to you and me as
we elaborate what our commitments should be qua theorists of political liberalism. As I argue in
Chapter 3, it also applies to us as citizens when we evaluate an enacted law’s legitimacy, as a
consequence of our recognizing the value of reciprocity.
We have been examining how Alf and Betty can disagree over which political conception is
most reasonable, because they disagree over which interpretation of political values is correct. The
neutrality principle implies that the theory of political liberalism should take no stance on their
dispute. But care is needed in recognizing how this implication of the neutrality principle —call it
“Neutrality Among the Family”—is distinct from the standard notion of Neutrality Among
Conceptions of the Good. According to the latter, political liberalism takes a stand on a minimal
conception of reasonableness that applies to comprehensive doctrines, but not on what makes a
doctrine true or false. In contrast, Neutrality Among the Family does take a stand on how to
evaluate political conceptions of justice, according to both epistemic and moral criteria. These are
the criteria of demanding-reasonableness. We assume that these criteria are not themselves subject
to reasonable dispute among reasonable citizens. 56 Instead, reasonable disagreement focuses on
what counts as best satisfying them. So, the neutrality principle implies that political liberalism qua
theory should take no stand on which specific political conception best satisfies these criteria. This

56

What makes this assumption justified? All reasonable citizens are committed to the core values of
political liberalism, although they may disagree over how to interpret those core values. The present
analysis grants to Rawls the presumption that all reasonable citizens, who may or may not share the
same interpretation of these values, will want to justify exercises of coercive political power by
appeal to values in the shared public culture. They do this by constructing out of those values a
conception of justice. The criteria of demanding-reasonableness specify, in general terms, how to
evaluate these constructions. So, within the Rawlsian framework, these criteria are not themselves
subject to reasonable disagreement. If, instead, the neutrality principle were to apply to these criteria
as well, then political liberalism could take no stand on how to evaluate political conceptions of
justice, as any such criteria would be subject to reasonable disagreement.
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requires neutrality with respect Alf and Betty’s dispute over which interpretation of shared political
values is correct.
Without violating Neutrality Among the Family, Alf and Betty may be criticized for
endorsing political conceptions that are inconsistent with their other convictions. Betty can call into
question Alf’s belief that PC-α is most reasonable by arguing that, by Alf’s own lights, components
of PC-α are not in reflective equilibrium for Alf. For example, Betty might point out that PC-α
places no importance on the value of reciprocity, which Alf himself recognizes as a fundamental
value of the public political culture. Even should Alf accept Betty’s criticism, though, this doesn’t
rule out the possibility that PC-α best satisfies the criteria of demanding-reasonableness for some
third citizen, Gemma. Betty must rule out all these possibilities if she is to show no reasonable
citizen could view PC-α as best satisfying the criteria of demanding-reasonableness. Such
demonstrations are possible on grounds, say, of PC-α’s internal inconsistency, or because it denies
rights and liberties to persons on the basis of their race or gender. In these cases, consistent with
Neutrality Among the Family, political liberalism can rule out these political conceptions. But there
are many political conceptions that may reside in reflective equilibrium for some reasonable citizens,
but not others. These political conceptions the theory of political liberalism cannot rule out without
violating neutrality. Disagreements about what is most reasonable supervene on disagreements
about whether or not some political conception can reside in reflective equilibrium for some
reasonable citizen. This is a matter of reasonable dispute because reflective equilibrium is always
indexed to specific persons, who differ in their fundamental convictions—convictions that are
themselves objects of reasonable disagreement. So, you and I as theorists of political liberalism
cannot claim without violating neutrality that only one unique political conception correctly accounts
for the political values by residing in reflective equilibrium for all reasonable citizens. By endorsing
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the neutrality principle, theorists of political liberalism are thereby committed to justice pluralism:
they are committed to the view that multiple theories of justice are most reasonable.
4.2 Political liberalism as a two-level theory
The neutrality principle only applies to you and me as we theorize about political liberalism.
Without violating it, we as citizens can take a stand on which unique political conception of justice is
most reasonable. This results in a two-level theory of political liberalism. At one level, we have the
theory of political liberalism per se, which is committed to Neutrality Among the Family and to
justice pluralism. At a second level, we have specific liberal political conceptions of justice, and
citizens who take a firm stance on which political conception is most reasonable.57 When Alf
believes that PC-α is most reasonable, the grounds for his belief lead him to view PC-α as the
unique, single most reasonable political conception of justice. Even though the grounds for his
belief are subject to reasonable dispute, Neutrality Among the Family does not require him to revise
or withdraw his credence in those grounds, insofar as he is reasoning as a citizen. As citizens, we
vote, lobby, run for office, and debate with others about the merits and demerits of specific policies.
In short, we engage in politics. It isn’t possible to do these things while remaining neutral on issues
about which there is reasonable disagreement. But the stance we take on these issues can
nevertheless reflect our commitment to the fundamental values of political liberalism. All political
liberals want to articulate a shared basis for living together as free and equal. What the present
analysis shows is that there are many ways of articulating this shared basis. The level of political
liberalism per se is neutral with respect to many of these different articulations, while the level of
one specific political conception of justice treats one articulation as the most reasonable guide for
reasoning qua citizen.
57

At this second level, citizens remain committed to some form of neutrality among conceptions of
the good. But we are not concerned here with the precise form this commitment to neutrality
should take for citizens.
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We need this distinction among levels because the theory of political liberalism per se does
not settle many important questions about basic justice to which specific political conceptions may
offer controversial answers. Even within the same political conception, many important questions,
such as which economic institutions justice requires, may have only unsettled answers. Rawls
claims that justice as fairness does not decide between requiring institutions of property owning
democracy or of liberal socialism.58 When we turn from justice as fairness to a pluralism of political
conceptions, we should expect even more conflict and unsettledness among answers to questions of
basic justice. Even though Rawls does not explicitly endorse a two-level theory, he allows for this
possibility when he says that the theory of political liberalism won’t answer questions about issues
like distributive justice, leaving that to specific political conceptions. About conflicts over
distributive justice, he writes: “Political liberalism does not explicitly consider these conflicts [e.g.
over distributive justice] but leaves them to be considered by justice as fairness, or by some other
reasonable conception of political justice.”59 Our analysis explains why this should be so. Many
specific questions about what justice requires cannot be answered while respecting Neutrality
Among the Family. The problem is one of overdetermination. Political liberalism per se is neutral
with respect to several political conceptions, and we have reason to expect these political
conceptions will issue conflicting directives about many matters of basic justice, including
distributive justice. So, about the many conflicting answers to questions of distributive justice,
political liberalism per se takes no stance. When citizens advocate one specific answer, they are
engaging with the core values of political liberalism at the level of a specific political conception of
justice.
On our analysis, there are many ways in which a society can be just—if we consider different
political conceptions from a fully neutral perspective. But many of these specific ways of being just
58
59

Rawls, Justice as Fairness: A Restatement, 139.
Rawls, Political Liberalism, 487.
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may be deemed as less than optimal justice by citizens who adopt a controversial stance on what
justice requires. The two-level view does not claim citizens who fail to adopt a fully neutral
perspective on justice are in any way at fault, any more than first-level political liberalism holds that
any reasonable conceptions of the good are faulty. Neither Neutrality Among the Family nor
Neutrality among Conceptions of the Good at the level of political liberalism per se is offered as a
constraint on actual citizens’ conduct. Instead, political liberalism per se recognizes the limits of
common human reason by allowing that citizens, faultlessly reasoning about justice, can come to
divergent views about justice’s demands.60 There are many ways of justifying this recognition of
human reason’s limits: one could appeal to moral values that favor epistemic humility, or to the
value of political stability in the face of persistent disagreement under free institutions, or to deep
psychological proclivities to biased reasoning. Political liberalism per se privileges no particular
justification of this claim, as any particular justification is controversial. Instead, this recognition is
the theory’s starting point.
V. Conclusion
Reasonable pluralism applies to both the good and to justice. Although this insight
increasingly occupied Rawls toward the end of his career, he never provided a decisive statement of
what role theories of justice should play in the theory of political liberalism. Basic political values
lead us to treat one another as free and equals. This requires that in our treatment of each other we
do not use political power to privilege some to the detriment of others on the basis of religion,
sexual orientation, economic class, or ethnicity, among other features. These same values should
60

Rawls himself moved away from appeals to common human reason in his unpublished, revised
Political Liberalism. An example: in the published version, a legitimate political regime is one “citizens
as free and equal” can endorse in light of principles “acceptable to their common human reason.”
(Rawls, Political Liberalism, 137.) The unpublished revised version changes this to principles
“acceptable to them as free and equal.” See Papers of John Rawls, 1942-2003 and undated, HUM
48, Box 30, folder 3, “Lecture IV: The Idea of Overlapping Consensus,” Harvard University
Archives, 108.
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also lead us to acknowledge there are different, incompatible conceptions of the requirements of
treating another as free and equal. Our concern has been with the theoretical ramifications of this
acknowledgment. Political liberals, as theorists, should be justice pluralists: they should hold that
many political conceptions can be most reasonable. This constrains the kinds of claims theorists can
make from the standpoint of political liberalism per se. Political liberalism per se does not view any
one theory of justice as uniquely correct. But specific theories of justice are still a part of political
liberalism. Political liberalism per se no more requires individual citizens to abandon their
conviction that a single theory of justice is uniquely correct than it requires of citizens religious
apostasy. What political liberalism per se denies is that common human reason requires the shared
conviction that one theory of justice is uniquely correct. A devout Rawlsian, on the present analysis,
may without fault hold that justice as fairness is uniquely correct. But this devout Rawlsian is not a
political liberal, on our analysis, if she holds there is no neutral perspective from which those who
disagree with her about justice are not necessarily at fault. The devout Rawlsian may, when
reasoning as a citizen, hold that justice as fairness is uniquely correct and should guide her reasoning
about matters of basic justice. But another who rejects the devout Rawlsian’s belief can do so while
reasoning faultlessly, from the standpoint of political liberalism per se.
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Chapter 2: Political Liberalism Without Epistemology
1. Introduction
Political liberalism per se is neutral among members of the family of most reasonable
conceptions of justice. But citizens participating in what David Enoch calls the “arena” of politics
hold one conception to be uniquely most reasonable.61 How can political liberalism view these
citizens as reasonable when their political engagement leads them to violate neutrality? This
question arises because our analysis presumes Neutrality Among the Family. But a structurally
identical problem arises for citizens who are committed to Neutrality Among Conceptions of the
Good while holding one specific comprehensive doctrine to be true. Clarifying the question: it
hardly seems reasonable, one might claim, for Alf both to be neutral, in either sense, and to justifiably
believe one political conception is most reasonable, or one religion is true. There is an epistemic
tension between Alf’s commitment to neutrality, on the one hand, and his justified belief that PC-α
is most reasonable, on the other. Before arguing in later chapters that Alf adopts the perspective of
political liberalism per se when he assesses the legitimacy of exercises of political power, I must first
address this apparent epistemic tension. The present chapter shows that there is no tension between
neutrality and justified belief by rejecting the commonly held view that reasonableness carries with it
epistemic commitments.
Many political liberals argue that reasonableness implies epistemic commitments. On some
interpretations, John Rawls falls into this camp when he claims that reasonable citizens acknowledge
that the burdens of judgment—features of inquiry that are sources of reasonable disagreement
among reasonable persons—apply to their sectarian beliefs.62 Both Thomas Nagel and Josh Cohen
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David Enoch, “The Disorder of Public Reason,” Ethics 124, no. 1 (2013): 175.
For such a reading of Rawls, see David Enoch. “Political Philosophy and Epistemology.” Oxford
Studies in Political Philosophy Volume 3. Oxford Press, 2017. For Rawls’ list of these features see John
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argue that reasonable citizens should see their sectarian beliefs as failing to satisfy rigorous
justificatory standards.63 More recently, R.J. Leland and Han Van Wietmarschen argue that
reasonable citizens are committed to “intellectual modesty” in the face of disagreement about the
truth of their favored sectarian doctrine.64 All these proposals purport to explain, in part, why
reasonable citizens practice liberal restraint in the context of public justification. Liberal restraint is
how citizens contribute to realizing the value of Neutrality Among Conceptions of the Good. It
requires that we advocate for public policies on the basis of shared, public reasons, which include
considerations of justice, rather than on the basis of reasons that presuppose the truth of a
controversial religious or philosophical doctrine.65 David Enoch has argued that all of these
proposals for the epistemic implications of reasonableness seem to have implications political
liberals themselves should be unhappy to embrace.66 This leads to the worry that a core idea of
political liberalism—that of a reasonable citizen—is inconsistent on its own terms, and that political
liberals cannot therefore explain why reasonable citizens should practice liberal restraint.
In this chapter I make two main claims. First, political liberals should not argue that
reasonableness carries with it any epistemic commitments that explain why reasonable citizens
practice liberal restraint, as doing so is inconsistent with citizens seeing themselves as free and equal.
Second, political liberals do not need to argue this. Instead of relying on epistemic commitments to
motivate reasonable citizens to practice liberal restraint, political liberals can instead rely both on
Rawls, Political Liberalism. Columbia University Press, 2005: 56-57. For the burdens as sources of
reasonable disagreement, see Political Liberalism, 55.
63
Thomas Nagel, “Moral Conflict and Political Legitimacy,” Philosophy & Public Affairs (1987);
Joshua Cohen, “Moral Pluralism and Political Consensus,” in David Copp, Jean Hampton, and John
E. Roemer, eds. The Idea of Democracy. Cambridge University Press, 1993.
64
R.J. Leland and Han Van Wietmarschen, “Reasonableness, intellectual modesty, and reciprocity in
political justification,” Ethics 122.4 (2012): 721-747.
65
What I call liberal restraint conflates the two principles that Christopher Eberle calls the “principle
of pursuit” and the “doctrine of restraint.” See his Religious Conviction in Liberal Politics. Cambridge
University Press, 2002, 68.
66
For a discussion of several proposals and their problems, see Enoch, “Political Philosophy and
Epistemology.”
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political and sectarian commitments. I will be concerned not with the full range of what I call
“epistemic interpretations” of reasonableness. Instead, I focus in §2 on a specific version of the
epistemic interpretation I call “Conciliatory Response.”67 According to Conciliatory Response,
reasonable citizens should reduce their credence that their sectarian beliefs are true in the context of
public justification. This argument does not necessarily require that reasonable citizens adopt a
skeptical attitude towards their sectarian doctrine.68 Yet any form of it, I argue in §3, has the
unwelcome consequence of alienating the religiously devout from a just, liberal political order. One
reason political liberals may need something like Conciliatory Response is as a solution to gametheoretic problems of stability that arise in a liberal political order. I explain in §4 how these
problems arise because of the conditional nature of our obligation to practice liberal restraint: we
should do so only if we expect others will, too. In §5 I show how Rawls’ notion of overlapping
consensus offers a solution to stability problems on which citizens have both shared and non-shared
sectarian reasons for practicing liberal restraint. Overlapping consensus predicts that reasonable
citizens will develop a complex of interacting shared and non-shared reasons that motivate them to
practice liberal restraint. This leads to an alternative notion of reasonableness, which I call the
“assurance interpretation,” that does not require all reasonable citizens share epistemic
commitments. I explain what role the burdens of judgment serve in that interpretation in §6. I
conclude in §7 by showing how overlapping consensus, properly understood, helps us reconcile
reasonable citizens’ commitment to Neutrality Among the Family and to holding one conception of
justice to be uniquely most reasonable.
2. Conciliation and political liberalism
67

Advocates of Conciliatory Response include Fabienne Peter and Han Van Wietmarschen. See
Fabienne Peter, “Epistemic Foundations of Political Liberalism,” Journal of Moral Philosophy 10, no. 5
(2013): 598-620; Han van Wietmarschen, “Reasonable Citizens and Epistemic Peers: A Skeptical
Problem for Political Liberalism,” Journal of Political Philosophy 26.4 (2018): 486-507.
68
Wietmarschen (2018), whose view I engage with at more detail below, defends a form of
conciliationism that does lead to skepticism.
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Political liberals hold that my belief that some comprehensive doctrine is true cannot justify
exercises of political coercion onto others.69 Political liberals—Rawls and all others—embrace the
view that liberal political orders are characterized by what Josh Cohen calls “the fact of reasonable
pluralism.”70 According to Cohen, the fact of reasonable pluralism states that “the protection of the
deliberative liberties will result in moral pluralism, and some of the moral conceptions will fall within
the set of fully reasonable conceptions.”71 Because reasonable citizens disagree about which
comprehensive doctrine is true, reasonable citizens ought not to seek to impose their favored
comprehensive doctrine onto their fellow citizens. They fulfill this duty of non-imposition by
practicing liberal restraint, so that the policies reasonable citizens advocate are all supported on the
basis of shared, public reasons. On the views we discuss below, citizens’ reasons for practicing
liberal restraint come from their recognition that their sectarian beliefs—their beliefs that some
comprehensive doctrine is true—fail to satisfy justificatory standards. Thomas Nagel describes
these as higher-order standards of impartiality specifying a “common, objective method of reasoning
which each [party to a disagreement] interprets and applies imperfectly.”72 Our sectarian beliefs may
be justified to a sufficient standard to believe them true. But they are not justified to a higher-order
standard that, Nagel claims, is “needed to justify the employment of political power.”73 These
standards are not exclusively epistemic, but “ethically based.”74 They require that we consider our
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Many political liberals, including Rawls, only hold this requirement with respect to justifying
constitutional essentials, while others like Jonathan Quong argue that the requirement applies to
non-essential political decisions as well. I take no stand on the issue. See Rawls, Political Liberalism,
xliv, and Jonathan Quong, Liberalism Without Perfection. Oxford University Press, 2011, 278.
70
Cohen, “Moral Pluralism and Political Consensus,” 282.
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Ibid.
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Thomas Nagel, “Moral Conflict and Political Legitimacy,” Philosophy & Public Affairs (1987), 235.
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Nagel, “Moral Conflict and Political Legitimacy,” 229.
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Ibid, 229.
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convictions “from outside,” from which these convictions are to be regarded “as someone’s beliefs,
rather than as truths.”75 Thus political liberals accept the following argument.
1. Our sectarian beliefs do not satisfy standards S.
2. When justifying political coercion we should only appeal to beliefs that satisfy standards S.
3. Therefore, we should not appeal to our sectarian beliefs when justifying political coercion.
This argument does not specify what standard S is. Nagel and Cohen both hold that beliefs that fail
to satisfy standard S can nevertheless be justifiably held by citizens to be true.76 Even some of our
beliefs we know to be true will fail to satisfy standards S, as others may reasonably dispute the truth
of what I claim to know. Reasons that satisfy standards S belong in the set of public reasons that
can justify political coercion. The challenge is to say what, precisely, those standards S are, and why
citizens should be motivated to act on conclusion (3).
Standards S function much like evidentiary standards in legal trials.77 These include the
“preponderance of evidence” standard and the “beyond reasonable doubt” standard. 78 Both
standards governing trials have epistemic content, and we adopt them in legal contexts because they
are good guides to rational belief formation. But they only imperfectly aim at truth. Sometimes
juries justifiably believe the defendant is the murderer, but must acquit because the legally
permissible evidence base is insufficient to justify a conviction. In these cases, even though the
standards have epistemically misfired, we respect them out of a concern for procedural justice. So
while the content of standards S is no doubt partly epistemic, those standards need not be taken as a
guideline to reliable belief formation. We can rationally view a defendant as guilty, yet as deserving
75

Nagel, “Moral Conflict and Political Legitimacy,” 230.
Nagel, “Moral Conflict and Political Legitimacy,” 229; Cohen, “Moral Pluralism and Political
Consensus,” 282.
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For an analysis of what precisely standards S are, see Gerald Gaus’ discussion of “victoriously
justified beliefs” in his Justificatory Liberalism: An Essay on Epistemology and Political Theory. Oxford
University Press, 1996: 144-151.
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Gaus argues that S should be the “beyond reasonable doubt” standard from the law. See
Justificatory Liberalism, 150-151.
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of acquittal. Similarly, we can rationally hold our belief that p to be justified, while also holding that
the belief does not satisfy S. In such cases we do not appeal to our belief that p when justifying
coercion out of considerations of justice. In what follows I take no stand on the precise content of
S while arguing that a theory of political liberalism should allow reasonable citizens to look at those
standards as falling short of good guidelines to rational belief formation.
There are two ways of reading “should” in (3). On the moral reading, the failure of our
sectarian beliefs to satisfy S gives us moral reasons not to appeal to those beliefs in contexts of
public justification. But it is the second, epistemic reading, on which we focus. On the epistemic
reading, (3) claims that citizens must, under pain of epistemic irrationality, appeal only to those
beliefs satisfying S in the public justificatory context. In that context, liberal democratic citizens
interact, either directly or indirectly, with other reasonable citizens in a society characterized by a
reasonable pluralism of comprehensive, sectarian doctrines. So, Alf the atheist can expect to interact
via political processes, either directly or indirectly, with other reasonable citizens who reject atheism.
Either Alf can view these citizens who disagree with him as epistemically justified in rejecting
atheism, or as epistemically unjustified. We are concerned with the former approach, which some,
but not all, political liberals embrace. The former approach leads to the epistemic reading of (3).
For if Alf believes p, that other reasonable citizens are epistemically justified in rejecting p, and that
he cannot explain who has made an error, then, once this fact is made salient to Alf, this implies his
initial confidence that p should be shaken. This shaken confidence motivates Alf not to appeal to p
in the relevant deliberative contexts. However compelling this line of argument may seem, I argue
that political liberals should not claim that the epistemic reading applies to all reasonable citizens.
Han van Wietmarschen and Fabienne Peter have advanced epistemic readings of (3) that
draw on results from the literature on peer disagreement. Broadly speaking, there are two views in
that literature on what we should do when we disagree with a peer and cannot explain who has made
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an error in reasoning. According to conciliationism, the appropriate response to peer disagreement
regarding whether p is to reduce one’s credence that p.79 In contrast, steadfast views hold that the
appropriate response when disagreeing with one’s peer whether p is to maintain one’s credence that
p.80 Conciliationism offers political liberals what may seem like an appealing analysis of why
reasonable citizens should practice liberal restraint. The justificatory context in which we practice
liberal restraint is inherently social: in that context reasonable citizens interact directly or indirectly
with each other by advocating policies that are binding on all. In a diverse political community
characterized by reasonable pluralism of comprehensive doctrines, some reasonable citizens who
disagree with Alf about the truth of, say, atheism, will be in some sense Alf’s epistemic peers.81
Conciliationists disagree about who precisely counts as my epistemic peer.82 Following Peter and
Ernest Sosa, we’ll say that an epistemic peer is someone for whom we have no reason to downgrade
their judgment when they disagree with us whether p.83
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Conciliationism includes what are called “equal weight views” according to which you ought to
afford your and your peer’s hypotheses equal credence. For prominent defenses of conciliationism,
see: David Christensen, “Epistemology of Disagreement: The Good News,” The Philosophical Review
116, no. 2 (2007); Adam Elga, “Reflection and Disagreement,” Noûs 41, no.3 (2007): 478–502;
Richard Feldman, “Epistemological Puzzles About Disagreement” in S. Hetherington (ed.),
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For examples of steadfast views, see Thomas Kelly, “The Epistemic Significance of
Disagreement,” in T. Gendler and J. Hawthorne (eds.), Oxford Studies in Epistemology, vol. 1. Oxford
University Press, 2005; Thomas Kelly, “Peer Disagreement and Higher Order Evidence,” in R.
Feldman and T. Warfield (eds.), Disagreement. Oxford University Press, 2010; Karl Schafer, “How
Common is Peer Disagreement? On Self‐Trust and Rational Symmetry,” Philosophy and
Phenomenological Research 91, no.1 (2015): 25–46.
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We require that Alf justifiably believes that there could be peers who disagree with him whether p,
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justifiably believe that inquirers at all levels of competence disagree with him. See his “Reasonable
Citizens and Epistemic Peers,” 492-493.
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the evidence. Wietmarschen, “Reasonable Citizens and Epistemic Peers,” 496.
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Ernest Sosa, “The Epistemology of Disagreement,” in Adrian Haddock et al. (eds.) Social
Epistemology. Oxford University Press, 2010, 293. Peter, “Epistemic Foundations of Political
Liberalism,” 611-612 fn. 34.
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Epistemic peer: Betty is Alf’s peer with respect to whether p if and only if Alf has no reason,
R, to believe that Betty’s judgment whether p, when it differs from Alf’s, is less likely to be
true than Alf’s.
Alf might be Betty’s peer if they both know they have access to the same body of evidence, e, and
employ the same evidentiary standards, E, regarding whether p. But, as Peter notes, such a
characterization of peerhood is often unsatisfied, especially when disagreements concern politics.
When discussing political matters, Alf may in principle be unable to confirm that he and Betty share
a body of evidence e. Perhaps e includes first-personal experiences that Alf cannot communicate.
Religious experiences, for example, have an ineffable character such that even if two people have
had the same type of experience, they cannot fully disclose the features of that experience and its
evidentiary import to each other. Or Alf may have difficulty retrieving and articulating the contents
of e.84 In such cases Alf cannot know that he and Betty share the same body of evidence e. Thus, on
Peter’s view, our body of evidence does not admit of full disclosure, either to the other participant in
a disagreement, or (sometimes) to ourselves.85 This makes it sometimes impossible to tell whether
we share a body of evidence with those with whom we disagree. Yet even if Alf knows that he and
Betty neither share a body of evidence nor employ shared evidentiary standards, he may nevertheless
lack any reason R to believe that Betty’s evidence and standards are any more likely to lead her astray
than Alf’s. In such a case, we say that Alf has no reason to “downgrade” Betty’s judgment.
Assuming Betty lacks any reason to downgrade his, we’ll say that Alf and Betty are epistemic peers.86
Conciliationists hold that when Alf judges that p and Betty judges that ~p, and both are
84

Sosa’s example is that our reasons for thinking our memory reliable, say, with respect to the name
of our high school algebra teacher, are irretrievable, as our reasons for first acquiring and retaining a
specific belief can be lost. “Epistemology of Disagreement,” 290.
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Peter calls this the Opacity View as both the total body of evidence and evidentiary standards are
opaque to an inquirer. “The Epistemic Foundations of Political Liberalism,” 611.
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epistemic peers, then Alf (and Betty) have reason to reduce their credences in their judgment
concerning p. The rationale for this response is simple. Assuming it is rational only to believe either
p or ~p on the basis of the evidence, either Alf or Betty must have made a mistake. Lacking any
reason R to downgrade the other’s judgment, they are uncertain who is in error. Different
conciliatory responses will seem compelling depending on whether Alf and Betty know they share a
body of evidence, e, and evidentiary standards, E. Let’s call the situation where they share both e
and E the shared situation. Van Wietmarschen argues that assuming they know they are in the shared
situation, then both Alf and Betty should disregard e. The intuition behind this response, Van
Wietmarschen says, is that “it would seem to beg the question to dismiss [Alf’s] disagreement as a
reason to doubt one’s belief that p, on the basis of the very reasoning that [Alf’s] disagreement calls
into question.”87 Because e is the basis for Alf’s justified belief that p, disregarding e leaves him not
justified in believing p in the shared situation.88 Peter, though, thinks in many circumstances Alf is
not rationally required to disregard his evidence.89 Alf may be uncertain that he and Betty are in the
shared situation. Perhaps, instead, they are reasoning from different bodies of evidence, e1 and e2,
and from different evidentiary standards, E1 and E2. Call this latter the unshared situation. Peter
argues that both the shared and unshared situations may be indistinguishable to both Alf and Betty,
as they may be unable to disclose their full bodies of evidence and evidentiary standards to each
other and to themselves.90 So, any unshared situation can be indistinguishable to the inquirers
themselves from a shared situation. So, in an unshared situation Alf has reason to reduce his
credence that p, as he is uncertain whether he is in the shared situation where either he or Betty has
made a mistake in reasoning from e2. When Alf is in the unshared situation, Peter argues, he need
not totally disregard his evidence, as his disagreement with Betty does not call his reasoning from e1
87
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and E1 into question. Thus Alf remains justified in believing that p on the basis of e1 and E1 in the
unshared situation. But he is less justified than before he knew of his disagreement with Betty, as he
has not ruled out the possibility he is in the shared situation, in which his disagreement shows he is
unjustified in believing that p.
The lesson I draw from Wietmarschen and Peter’s discussions of the shared and unshared
situations is as follows.
Conciliatory Response: When (i) Alf justifiably believes that p, (ii) Alf justifiably believes that
Betty is his epistemic peer, and (iii) Alf justifiably believes that he and Betty disagree about
whether p, then (iv) Alf should lower his credence that p (to some extent) in response to
recognizing that (ii) and (iii).
Conciliatory Response imposes a context-dependent rational requirement onto Alf when he is
interacting, directly or indirectly, with Betty.91 Outside that context, Alf has no reason to reduce his
credence that p. What Conciliatory Response offers to political liberals is an account, based in the
epistemology of peer disagreement, of why Alf should practice liberal restraint.92 Here is what
Conciliatory Response purports to show. Context C is the context of public justification, where Alf
must either directly or indirectly interact with his epistemic peers when he seeks to justify public
policies that will be imposed on all. Because Alf’s society is characterized by reasonable pluralism of
comprehensive doctrines, for any sectarian belief, BSEC, some members of Alf’s political community
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I assume that the requirement to conciliate functions much like skeptical scenarios raised as
objections to knowledge claims. David Lewis argues that skeptical scenarios are only salient, and
need to be addressed by a claimant to know, in the specific context where they are raised. See David
Lewis, “Elusive Knowledge,” Australasian Journal of Philosophy 74.4 (1996): 549-567.
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may reasonably reject the truth of BSEC.93 Alf is justified in believing that some of these fellow
members of his community who reject BSEC are his epistemic peers. In contrast, no members of his
political community reject the set of publicly justified beliefs, BPUB. This leaves us with the following
interpretation of why Alf, as a reasonable citizen, practices liberal restraint.
Epistemic Interpretation: In Context C, Conciliatory Response gives Alf reason to reduce
his credence that each BSEC is true, but no reason to reduce his credence that each BPUB is
true. Therefore, he should only appeal to BPUB in C.
Because liberal restraint requires that Alf only appeal to BPUB in C, the epistemic interpretation offers
an explanation of why Alf is motivated to practice liberal restraint.
The explanation is not complete, though. Epistemic Interpretation offers an argument that
is not fully spelled out, with a conclusion that does not follow from its premises. One thing that is
missing is an explanation of why Alf should disregard his BSEC in C.94 Perhaps Epistemic
Interpretation presumes a principle specifying a credential threshold for permissibly appealing to
beliefs in context C, and all BSEC fall below this threshold. Presumably, this is Van Wietmarschen’s
view, with justification as his relevant threshold, as he endorses a form of conciliationism according
to which Alf is unjustified in believing his sectarian view to be true in context C. But it is unclear
whether other conciliationists, like Peter, could accept a threshold view. On her view, Alf should
reduce his credence that atheism is true when deliberating about political matters. But, unless Alf is
absolutely certain that all publicly justified beliefs are true, it is possible there are some publicly
justified beliefs for which Alf’s credence that 1 > BSEC ≥ BPUB > 0. In such cases, a threshold
principle would not explain why Alf should disregard his BSEC in C. Perhaps instead of his beliefs
93

Alf doesn’t need to know that actual citizens reject his sectarian views, or why. It follows that
even if all other reasonable citizens in Alf’s society accept his beliefs, it would be incompatible with
liberal restraint to presuppose the truth of those doctrines in C. I defend this claim in §3.
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falling below a credential threshold, Alf instead has moral reasons not to appeal to BSEC in C.
Whatever the solution may be, my criticism below targets the assumption that reasonable citizens
need to conciliate at all in C. In the next section I argue that requiring reasonable citizens to
conciliate is incompatible with treating them as free and equal.
3. Conciliation and the religiously devout
Conciliatory Response offers an interpretation of the epistemic commitments of reasonable
citizens. I argue that this interpretation is incompatible with one of the basic commitments of
political liberals: respecting reasonable disagreement. Conciliatory Response purportedly offers a
shared rationale for the practice of liberal restraint. But the requirement that reasonable citizens
reduce to any extent their credences in BSEC in C imposes onto the religiously devout a cost they would
be unwilling to bear.95 Political liberals could respond by deeming the religiously devout
unreasonable. This would be a mistake, as religious devotion is one of the expected results of
citizens exercising their reason under free institutions, institutions that promote citizens’ selfconception as free and equal.
Why is Conciliatory Response incompatible with many forms of religious devotion? As
Gary Gutting notes, “A [religious] believer may agree that nonbelievers need not be culpable for
their nonbelief; they may, in the traditional phrase, be ‘invincibly ignorant,’ lacking faith through no
fault of their own and in this sense subjectively justified in their nonbelief. But believers must also
assert the superiority of their belief and see even justified nonbelief as an unfortunate fact.”96 The
Conciliatory Response requires that we acknowledge that someone who disagrees with us about our
95

Van Wietmarschen notes that political liberalism fails on its own terms if it requires citizens
suspend belief in their sectarian doctrines. See his “Reasonable Citizens and Epistemic Peers,” 501.
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sectarian beliefs has the standing of an epistemic peer. For the devout, this entails denying the
superiority of their religious belief. Conciliatory Response, though, only requires this denial from
reasonable citizens in the context of public justification. Outside of that context, it holds that
citizens may believe with utmost conviction. So, while the devout must deny the superiority of
religious belief when deliberating about political matters, they need not do so in the private context
of worship. While the non-devout may not view this as too great a sacrifice, even a context-specific
requirement of conciliation can alienate the faithful from a liberal political order. Under such a
requirement, an important sphere of the devout’s life is governed by epistemic criteria that conflict
with their religious beliefs. Many of the Christian faithful reject such requirements out of principle.
For example, the Barmen Declaration, written in 1934, is an ecumenical document articulating the
convictions of several German Protestant churches. The authors of that document write: “We reject
the false doctrine that there could be areas of our life in which we would belong not to Jesus Christ
but to other lords, areas in which we would not need justification and sanctification through him.” 97
This is not to say the authors deny the faithful owe obedience to the state, which is necessary for
“maintaining justice and peace” in “this still unredeemed world in which also the Church is
situated.”98 The Barmen Declaration was written in response to demands that German pastors
embrace the Nazi party’s anti-Semitism and militarism. But its principles also show why many
Christian faithful would reject the demand that their religious faith be sensitive to a contextdependent requirement for conciliation. This requirement sets up the liberal political order as a
competing authority to Jesus Christ, if only in the voting booth (and other public forums), not in the
church. Such a requirement they cannot accept.
Defenders of Conciliatory Response may want to exclude the religiously devout from the
97
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community of reasonable citizens. As unreasonable, the religiously devout would fall outside the
justificatory target of a liberal political order. This is the wrong result. Political liberals embrace
reasonable pluralism of comprehensive, sectarian doctrines. Epistemic credentials should not be
what make a doctrine “reasonable.” Rather, reasonable doctrines are such that can be endorsed by
citizens who reliably act from considerations of justice. A doctrine is reasonable in this sense if it
arises under conditions in which citizens think of themselves and each other as politically free. In
Paul Weithman’s words,
pluralism arises under free institutions because under those institutions we acquire, and we
act under, an idea of ourselves as free. …The crucial question is what members of a just
society would think of themselves as free to do. Rawls offers a clear answer: they would
think of themselves as free to form, pursue, and revise their conceptions of the good.99
Not all forms of religious devotion that arise under these conditions count as reasonable. Even
when they emerge under liberal institutions, fundamentalist sects are unreasonable if they forcibly
convert others to their faith. Rawls is specific in viewing religious citizens who embrace some form
of the doctrine of free faith as reasonable.100 These are citizens who view themselves and others as
politically free, yet many of whom would be alienated from a liberal order that requires contextspecific conciliation of belief. Political liberals should not define “reasonableness” in such a way
that alienates these citizens, nor need they. The remainder of this essay shows how political
liberalism can proceed without attributing any epistemic commitments to reasonable citizens as
such.
99
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4. Stability problems and liberal restraint
Paul Weithman has defended an interpretation of Rawls on which reasonable citizens face
stability problems that must be solved before they have an obligation to practice liberal restraint.101
The source of these stability problems, which Weithman argues have a game-theoretic structure, is
the conditional nature of our obligation to do as justice requires. Justice doesn’t demand that we
make ourselves suckers: Alf is obliged to practice liberal restraint only if he expects a significant
enough number of other citizens to do so as well. Thus, Alf’s decision to practice liberal restraint
can be usefully analyzed as having a game-theoretic structure. Alf’s reasons to practice liberal
restraint transform as his own expectations concerning others’ preferences change over time.
Initially, citizens like Alf find themselves in a Prisoner’s Dilemma. But their experience of living
under liberal political institutions change their own preferences and expectations about others until
citizens are faced with a Stag Hunt.102 In both of these games, a citizen, Alf, can either cooperate (C)
by doing the just thing—practicing liberal restraint—or he can defect (D), and attempt to use political
processes to advance the agenda of his own comprehensive doctrine. What characterizes the
Prisoner’s Dilemma is that Alf’s dominant strategy is to defect: no matter what the other player,
Betty, does, Alf advances his overall interests—which include his interest in doing as justice
requires—by defecting. What characterizes the Stag Hunt, though, is that Alf’s best strategy is to
cooperate with Betty, provided he has assurance Betty will do likewise. For if Alf cooperates and
Betty defects, he is left with his least preferred option. The payoff matrices for the two games are
below, where higher payoffs represent more preferred outcomes, and lower payoffs represent less
preferred outcomes.
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Prisoner’s
Dilemma
Alf Cooperate
Alf Defect

51

Betty Cooperate

Betty Defect

3, 3
4, 0

0, 4
1, 1

Stag
Hunt
Alf Cooperate
Alf Defect

Betty Cooperate

Betty Defect

4, 4

0, 2+ε
2, 2

2+ε, 0

Nash Equilibria describe the sets of strategies where no player could improve their payoff by
unilaterally changing their action. In a Prisoner’s Dilemma, the Nash Equilibrium is for both Alf
and Betty to defect, ending with payoff <1,1>. In a Stag Hunt, the Nash Equilibria include joint
cooperation, yielding <4,4>, and joint defection, yielding <2,2>. The challenge with a Stag Hunt is
to maintain the cooperative equilibrium in the face of shocks to the system, as we discuss below. In
our representation of the Stag Hunt, we include a variable ε, which has the value 0 ≤ ε < 2. Stag
Hunts are sometimes represented as assigning a higher payoff to defection when the other player
cooperates than when both defect. Behavioral economists have shown that the cooperative
equilibrium in a Stag Hunt is less stable as the value of ε increases.103 I argue below that stability
dynamics can be helpfully modeled assuming that ε = 0: i.e., whenever Alf defects in a Stag Hunt, he
has the same payoff regardless of whatever Betty does.
On Weithman’s interpretation of Rawls, both stability problems arise when citizens,
considering their full set of reasons, find it is overall rational for them not to do as justice requires. In
a Prisoner’s Dilemma, citizens are not reasonable because they find acting on the demands of justice
too costly, and prefer to defect when others cooperate.104 An example is the free-rider problem
arising with the provision of public goods. Alf may want to enjoy public goods (e.g. security from
foreign invasion) paid for by taxation, but he’d prefer everyone else pay their taxes and he shirk and
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not pay to the situation where he, too, pays. In this case, the equilibrium where all pay their share of
taxes is unstable, because each agent follows Alf’s reasoning to the conclusion that they should
defect by shirking. The practice of liberal restraint has the structure of a free-rider problem if
citizens view cooperation as individually costly but jointly beneficial, with the result that all would
rather shirk than do their part. Free-rider problems are sometimes solved by external enforcement
mechanisms, like the American IRS with taxation. But external enforcement mechanisms do not
offer promising solutions to all Prisoner’s Dilemmas. There can be no analogue of the effective
taxman for practicing liberal restraint: the currency of your reasons is harder for someone else to
count than the dollars in your bank account. What is needed, instead, is to change citizens’
preference structure. On Weithman’s interpretation, reasonable citizens for Rawls do not have the
incentive to defect because of the congruence of the right and their good. Reasonable citizens
consider their plans from the standpoint of what Rawls calls “full deliberative rationality.”105 From
this standpoint, reasonable citizens do not consider narrowly self-interested reasons alone; rather
they consider the unrestricted set of reasons from all sources.106 On Weithman’s reading, the
Prisoner’s Dilemma is “solved” when, for each reasonable citizen, the balance of reasons from the
standpoint of full deliberative rationality “tilts in favor of maintaining her desire to act from the
principles of justice as a highest-order regulative desire in her rational plans.”107 Citizens with this
preference structure escape the Prisoner’s Dilemma, but they fall into a Stag Hunt. 108
In a Stag Hunt all citizens would like to cooperate, as joint cooperation yields the highest
payoff for all. But under realistic epistemic constraints, joint cooperation is not a foregone
conclusion: citizens aren’t sure their partners assign the highest payoff to cooperation, and they are
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unsure that each will play their best response (some may be irrational). Stag Hunts are “solved”
when the cooperative equilibrium is self-reinforcing, and in experimental settings this can be
accomplished through pre-game communication. But pre-game communication only offers an
effective solution when players have no incentive to misrepresent their intentions.109 This generates
a problem that Weithman, in his discussion of stability, does not address.110 Stag Hunt games where
players do have the incentive to misrepresent their intentions are plagued by problems of “cheap
talk,” where communication becomes meaningless.111 In experiments, cheap talk is a problem when
the payoff structure of the Stag Hunt has a value of ε > 0.112 But in our version of the Stag Hunt—
where citizens are deciding whether or practice liberal restraint—we assume that ε = 0. In our Stag
Hunt, a single citizen’s defection will not affect the overall outcome of the voting process.
Cooperators practice liberal restraint, and their deliberations inform votes that are inputs to a
majoritarian decision procedure. The good of public justification is secured as long as a majority of
citizens practice liberal restraint.113 The important point is that for an isolated defector, there is no
extra benefit to defecting when their neighbors cooperate. This is all we need for ε = 0, giving
109
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players in our Stag Hunt reason to trust others when they signal an intention to practice liberal
restraint. So, to solve the Stag Hunt, reasonable citizens need both to be willing to cooperate, and
they must credibly signal to others their commitment to cooperating. In Weithman’s words, the
result is that “each knows that no one else has sufficient reason to take advantage of him and the
mutual assurance problem is solved.”114
Political liberals need to provide solutions to these two stages of stability problems: the
Prisoner’s Dilemma and the Stag Hunt. Conciliatory Response is not explicitly defended as a
solution to these stability problems, but it could be elaborated as such. Assuming (i) all citizens
sufficiently care about being epistemically rational, (ii) that epistemic rationality requires that they
appeal only to BPUB in C, and (iii) that (i) and (ii) are public knowledge, both stages of stability
problems could be solved. But we’ve seen in §3 why political liberals shouldn’t embrace this
solution. Weithman’s exposition of the problem includes a solution that does not attribute the same
epistemic commitments to all reasonable citizens. As his solution requires public knowledge of the
existence of an overlapping consensus, I’ll call his solution the overlapping consensus model. 115 In Samuel
Freeman’s words,
overlapping consensus assumes that the reasonable comprehensive religious, philosophical,
and moral doctrines that gain adherents in a well-ordered society will evolve doctrinally so as
to endorse liberal political values and liberal principles of justice as part of their
comprehensive accounts of morality and the good.116
Overlapping consensus is the thesis that sectarian comprehensive doctrines will evolve under free
institutions to themselves give citizens reasons to reliably act from their sense of justice. It makes
three assumptions. First, reasonable citizens all come to see political values as “very great values and
114
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hence not easily overridden.”117 Second, as sectarian doctrines evolve under free institutions those
doctrines will espouse commitments to viewing political coercion as an inappropriate means of
gaining adherents. These two features of overlapping consensus solve the Prisoner’s Dilemma by
transforming citizens’ preferences so that cooperating is payoff-dominant. Third, overlapping
consensus enables reasonable citizens to send each other varieties of signals expressing their
willingness to cooperate on fair terms. This third feature of overlapping consensus solves the Stag
Hunt. We explore these three features in the next section.
5. Overlapping consensus and stability
Political liberalism without epistemology follows the overlapping consensus model. My
exposition of that model follows Weithman’s interpretation of Rawls, making two additions. I
emphasize, first, the contribution of sectarian doctrines to solving problems of stability, and second,
how communication that solves Stag Hunts occurs mainly in ordinary testimonial contexts where
problems of cheap talk do not arise. Overlapping consensus is the thesis that citizens’ political and
sectarian values co-evolve as a result of the experience of living under a liberal political order. This
gradual co-evolution leads to conditions in which reasonable citizens no longer face the Prisoner’s
Dilemma or the Stag Hunt. To better characterize the features of overlapping consensus that solve
these stability problems, I borrow from Gerald Gaus in viewing reasonable citizens as having two
sets of values: an unrestricted set U and a restricted set R.118 The unrestricted set U includes the full
set of values that bear on deliberation: shared political values, values from one’s sectarian doctrine,
but also values such as narrow self-interest. Restricted set R includes only those shared political
values that citizens reason from in contexts of public justification. Stability is threatened when the
set of all nonpolitical values, (U – R), for a substantial enough number of citizens motivates them to
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defect.119 All values are assigned a contextually determined weight, wi. For simplicity, I speak of
weighted sets, wRR and wU(U – R), instead of speaking of different weights attached to different
values in those sets. Players cooperate in a game because the weighted values in set R—the political
values that favor cooperating—are mutually supported by the weighted non-shared values in set (U
– R).120 Liberal restraint is the equilibrium behavior when the following two conditions obtain.
TILT: For a sufficient number of citizens, rationality tilts in favor of justice because wRR ⇌
wU(U – R) for those citizens.
KNOWLEDGE: A sufficient number of citizens have sent out a sufficient number of
signals expressing that TILT obtains.121
When TILT is satisfied, the Prisoner’s Dilemma is solved. Satisfying KNOWLEDGE solves the
Stag Hunt. For our purposes, there are two important points to emphasize. First, each reasonable
citizen can satisfy TILT in different ways. Second, citizens have a variety of signals they can send to
each other to establish KNOWLEDGE.
TILT does not claim that sectarian values are unimportant. The “⇌” symbol indicates that
the relationship between R and (U – R), properly construed, is one of mutual support. Rawls
describes the problem of establishing the “tilt” in favor of justice as follows. “The problem, then, is
how to frame a conception of justice for a constitutional regime such that those who support, or
who might be brought to support, that kind of regime might also endorse the political conception
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provided it did not conflict too sharply with their comprehensive views.”122 So, while there can be
conflicts between the two value sets, they cannot be “too sharp.” The values in R are great values,
but this is compatible with the values in (U – R) being significantly weighty, too. This leads to
complex interactions between the two sets. All reasonable citizens endorse the value of reciprocity
in justification in R: reasonable citizens hold that political decisions should be justified by appeal to
reasons citizens subject to that decision can reasonably be expected to accept.123 How, exactly, this
value interacts with other values in the unshared, sectarian set will vary for each citizen.
Importantly, it is the relation among these two sets, rather than the weight of the political values
alone, that contributes to satisfying TILT.
For an example of complex interactions between the two sets, consider the values of
Catholicism. One of the documents that resulted from the Second Vatican Council, which
convened from 1962 to 1965, was the Declaration of Religious Freedom, or Dignitatis Humanae.
That document, while explicitly viewing the Catholic Church as the “one and only true religion,”124
disavows the use of political coercion to impose religious beliefs onto others. The authors write: “it
is wrong for a civil power to use force or fear or other means to impose the acceptance or rejection
of any religion, or to prevent anyone from entering or leaving a religious body.”125 Call the value of
non-coercion espoused in the document VC. The document provides a public affirmation that the
Catholic Church endorses VC. It responds to calls by “people of our time” who wish the Vatican
“to assert their consonance with truth and justice” by condemning political infringements on
religious liberty.126 Many Catholics already endorsed VC— and not because Catholic values required
122
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this. But the public proclamation declares that Catholics who do not already endorse VC have
reason to do so as Catholic values require it. Now, while the Dignitatis Humanae supports religious
freedom, it does not require that citizens practice liberal restraint. It is a controversial claim,
disputed even among political liberals, that justice requires exercising liberal restraint in our sense.127
Nevertheless, VC, despite being a sectarian value, can play some role in Catholics satisfying TILT.
We make no claim here that VC is sufficient in itself for satisfying TILT. But it gives us an example
of mutually supportive relations between the two sets.
Citizens satisfy KNOWLEDGE by sending each other signals that they are willing to
cooperate. Weithman and Hadfield and Macedo argue that the public use of public reason signals to
others a willingness to cooperate by acting on and from principles of justice.128 According to
Weithman, a citizen’s public use of public reason signals to others that she “adopt[s] the ‘common
point of view’ or ‘unified perspective’ [of justice] whenever basic political questions are at issue.”129
Weithman focuses on signals sent in the context of justifying specific political policies.130 But we
send these signals in many other contexts, as the political suffuses every aspect of our lives. Going
beyond Weithman’s explicit proposal, we can see that we express our willingness to cooperate
through many more signals than the public use of public reason. We discuss shared political values
with our friends when debating the merits of specific policy proposals or candidates. Those values,
and their relations of mutual support with our non-shared values, arise in Church, in school, at
work, and at home. They shape our shared affective responses to works of literature, movies, and
with shared liberal values. This reading, which I propose without defense, would make Vatican II
illustrative of the co-evolution of doctrines under overlapping consensus.
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television programs. These disparate contexts all provide opportunities for communicating to
others, either verbally or nonverbally, the general “tilt” of our values in favor of justice. Although it
is possible that some people treat these contexts as strategic opportunities to misrepresent their
values to each other, it is unlikely a strategy of misrepresentation can succeed in convincing others
of one’s allegiance to public reason when one’s values have a sectarian tilt. Dan Sperber et al. argue
that we have a suite of cognitive mechanisms for “epistemic vigilance” that prevent us from being
misinformed by others.131 Someone who avows a commitment to reciprocity but secretly wishes to
impose her sectarian values onto others is unlikely to deceive her friends and neighbors in the total
range of contexts where she can express this commitment. While a stray defector may go
undetected, as long as she is not part of a large coalition, her defection does not threaten the stable
equilibrium of practicing liberal restraint. When citizens receive signals from others that
KNOWLEDGE obtains, most of the time they will have reason to trust those signals. Falsely
conveying to others a willingness to cooperate affords no opportunities for exploitation, and is likely
to be detected by those mechanisms that weed out bad testimony.
Citizens need not send these signals to each other directly. Thrasher and Vallier emphasize
that assurance problems like our Stag Hunt can be solved not only by players directly expressing
credible commitments to each other, but also indirectly, through signals sent out by “public
choreographers.”132 These choreographers are agents or events that signal to all players what they
should do, eliminating players’ need for players to communicate their intentions to each other
directly. An example of a choreographer is a traffic light, which signals to all drivers what action
they should undertake to safely and efficiently move through an intersection. Authorities can also
function as choreographers for sectarian doctrines. Catholics all view the Vatican as an authoritative
interpreter of religious dogma, enabling the Vatican Council to choreograph the actions of all
131
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Catholics by signaling that they should endorse VC with the Dignitatis Humanae. This process of
sectarian choreographing takes place over time and is the result of a free exercise of sectarian reason.
Although this doctrinal evolution towards endorsing values of non-coercion like VC is predicted by
overlapping consensus, not all doctrines will co-evolve with liberal institutions in the same way, and
in response to the same pressures. This means we cannot describe in advance the exact content of
these signals from public choreographers that contribute to satisfying KNOWLEDGE.
Whether or not a successful overlapping consensus obtains is dictated by historical
contingencies. Individuals who satisfy TILT and KNOWLEDGE as a result of co-evolution of
value sets are not responding to rational arguments that apply to all, but rather to their (or their
sectarian doctrine’s) unique historical development under liberal political institutions. This
evolutionary trajectory may be reasons-responsive, but it is not the philosopher’s role, in political
liberalism, to offer reasons all citizens must accept to establish each citizen’s deliberative tilt toward
justice. Doing so undermines citizens’ sense of themselves as free and equal to develop their own
conceptions of the good. This evolutionary process may enhance the stability of liberal institutions,
or undermine it. Rawls’ confidence in the evolutionary trajectory of sectarian doctrines is based on
historical changes since the wars of religion in the 16th and 17th centuries.133 These changes, such as
they are, could be specific to Western European history, and could become undone. Overlapping
consensus offers us a model of how stability problems can be solved, but by itself the model does
not give us decisive reasons for optimism that these problems will be solved. But the model’s
optimism that the arc of history under liberal institutions bends towards overlapping consensus is
not a weakness of the model. Conciliatory Response, as a solution to stability problems, is similarly
optimistic in assuming both that it has correctly identified the demands of epistemic rationality in C
and that citizens sufficiently care about epistemic rationality to conciliate in C. Any interpretation of
133
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reasonableness brings with it certain articles of faith that philosophical argumentation alone cannot
show to be true. On the overlapping consensus model, political liberals must have faith that citizens
gradually come to satisfy TILT and KNOWLEDGE, and to wholeheartedly endorse liberal
institutions, as a result of living under them.
6. Overlapping consensus and the burdens of judgment
The Rawls-Weithman overlapping consensus model just sketched attributes no epistemic
commitments to reasonable citizens per se. But Rawls claims that reasonable citizens acknowledge
the burdens of judgment, and this is generally thought to carry epistemic baggage. What role do the
burdens of judgment serve in the overlapping consensus model? They serve the identifying function of
separating the shared set of reasons reasonable citizens can permissibly appeal to in contexts of
public justification from their unshared reasons. Shared values like reciprocity are not sufficient to
identify this shared set.134 Reciprocity tells us to offer other reasonable citizens terms of cooperation
they can reasonably be expected to accept, without saying why non-Catholics, say, cannot reasonably
accept facts that Catholics purportedly know to be true via divine revelation. That is, the burdens of
judgment supply shared standards S for differentiating the shared set of publicly justified beliefs,
BPUB, from an individual’s sectarian beliefs, BSEC. On the present analysis, the burdens of judgment,
while cloaked in epistemic language, need not be viewed as reliable guides to justified belief
formation to serve their identifying function. Instead, they can function more like legal evidentiary
standards, discussed in §2, that we respect primarily out of considerations of justice, rather than as
reliable epistemic guides.135
I have offered no argument that the burdens of judgment that Rawls articulates are necessary
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for serving the identifying function. Other criteria may do the job.136 At the extreme, eschewing all
epistemic language, we could simply take the distinction between BPUB and BSEC as basic. Criteria
with less epistemic baggage may do better than the burdens of judgment in not alienating otherwise
reasonable citizens from a liberal order. But these epistemically weaker criteria leave reasonable
citizens more room to dispute how, exactly, the shared/unshared distinction is to be drawn. This is
not an issue we can resolve here. Nevertheless, note that Conciliatory Response does not give us
criteria that draw the shared/unshared distinction in a fully satisfactory way. Marxists, Nietzscheans,
and other critics of democratic values argue that some political values we have all things considered
reason to reject. While I doubtless have reason to downgrade many of these arguments, as they fail
on their own terms, according to Conciliatory Response, those I have no reason to downgrade give
me reason to conciliate on some BPUB. While I haven’t offered satisfactory criteria serving the
identifying function, neither, I think, have defenders of Conciliatory Response.
I’ve argued that political liberals should reject Conciliatory Response and embrace the
overlapping consensus model of why reasonable citizens practice liberal restraint. That model gives
us the following Assurance Interpretation of reasonableness.
Assurance Interpretation: Alf’s full set of values tilts in favor of justice, such that he reliably
appeals only to BPUB and not to BSEC in C, and Alf signals to members of his community that
this is so.
On the Assurance Interpretation, shared criteria for identifying BSEC and BPUB do not provide Alf
with motivating reasons for practicing liberal restraint. Each citizen has a distinctive set of
motivating reasons that contribute to her satisfying TILT in her own way. Epistemic considerations
can figure in that economy of motivating reasons—just as religious considerations can, too. These
belong to the non-shared set (U – R) that complexly interacts with shared political values R to satisfy
136
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TILT. These non-shared motivating reasons are shaped by the experience of living under just,
liberal institutions. On the Assurance Interpretation, political liberals need not deny the truth of
conciliatory views in the epistemology of peer disagreement; nor need they deny the truth of
Catholicism, or other reasonable religious doctrines. What the Assurance Interpretation precludes is
attributing values in the non-shared set (U – R) to reasonable persons as such. Non-shared values
may be true values, but membership in the reasonable community does not require their acceptance.
7. Conclusion
I have argued that political liberalism can be done without attributing epistemological
commitments to all reasonable citizens. Defenders of what I call Conciliatory Response argue that
reasonable citizens should practice liberal restraint under pain of epistemic irrationality, because
epistemic rationality requires, in the context of public justification, they reduce their credence that
their sectarian beliefs are true. But this requirement has the unwelcome consequence of alienating
the religiously devout from a just, liberal order. Political liberals cannot accept this result because
they view religious devotion as a normal result of citizens reasoning under liberal institutions from
the idea that they are politically free and equals. Political liberals who embrace the Rawls-Weithman
overlapping consensus model, and the Assurance Interpretation of reasonableness it implies, do not
face this problem. The attractiveness of that model depends on accepting an article of faith: the
belief that across generations, citizens and sectarian doctrines, each in their own way, will shape and
be shaped by liberal institutions into relations of mutual support. The fact of reasonable pluralism
implies that this co-evolutionary process will not lead to a convergence of all reasonable citizens
onto whatever the true sectarian doctrine may be. Persistent disagreement about religion or
epistemology implies that citizens will always see some of their neighbors as either damned or
epistemically irrational. On the overlapping consensus model, persistent reasonable disagreement
implies that these citizens, if they are reasonable, can live together on just terms even with those they
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view as damned or as irrational.
I conclude by returning to our opening question of whether reasonable citizens can both
endorse Neutrality Among the Family and justifiably believe one member of that family is uniquely
most reasonable. The overlapping consensus model suggests an answer to this question. Much as
reasonable comprehensive doctrines each give their adherents their own reasons for satisfying TILT,
members of the family will each give reasonable citizens their own reasons to act on the demands of
neutrality. These motivating reasons will be moral ones, internal to the framework of a most
reasonable political conception, rather than epistemic reasons. We have not yet discussed what
these reasons are, nor what they are reasons for: that is the topic of Chapter 3, when we analyze how
citizens adopt a neutral perspective in assessing the legitimacy of institutions and exercises of
political power out of considerations of reciprocity.
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Chapter 3: Justice Pluralism and Optimal Legitimacy
I. Introduction
In the ideal of public reason all reasonable citizens respect the moral duty of civility by
voting for those policies that best realize what they regard as the most reasonable conception of
justice.137 These citizens all recognize the fact of justice pluralism: different citizens can, without
fault, regard different political conceptions of justice as most reasonable, and political liberalism is
neutral regarding who is correct. The result is that political liberalism per se recognizes a family of
most reasonable conceptions of justice. Political liberalism per se identifies a perspective with which
reasonable citizens can evaluate public policy, even if they never adopt this perspective when voting.
In this chapter and the next, we explore the features of that perspective, and why reasonable citizens
should adopt it. Call this perspective second-level deliberation, or deliberation from the perspective of
the family of most reasonable political conceptions. Second-level deliberation is distinct from firstlevel deliberation, where a reasonable citizen deliberates within the framework of the single
conception of justice she regards as most reasonable. In second-level deliberation, a reasonable
citizen imposes on herself informational constraints denying her knowledge of which member of the
family of most reasonable political conceptions she endorses. From this perspective, reasonable
citizens can best appreciate how their societies realize justice under conditions of reasonable
pluralism of conceptions of the good and of justice. Under these conditions, no reasonable citizen
can expect a constitutional regime will realize over time, or indeed at any time, what she regards as
the most reasonable justice conception of justice—or what we’ll call “optimal justice.” Optimal
justice from a citizen’s perspective of first-level deliberation can be impossible to obtain under a
democratic regime, as citizens vie in the political arena to realize competing, jointly incompatible,
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visions of optimal justice. Second-level deliberation is the perspective from which citizens,
frustrated in the political arena, can nevertheless see optimal justice to be done.
Second-level deliberation is the perspective from which we judge exercises of political power
to have a distinctive kind of legitimacy. According to A.J. Simmons, legitimacy concerns a state’s or
government’s “complex moral right…to be the exclusive imposer of binding duties on its subjects,
to have its subjects comply with these duties, and to use coercion to enforce the duties.”138 Some
argue that this moral right or power does not logically imply that citizens have any duty of
compliance.139 Following Rawls, we assume away any logical gap between a state’s moral right or
power and a citizen’s duty of compliance.140 Now, we have duties to comply with laws that fall short
of optimal justice. Even substantively unjust laws can sometimes be legitimate. For Rawls, “[l]aws
passed by solid majorities are counted legitimate, even though many protest and correctly judge
them unjust or otherwise wrong.”141 Our topic is not when we have an obligation to obey unjust
laws, for the two-level view cannot offer an informative analysis of when reasonable citizens ought
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A. John Simmons, “Justification and Legitimacy.” Ethics 109, no. 4 (1999), 746. Allen Buchanan
characterizes legitimacy similarly, except he claims a legitimate state is justified—but does not
necessarily have a right—in wielding exclusive power over its subjects. Allen Buchanan, “Political
Legitimacy and Democracy.” Ethics 112, no. 4 (2002), 689.
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Robert Ladenson argues that states may show themselves to have a justification right to issue
demands by citing considerations justifying the state’s right to rule. But this need not imply the state
has a claim right that imposes duties to comply onto citizens. Rawls seems to conflate justification
and claim rights in his account of legitimacy. He doesn’t cite Ladenson’s distinction, so his rationale
for the conflation is unclear. Likely it is that the state is justified in issuing demands because doing
so is necessary for realizing a just basic structure, and citizens’ sense of justice leads them to feel they
ought to comply. Following Rawls, I simply assume the state has a claim right on citizens’
compliance. For Ladenson’s discussion of the justification right/claim right distinction and his
analysis of legitimacy as a justification right, see Robert Ladenson, “In Defense of a Hobbesian
Conception of Law.” Philosophy & Public Affairs (1980): 138-143.
140
According to Simmons, “Rawls and others argue that certain natural duties bind us to (some
kinds of) states within whose boundaries we may find ourselves…But insisting on an obligation of
compliance with our own just institutions—as opposed to a duty only to support or not to
undermine them—simply begs the question now at issue.” See Simmons, “Justification and
Legitimacy,” 767.
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Rawls, Political Liberalism, 427.
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to obey unjust laws.142 Nor should our topic be confused with legitimacy per se, which encapsulates
the moral right of states to govern, as well as of various institutions that issue directives with the
expectation of compliance, where these directives may have nothing to do with justice.143 Rather,
our topic is a distinctive kind of legitimacy belonging to just liberal regimes, which is distinct from
legitimacy per se, and to which first-level deliberation is blind. I call that distinctive kind optimal
legitimacy, defined as follows.
Optimal legitimacy: a law L is optimally legitimate if and only if (i) reasonable citizens have a
duty to comply with L and (ii) from an impartial perspective reasonable citizens view
themselves as not having justice-based reasons to seek to change L through legitimate
means.
Condition (ii) distinguishes optimal legitimacy from legitimacy per se. Citizens may have a duty to
comply with laws they do not regard as optimally just, based in fear of punishment or considerations
of self-interest. But with respect to laws in general, democratic citizens can both comply with them
and seek to change or undermine them through democratically sanctioned means: through pushing
for a referendum to repeal that law, or appealing judicial authorities to overrule it, say. Still more
often, citizens comply with such laws and do not act to have them repealed or overruled, but wish
they were so, without acting in any way to bring about that result. In either case, citizens view a law
142

Theorists analyze our obligation to obey unjust laws as an implication of the content
independence of legitimate state authority. Legitimacy as content independence holds that when the
state orders me to X, the reasons why I ought to X have nothing to do with the features of X
itself—whether it is just or unjust, say. As Raz puts it, “[a] reason is content-independent if there is
no direct connection between the reason and the action for which it is a reason.” (See Joseph Raz,
The Morality of Freedom. Oxford Clarendon Press, 1986, 35.) As will become clear, we are concerned
with a specific conception of liberal legitimacy on which our reasons for complying with the state’s
order “do X!” have to do with the justice of X.
143
Allen Buchanan analyzes legitimacy per se, or “the general concept of institutional legitimacy,” as
concerned with showing how institutions have the standing needed “to supply the coordination
needed to achieve important benefits or avoid serious costs, and accomplish this without excessive
costs.” This is a problem specific to contexts where “it would be unreasonable to expect
[institutions] to be either fully just or optimally efficacious.” See Allen Buchanan, The Heart of
Human Rights. Oxford University Press, 2013, 178.
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as legitimate but sub-optimal according to some metric: be it justice, economic efficiency, or
whatever. Why concern ourselves with condition (ii), which is not necessary for citizens’ duty to
comply?
Under conditions of justice pluralism, optimal legitimacy provides the standard by which all
reasonable citizens can agree a law is not merely legitimate, but just. Optimal justice according to
first-level deliberation cannot provide that standard, as all reasonable citizens should expect their
institutions to fail to realize what they regard as optimal justice. As we discuss below, Rawls offers
the criterion of reciprocity as a constraint on legitimacy. Rawls describes general features a
constitutional structure satisfying the criterion of reciprocity must possess: that structure must
specify rights, liberties and opportunities for all citizens, it must assign a special priority to those
freedoms, and it must ensure adequate all-purpose means to make use of those freedoms.144 While
this describes a broad space of reasonable disagreement about the shape a liberal regime should take,
reasonable citizens may nevertheless find specific proposals falling within that space to fail to satisfy
the reciprocity criterion. The criterion of reciprocity cannot tell us when all reasonable citizens
should find some exercise of political power legitimate unless we have an analysis of when all
reasonable citizens, who disagree about justice, should agree that the criterion is satisfied. On the
present analysis, reasonable citizens should all agree that a law satisfies the criterion of reciprocity
when that law is optimally legitimate. I propose the following principle of optimal legitimacy. A law
L is optimally legitimate if and only if either
(a) L is optimally just from the perspective of some member of the family of most
reasonable conceptions of justice, or
(b) L is the output of some procedure, P, which takes as its input demanding reasonable
citizens’ beliefs about what optimal justice requires.
144
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This chapter argues that all reasonable citizens who exercise the duty of civility, and who both
respect reasonable pluralism about justice and the good and value reciprocity, should, from the
perspective of second-level deliberation, recognize a law as optimally legitimate when conditions (a)
or (b) obtain.
Before proceeding, a few words about why optimal legitimacy is important. The present
analysis appeals to the notion of optimal legitimacy in explaining why citizens living in the ideal of
public reason should view their society as desirable from the standpoint of justice. Rawls states that
the ideal of public reason is a deliberative democracy.145 Theorists like Hélène Landemore argue that
deliberative democracies arrive at political decisions that are better, from the standpoint of justice,
than any one individual could hope for deliberating in isolation about which policies to enact.146 The
present analysis does not deny this may be the case. But, as Chapter 2 argues, political liberalism
does not require reasonable citizens view themselves as possibly mistaken about their sectarian views
about justice. Because Alf can reasonably consider his own first-level views about what optimal
justice requires as correct, he can reasonably view deliberative democratic choice mechanisms as
serving only to move society away from what he, at the first level, reasonably regards as optimal
justice. The present analysis cannot require that Alf as reasonable view his own first-level judgments
about what justice requires as mistaken. He is under no requirement to view deliberative democratic
mechanisms as selecting policies that are closer to “true” optimal justice than the policies he favors
from the perspective of first-level deliberation. So, the present analysis cannot require citizens like
Alf to view the ideal of public reason as outperforming from the standpoint of justice a regime that
always institutes what Alf regards, at the first level, as optimal justice.
Additionally, the notion of optimal legitimacy explains why the ideal of public reason is
145
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better from the standpoint of justice than a liberal regime in which all citizens practice liberal
restraint. In the ideal of public reason, citizens are under the moral requirement to exercise the duty
of civility, which requires each citizen vote on the basis of what they regard as optimal justice.147
While the duty of civility is a moral duty148—not a legal one that can be coercively imposed—we can
ask why it is desirable from the standpoint of justice that all citizens exercise it. Unlike liberal
restraint, which requires refraining from appeal to certain reasons in political deliberation, the duty
of civility imposes the requirement on citizens that they advocate proposals they find optimal from
the standpoint of justice. Determining which proposal is optimal requires ranking options within a
feasible set according to the criteria of justice. For Alf to determine that law L1 is optimally just
according to PC-α, which he regards as the most reasonable political conception, he must evaluate
the feasible set of alternatives according to the criteria of PC-α to determine that, on those criteria,
L1 is best. In contrast, liberal restraint only requires Alf advocate L1 on the basis of shared political
reasons: he need not also compare the merits of L1 with its alternatives in the feasible set. Practicing
liberal restraint is less cognitively demanding for Alf than discharging the duty of civility. When Alf
discharges that duty he is demanding-reasonable in the sense explained in Chapter 1. No liberal
theorists would deny a regime in which all practice liberal restraint is legitimate, per se. The present
analysis claims that what distinguishes the ideal of public reason, in which all discharge the duty of
civility, from a liberal regime that is less demanding of its citizens is that the former comes closer to
realizing optimal legitimacy on an issue by issue basis, and hence overall.
The chapter proceeds as follows. In §2 I argue that while Rawls is often read as proposing
only a procedural constraint on legitimacy—roughly, that laws are legitimate if they are enacted in
conformance with a constitution that citizens can endorse as free and equals—political liberals who
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follow Rawls should also accept a substantive constraint. That constraint requires that each exercise
of political power be at least minimally acceptable according to criteria of justice. The question is
when all reasonable citizens will agree that these minimal criteria are met. In §3 I argue that one of
the best cases for agreement occurs when a law is optimally just from the perspective of some
member of the family of most reasonable conceptions of justice, which is condition (a) above.
When laws satisfy that condition, all reasonable citizens should agree that the law satisfies the
criterion of reciprocity. In §4 I show that all reasonable citizens will also agree that given the fact of
reasonable disagreement about justice, some decisions about public policy must be resolved by
bargaining mechanisms that deliver results no single citizen would regard as optimally just from the
standpoint of any member of the family. So long as those mechanisms take as inputs citizens beliefs
about what optimal justice requires, and the mechanisms themselves are just, all reasonable citizens
should regard the output of those mechanisms as satisfying the criterion of reciprocity. This gives
us condition (b) on optimal legitimacy above. In a society characterized by reasonable pluralism,
what makes the ideal of public reason desirable from the standpoint of justice is that it best satisfies
conditions (a) and (b), in comparison with other liberal regimes (such as one where citizens only
practice liberal restraint). I conclude in §5.
II. Liberal principle of legitimacy
Unjust laws or institutions can be legitimate. This leads many to view the concepts of
justice and legitimacy as wholly distinct. Rawls is often read as embracing such a view in Political
Liberalism.149 Now, Rawls does not offer a theory of the concept of legitimacy per se in that book.150
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Thus David Estlund argues that for Rawls in Political Liberalism “legitimacy does not require
justice.” See his “The Survival of Egalitarian Justice in John Rawls's Political Liberalism.” Journal of
Political Philosophy 4, no. 1 (1996): 73. Others—Burton Dreben, Simon Căbulea May, and David
Reidy—who embrace what Paul Weithman calls the “standard reading” of Political Liberalism also, on
Weithman’s understanding, hold this view. See Paul Weithman, “Legitimacy and the Project of
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Rather, he analyzes a conception of legitimacy he calls “liberal legitimacy.” That analysis, I argue, is
deeply intertwined with his analysis of justice. He summarizes his analysis with the Liberal Principle
of Legitimacy. In the unpublished, revised manuscript of Political Liberalism that principle is
formulated thus.
Liberal Principle of Legitimacy: “our exercise of political power is fully proper only when it
is exercised in accordance with a constitution, the essentials of which each citizen reasonably
thinks that other citizens may reasonably be expected to endorse in the light of principles
and ideals acceptable to them as free and equal, and therefore satisfying the criterion of
reciprocity.”151
All discussions of the principle focus on the published version, which requires that principles and
ideals be acceptable to citizens’ “common human reason.”152 In contrast, the unpublished version
above requires those principles are acceptable to citizens as “free and equal.” We focus on the
unpublished formulation as the present analysis traces disagreements about legitimacy to disputes
about what principles citizens as free and equal should regard as most reasonable. According to the
Liberal Principle of Legitimacy (or “Liberal Principle”), legitimacy judgments do not take as their
object specific laws or policies, but rather constitutions. So, Alf judges a law L to be legitimate when
L is issued in accordance with procedure P that is required by a constitution, the essentials of which
Political Liberalism.” in Thom Brooks and Martha C. Nussbaum, eds., Rawls’s Political Liberalism.
Columbia University Press, 2015, 79.
150
He offers a separate analysis of legitimacy for minimally decent peoples in The Law of Peoples,
where he argues that even non-liberal regimes can “impose bona fide moral duties and
obligations…on all persons within [their] territory.” (emphasis his, 65-66) I take no stand whether
that book offers a distinct conception of legitimacy, or instead analyzes the concept. See John
Rawls, The Law of Peoples: With “The Idea of Public Reason Revisited.” Harvard University Press, 2001: 6467.
151
HUM 48, Box 30, folder 3, “Lecture IV: The Idea of Overlapping Consensus,” Harvard
University Archives, 108.
152
The unpublished version, stated above, differs from the published version as the latter requires
that citizens may reasonable be expected to endorse a constitution “in the light of principles and
ideals acceptable to their common human reason.” Rawls, Political Liberalism, 137.
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Alf can reasonably be expected to endorse. According to Fabienne Peter, Rawls makes constitutions
the object of legitimacy judgments in the Liberal Principle because reasonable citizens will disagree
about the proper evaluation of specific laws and policies. On her reading, reasonable citizens who
disagree about justice can achieve consensus on the legitimacy of constitutions, but they cannot
achieve consensus on the legitimacy of specific laws and policies. In this section, I argue that,
whatever Rawls may have thought, political liberals should not follow Peter in viewing constitutions
as the sole object of legitimacy judgments. While the Liberal Principle articulates a proceduralist
condition on legitimacy, satisfying such a condition when laws and policies bear on constitutional
essentials and matters of basic justice can only be necessary for legitimacy, not sufficient. To be
sufficient for legitimacy, those laws, in addition to having the appropriate proceduralist pedigree,
must also satisfy a substantive condition that they not be too unjust.153 According to this substantive
condition, legitimate law must satisfy a minimal threshold of justice, which even some unjust laws
can satisfy. I defend this substantive condition by criticizing Peter’s interpretation of the Liberal
Principle as requiring that legitimate law need only have the appropriate proceduralist pedigree.
For Rawls, reasonable citizens appeal to public reasons in justifying some exercise of political
power as legitimate.154 Peter finds in Rawls’ work two conflicting views of the relationship between
public reason and legitimacy. Some passages in Rawls, she argues, support what she calls the
“substantive interpretation” of public reason, on which public reasons justify not only the
constitutional framework in which political decisions are made, but also the specific decisions
themselves.155 On the alternative “procedural interpretation,” public reasons need only justify
153

Rawls articulates this substantive condition in the following remark. “[L]egitimacy of legislative
enactments depends on the justice of the constitution (of whatever form, written or not), and the
greater its deviation from justice, the more likely the injustice of outcomes. Laws cannot be too unjust if
they are to be legitimate.” Political Liberalism, 429. Emphasis added.
154
See, e.g., Political Liberalism, 446-447.
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Fabienne Peter, Democratic Legitimacy. Routledge, 2009: 93-94. As evidence for this interpretation
she cites Rawls’ discussion of the “the proviso” that allows citizens, consistent with satisfying the
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decision-making processes themselves, where any outcome of a deliberative process so justified is
legitimate.156 At issue is whether a specific policy, L, is legitimate for Alf because public reasons
favor L, or because L is the output of a process P justified by public reasons. While Peter finds
textual evidence that supports both interpretations, she argues that Rawls must endorse the
proceduralist view, on which public reasons justify P, not L.157 Rawls’ central concern, she writes, is
with “the question [of] how we can justify anything to each other, given reasonable pluralism.”158
Given the fact of reasonable pluralism, she argues, reasonable citizens will contest the justice or
legitimacy of specific laws. Rawls focuses instead on justifying the basic structure to reasonable
citizens, including the constitution and the processes that constitution requires for selecting policies.
On this reading, processes—not specific policies—can be justified by public reasons in the right
kind of way to generate legitimacy. I reconstruct Peter’s argument in favor of the procedural
interpretation of Rawls as follows.
(1) Legitimate exercises of political power are publicly justified.159
(2) Public justification satisfies rigorous publicity conditions.160

duty of civility, to justify policies by appeal to sectarian reasons provided we can give public reasons
justifying those policies “in due course.” (Peter, Democratic Legitimacy, 97; Rawls, Political Liberalism,
453, 462-463.)
156
Wilfried Hinsch defends a view closely related to the procedural interpretation. He analyzes
legitimate law as having a “factual pedigree” in decision-making procedures required by a
constitution that protects proto-rights of basic justice. (46-47) For Hinsch, constitutions must be
publicly justified, but not substantive laws. See Wilfried Hinsch, “Justice, Legitimacy, and
Constitutional Rights.” Critical Review of International Social and Political Philosophy 13, no. 1 (2010): 3954.
157
“It seems clear to me that even though the textual evidence I have cited supports both, Rawls’s
conception of legitimacy has to be Pure Proceduralist and cannot be a version of Rational
Proceduralism [or of the substantive interpretation].” Peter, Democratic Legitimacy, 98.
158
Peter, Democratic Legitimacy, 98.
159
“[Citizens] want to cooperate politically with one another in ways that satisfy the liberal principle
of legitimacy: that is, on terms that can be publicly justified to all in the light of shared political
values.” (Rawls, Justice as Fairness: A Restatement. Harvard University Press, 2001, 202.)
160
Rawls, Political Liberalism, 66-67.
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(3) A justificatory argument that satisfies publicity conditions “proceeds from some
consensus: premises all parties in disagreement, assumed to be free and equal and fully
capable of reason, may reasonably be expected to share and freely endorse.”161
(4) Specific policies cannot be substantively justified by appeal to premises all parties can be
reasonably expected to share and freely endorse.
(5) So, specific public policies cannot be publicly justified.
This argument purports to show that Rawls’ notions of public justification and publicity cannot be
rendered compatible with the substantive interpretation. More needs to be said about why Peter
attributes to Rawls (4). Key notions in the argument of public justification, publicity, and premises
endorsable by free and equals are all strongly interrelated: a public justification satisfies publicity
conditions, partly by being constructed out of premises endorsable by free and equals. Rejecting any
one of the specific interpretations of these three key notions assumed in the argument requires that
we reject (at least parts of) the other two interpretations as well. I argue that justice pluralists should
reject the interpretation of the endorsement requirement assumed in (3). Hence, justice pluralists
must also reject the specific interpretations of public justification and publicity Peter tacitly assumes
in (1) and (2). This section argues justice pluralists should reject the interpretation of endorsement
Peter’s argument requires. The next section begins to develop a justice pluralist alternative.
Peter does not clearly articulate the endorsement requirement she assumes in (3), but she
must assume that premises in a publicly justified argument are uniquely endorsable. Uniquely
endorsable premises in an argument showing some object, X, to be legitimate must satisfy the
following condition.
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Rawls, Justice as Fairness: A Restatement, 27. Compare: “public justification…proceeds correctly
from premises we accept and think others could reasonably accept to conclusions we think they
could also reasonably accept.” (Rawls, Political Liberalism, 465.)
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Uniqueness Endorsement: all parties, as free and equal, endorse (or accept on due reflection)
the unique set of premises {P1…PN} that they all agree yield the conclusion with respect to
whether X is legitimate.
Many passages in Rawls, including his remarks on public justification of the basic structure, support
attributing to him uniqueness endorsement. Rawls at times says that only the basic structure can be
publicly justified.162 And many of his remarks on when the basic structure is publicly justified
describe a well-ordered society where “everyone accepts, and knows that everyone else accepts, the
very same political conception of justice.”163 All this leads to an understanding of public justification
on which reasonable citizens agree on what the premises should be in a justificatory argument: these
premises should follow from the political conception of justice that regulates the basic structure.
When the prospects for agreement on what such premises are becomes dim, the possibility of public
justification breaks down.164 So, the possibility of publicly justifying X breaks down when all
reasonable citizens do not agree on the same set of premises that should figure in a justificatory
argument. This leads to the question of what objects X can be publicly justified by uniqueness
endorsement. Rawls is clear that he regards the best prospects for agreement as limited to the
premises justifying constitutional essentials, including the “general structure of government and the
political process” and “the equal basic rights and liberties of citizenship that legislative majorities
must respect.”165 These have the best prospects for agreement not because they are uncontroversial.
162

“Since we are seeking public justifications for political and social institutions—for the basic
structure of a political and social world—we think of persons as citizens.” (Rawls, Political Liberalism,
481)
163
Emphasis added. Rawls, Justice as Fairness: A Restatement, 8. Rawls is clear, in places, that a wellordered society is publicly justified. See: “The idea of public justification goes with the idea of a
well-ordered society, for such a society is effectively regulated by a publicly recognized conception
of justice.” (Rawls, Justice as Fairness: A Restatement, 26.)
164
“[When] the premises and conclusions are not acceptable on due reflection to all parties in
disagreement, valid argument falls short of public justification.” (Rawls, Justice as Fairness: A
Restatement, 27)
165
Rawls, Justice as Fairness: A Restatement, 28.
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Rather, they are issues that have the “greatest urgency”: presumably, because they must be resolved
before further political questions can be decided.166 Thus, the only plausible object, X, of public
justification with uniqueness endorsement is those constitutional essentials that specify the decisionmaking procedures (and the rights that constrain the possible outputs of those procedures) we use
for making political decisions. This, I claim, is how Peter’s reading of Rawls reaches (4) from (1)(3).167 The inference to (5) is trivial.
The above argument purports to show that Rawls should reject the substantive
interpretation of public reason. I do not dispute it may succeed if we focus our attention on one
specific model of the well-ordered society in which all reasonable citizens always reason from the
same conception of justice. But I argue below it does not show that Rawlsians should abandon the
substantive interpretation in the ideal of public reason, which is characterized by justice pluralism.
The above argument fails to show we should abandon the substantive interpretation even though
premises (1)-(3) can be interpreted as applying to the ideal of public reason. That is, I show that
even when we grant that one specific conception of justice is publicly justified and uniquely
endorsable by free and equals because it actually regulates the basic structure, we should nevertheless
not follow Peter in rejecting the substantive interpretation of public reason. In the remainder of this
section I argue that the proceduralist interpretation of public reason cannot explain the full range of
legitimacy judgments in the ideal of public reason.
I start by explaining how the conditions of full publicity can be satisfied in the ideal of public
reason. Peter cites Rawls’ discussion of full publicity in Political Liberalism to support premise (2)
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Rawls, Justice as Fairness: A Restatement, 28.
The “can” in (4) and (5) is to be understood as “is feasible” or “is much more probable.” As an
interpretation of Rawls, the argument doesn’t claim that it is impossible to substantively justify
specific policies; rather, it claims it is very unlikely reasonable citizens can do so, given the lack of
urgency in publicly justifying such laws that do not bear on constitutional essentials.
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above.168 But the unpublished, revised version of Political Liberalism, formulates the first level of
publicity differently than the published version. There the first condition of publicity reads as
follows: “This level is achieved when society is effectively regulated by one of a family of reasonable
liberal conceptions of justice: when citizens accept, and know that others likewise accept a member
of this family, and this knowledge in turn is publicly recognized.”169 As I interpret it, this first level
of publicity articulates two distinct requirements: (i) it must be public knowledge that some member
of the family of reasonable political conceptions, PC-γ, effectively regulates the basic structure, and
moreover, (ii) it is public knowledge that each citizen accepts some member of the family as most
reasonable.170 So, Alf may regard PC-α as most reasonable, Betty regards PC-β as most reasonable,
and the basic structure is effectively regulated by PC-γ, but PC-α ≠ PC-β ≠ PC-γ ≠ PC-α. It is
compatible with this formulation that neither Alf nor Betty ever deliberates in the framework of PCγ: rather, they must know (and know that others know) that PC-γ effectively regulates the basic
structure. Alf and Betty appeal to political conceptions of justice when deciding what policies and
candidates for public offices to vote for. They also do this when evaluating the legitimacy of public
policies that are victorious in the political arena. On the above formulation of the first level of
publicity, Alf and Betty do not need to appeal to the framework of PC-γ either when deciding how
to vote or when evaluating the legitimacy of a victorious policy.
While full publicity per se does not require that Alf and Betty appeal to PC-γ when
evaluating the legitimacy of public policies, Peter’s argument for the proceduralist interpretation of
public reason requires that they do so. Her argument requires that a publicly justified public
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Peter, Democratic Legitimacy, 98.
HUM 48, Box 30, folder 2, “Lecture II: Powers of Citizens and their Representatives,” Harvard
University Archives, 54.
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Blain Neufeld and Lori Watson also defend an account of publicity in the ideal of public reason
that includes these conditions. See their “The Tyranny—or Democracy—of the Ideal?” Cosmos +
Taxis 5, no 2 (2018), 53.
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policy—one that is shown to be legitimate—is justified by appeal to a set of premises {P1…PN} that
are uniquely endorsable by free and equals. When Alf and Betty evaluate the legitimacy of laws by
appealing to the different political conceptions they regard as most reasonable, they simply won’t be
appealing to a set of premises that is uniquely endorsable by free and equals. This is because Alf and
Betty disagree about the most reasonable interpretation of some political values, and some premises
in a justificatory argument appeal to these interpretations. Alf and Betty’s respective premise sets
may considerably overlap, but those sets will include differences reflecting the disagreements
between PC-α and PC-β about the proper interpretation of political values.171 And neither PC-α nor
PC-β is uniquely endorsable as most reasonable by free and equals. But PC-γ, which effectively
regulates the basic structure, is uniquely endorsable—not as most reasonable, but as the political
conception of justice that actually regulates the basic structure. And because PC-γ is a liberal
conception of justice built up from ideas in the public political culture, it is endorsable by Alf and
Betty as free and equal. So, assuming that Alf and Betty both appeal to PC-γ when evaluating the
legitimacy of laws in an ideal of public reason, premises (1)-(3) of Peter’s argument all apply.
Following Peter, I grant that when premises (1)-(3) define what counts as a successful public
justification, the prospects of publicly justifying, and showing to be legitimate, specific public
policies breaks down. There is simply too much reasonable disagreement, even when citizens all
apply the same political conception of justice, to construct a justificatory argument out of public
reasons that all will agree shows a specific law to be legitimate. Instead, we should only expect
successful public justificatory arguments for constitutionally sanctioned processes.
171

We should expect substantial overlap assuming the second level of full publicity is satisfied. This
level of publicity requires citizens all agree on “general beliefs about human nature and the way
political and social institutions generally work and indeed all such beliefs relevant to political justice.”
As I interpret Rawls, these shared beliefs do not concern the demands of justice, or the
interpretation of political values, but are rather empirical beliefs “in the light of which first principles
of justice themselves can be accepted.” (HUM 48, Box 30, folder 2, “Lecture II: Powers of Citizens
and their Representatives,” Harvard University Archives, 55)
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There is no decisive textual support for or against the proceduralist interpretation of public
reason in the ideal of public reason.172 Nevertheless, I argue it does not offer the best analysis of
legitimacy in the ideal of public reason. The best theory of legitimacy should permit citizens both to
evaluate legitimacy by appeal to the specific conception of justice they regard as most reasonable and
evaluate substantive laws for legitimacy, not just constitutionally mandated procedures. So, the best
analysis of legitimacy does not require that premises in a public justificatory argument are uniquely
endorsable by free and equals. And, the best analysis of legitimacy is the substantive interpretation
of public reason that takes the targets of legitimacy-judgments to be laws, not procedures. My
argument starts with the observation that the passage of specific laws may cause the political
conception actually realized by the basic structure to shift over time. Important referenda on
constitutional essentials change the basic structure. While constitutionally mandated procedures
may initially satisfy PC-γ, we should expect movement away from that equilibrium, via an
intermediate PC-γ´ that is minimally different from the starting point, to a new political conception,
PC-δ. Call such transitions “constitutional shifts.” Each of these constitutional shifts can be
legitimate or illegitimate. The proceduralist notion with uniqueness endorsement would assess their
legitimacy by appeal to the political conception that is, prior to the transition, actually enacted: thus,
the transition from PC-γ to PC-γ´ is legitimate when that transition is enacted in conformity with
uniquely endorsable procedures realizing PC-γ. But this cannot be the full story of this transition’s
legitimacy.
Certain constitutional shifts cannot be legitimate even when they conform to legitimate
procedures. For example, US lawmakers cannot, following legitimate procedures, legitimately repeal
the 13th Amendment. Such transitions are illegitimate because legitimate constitutional amendments
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As noted above, Peter finds textual support for both the proceduralist and substantive
interpretations throughout Rawls’ work. (Peter, Democratic Legitimacy, 98)
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not only satisfy procedural requirements of legitimacy, but they also result in a basic structure that
satisfies some minimal threshold of justice. So, a constitutional shift, to be legitimate, must result in
an outcome that citizens evaluate as meeting some minimal threshold of justice. It can’t be that
reasonable citizens only evaluate constitutionally sanctioned procedures when evaluating the
legitimacy of new law; they must also evaluate the substantive justice of the law itself. But how
should citizens establish that this minimal threshold is met? One possibility is that in the ideal of
public reason they all appeal to a uniquely endorsable, actually realized political conception. In a
society effectively regulated by PC-γ, most minor changes to the basic structure will preserve the
overall justice of that structure, and so any new constitutional equilibrium, PC-γ´, would likely be
assessed as minimally just by PC-γ’s lights. But if Alf and Betty should vote on the basis of the
political conception they regard as most reasonable, then they should evaluate the legitimacy of
victorious outcomes using the same criteria. Alf votes on the basis of PC-α to bring his society
closer to realizing what he regards as the most reasonable political conception of justice. Similarly,
when Alf evaluates the legitimacy of victorious law, he should do so by appeal to what he regards as
the most reasonable standards of legitimacy. This doesn’t mean that when Alf’s favored law loses
out, the victorious law cannot be legitimate: even Alf’s least preferred law may still satisfy a minimal
threshold of justice. The point is that this minimal threshold should be specified by the political
conception of justice Alf regards as most reasonable. This result opens room for reasonable citizens
in the ideal of public reason to disagree whether some law satisfies minimal standards of justice and
so is legitimate, a point we return to below.
Let’s return to the Liberal Principle of Legitimacy. This principle requires that an exercise of
political power to be “fully proper” or legitimate must be exercised “in accordance with a
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constitution” the essentials of which satisfy an endorsement requirement.173 Because we appeal to
public reasons when showing an exercise of political power to be legitimate, the interpretation of
this principle implies a specific view about the use of public reasons. Peter argues that public
reasons should justify procedures, not substantive policies. I’ve argued this view cannot be correct.
The view I’ve defended can be summarized as follows.
Liberal Legitimacy: a public policy L is legitimate for reasonable citizen Alf, and so Alf has
reason to comply with L, only if (i) L is the output of a procedure of political deliberation, P,
where P is required by a constitution the essentials of which reasonable citizens can endorse
in light of principles acceptable to them as free and equal, satisfying the criterion of
reciprocity, and (ii) L satisfies minimal standards of justice.
Condition (i) is clearly stated, in somewhat longer form, in the Liberal Principle of Legitimacy. We’ll
call (i) the proceduralist condition and (ii) the substantive condition. While my discussion of constitutional
shifts has shown that we must add (ii) to the Liberal Principle of Legitimacy to have sufficient
conditions for legitimacy, that discussion has not yielded a full analysis of either condition. A
constitution that satisfies the proceduralist condition is endorsable in light of liberal principles of
justice—these are the principles reasonable citizens can accept as free and equal. I’ve argued that
the relevant principles should not be those actually realized by the basic structure, but those a citizen
regards as most reasonable. Those same principles should yield the minimal standard of the
substantive condition. As Alf and Betty believe different conceptions of justice are most reasonable,
they evaluate L’s legitimacy employing different standards. Their standards will at least sometimes
issue conflicting verdicts as to L’s legitimacy. While Alf and Betty may sometimes reasonably
disagree about when the lower bound of this minimal standard is satisfied, I argue in the next two
sections that they should both, internal to the criteria of the political conceptions they regard as
173
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most reasonable, regard optimal legitimacy as setting the upper bound.
III. Reciprocity and optimal legitimacy
The present analysis follows Rawls in viewing legitimate law as satisfying the criterion of
reciprocity. That criterion specifies terms of fair cooperation. According to Rawls, “for these terms
to be fair terms, citizens offering them must reasonably think that those citizens to whom such
terms are offered might also reasonably accept them.174 In isolation, this passage leaves it ambiguous
when Alf has successfully offered to Betty terms he can reasonably expect her to reasonably
accept.175 Rawls specifies that Alf has to view Betty as “free and equal, and not as dominated or
manipulated, or under the pressure of an inferior political or social position.”176 Whatever terms of
cooperation Alf offers to Betty must be “according to what [he] consider[s] the most reasonable
conception of political justice.”177 According to these passages, Alf successfully satisfies the criterion
of reciprocity when he offers to Betty terms of cooperation that he, Alf, reasonably thinks that
Betty, conceived as a free and equal, can be expected to accept according to what Alf regards as the
most reasonable political conception, PC-α. But we still lack an understanding of why Betty should
accept Alf’s terms, given that Betty, unlike Alf, holds that PC-β is most reasonable. Under
174

Rawls, Political Liberalism, xlii.
David Reidy argues that the notion of reciprocity of justification, which the principle
presupposes, is inconsistent with the wider goals of political liberalism. Reidy considers two versions
of what reciprocity of justification could require. On the “strong reading,” justifying reasons could
not be reasonably rejected from the point of view of common human reason and the shared moral
point of view of free and equal citizenship. (268) On the “weak reading,” justifying reasons could be
accepted from by some reasonable citizen from this point of view. (266) The analysis of the criterion
of reciprocity presented in this section is neither a version of Reidy’s strong nor weak readings. As
will become clear, the present analysis does not require a “could not reasonably reject” construal of
acceptability. And that analysis does not have such a broad construal of the perspective of free and
equal citizenship that Reidy endorses—which, for Reidy, encompasses comprehensive moral
theories like Kantianism or Thomism. (270) As neither of Reidy’s readings of reciprocity apply here,
I set his criticisms of reciprocity aside. See David Reidy, “Reciprocity and Reasonable
Disagreement: From Liberal to Democratic Legitimacy.” Philosophical Studies 132, no. 2 (2007): 243291.
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conditions of justice pluralism, citizens will often disagree about which political conception is most
reasonable. In relation to the state, citizens will often be in the position of Alf and Betty from the
previous section, where neither holds the political conception of justice their state actually realizes
(PC-γ) to be most reasonable. So, if legitimate law satisfies the criterion of reciprocity, we need
some understanding of when the terms offered according to that criterion receive successful uptake,
when both the justifier (Alf) and the person offered justification (Betty) disagree about which
conception of justice is most reasonable. Otherwise, it would seem that under conditions of justice
pluralism terms of cooperation rarely satisfy the criterion, making the criterion an unrealistic
standard for legitimacy. In response to this worry, this section articulates a principle describing
when terms satisfying the criterion of reciprocity from the justifier’s perspective should receive
uptake from the person offered justification.
I argue that Betty should accept that Alf’s terms satisfy the criterion of reciprocity when
those terms are “optimal” according to some member of the family of most reasonable
conceptions—and not necessarily the one Betty regards as most reasonable. Betty’s favored
conception of justice, PC-β, values cooperating with reasonable partners like Alf on fair terms. But
Alf and Betty reasonably hold conflicting notions of fairness. To treat Alf as free and equal, Betty
must at least sometimes accept cooperative terms Alf offers her, when Alf justifiably believes those
terms are just. Because all members of the family of most reasonable conceptions of justice value
cooperating with others under conditions of justice pluralism, and they all view fair terms satisfying
the criterion of reciprocity as legitimate, they all endorse the first condition of optimal legitimacy: a
law L is optimally legitimate when L is optimally just from the perspective of some member of the
family of most reasonable conceptions of justice. In this section, I argue that all members of the
family endorse this first condition and I analyze the notion of optimal justice.
Recall from Chapter 1 that each member of the family of most reasonable conceptions of
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justice rank orders principles of justice in a choice position that models ideas from the public
political culture. This choice position includes among its elements information constraints. I
assume that any of these choice positions for the family would grant parties knowledge that they are
selecting principles in what Rawls calls the circumstances of justice. He writes that these are “the
normal conditions under which human cooperation is both possible and necessary.”178 In Political
Liberalism the circumstances of justice include the fact of reasonable pluralism.179 While Rawls does
not emphasize justice pluralism in his description of the circumstances of justice, I follow Kevin
Vallier in doing so here.180 So, all members of the family of most reasonable political conceptions
include choice positions for selecting principles of justice, where parties make their choice knowing
they will live in a society characterized by justice pluralism. This knowledge needn’t prevent parties
from selecting in those choice situations determinate principles of justice to regulate their society.
But parties in those choice situations should know that they are selecting principles to apply to
persons who may reasonably deny that those principles are most reasonable. And so parties must
select principles knowing those principles must be acceptable to citizens who reasonably deny they
are most reasonable. Alf runs through a choice situation specific to PC- α to select principles PJ-α
to regulate society. For this choice situation to be responsive to the circumstances of justice, the
selection of PJ-α must take into account the fact that those principles will apply to citizens like Betty,
who reasonably hold that principles PJ-β, selected by choice situation of PC-β, are most
reasonable.181 The choice situation would fail as a model of free and equal persons under conditions
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of reasonable pluralism if in society principles PJ-α proved unacceptable to citizens like Betty. Since
by hypothesis that choice situation satisfies demanding criteria (including the criterion that it model
a situation of freedom and equality) for Alf to justifiably view it as most reasonable, it must be that
the terms of cooperation specified by PJ-α would prove acceptable to Betty, construed as
reasonable. This argument appeals only to features all members of the family of most reasonable
conceptions share. Just as Alf’s favored principles PJ-α should be acceptable to Betty, so Betty’s
favored principles PJ-β should be acceptable to Alf.
Having established that Alf’s favored principles are acceptable to Betty, we need an analysis
of when Alf and Betty should agree that shared terms of cooperation are justified by those
principles. This is why we need the notion of optimal justice according to a specific political
conception. We’ll take laws as paradigm instances of specifying terms of cooperation in what
follows. Different principles of justice favor realizing different institutional structures, including
different laws.182 Take “≻α” to mean “is preferred to according to PC-α.” The political conception
PC-α ranks principles—the highest-ranked of which is PJ-α. These principles, applied to the facts
of society, yield a ranking of possible laws being considered for enactment. Different conceptions
of justice, in their choice situation for selecting principles, might embrace different methods for
generating a ranking of laws out of a ranking of principles of justice. 183 And different citizens, who
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Rawls repeatedly acknowledges that reasonable citizens applying the same principles can
reasonably disagree about what social and economic policies justice requires. Cf. A Theory of Justice,
176, 242. For the sake of simplicity in our discussion, I ignore disagreements about how best to
apply the same principles of justice.
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There are different ways a ranking of principles can generate a ranking of laws. Each principle,
like PJ-α, can rank different laws. Or, the ranking of principles can yield a ranking of laws—where
the best law, L1, is required by PJ-α, the next best law, L2, is whatever is required by the secondranked principles, etc. Or, the political conception could specify that some social choice
mechanism, à la Borda count, aggregates how each set of principles ranks laws to generate an overall
ranking. In short, different members of the family of most reasonable political conceptions will
have different methods for ranking laws. Because there is reasonable disagreement about which
ranking mechanism is best, political liberalism per se takes no stand on which to adopt.
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agree on the same political conception of justice, may apply these methods in the real world, yet
arrive at different conclusions about what laws justice favors, all while exercising the duty of civility.
For our purposes, all that matters is that Alf, when considering a feasible set containing two
alternative laws, L1 or L2, reasoning in the framework of PC-α, arrives at the conclusion that justice,
expressed by PJ-α, requires enacting L1 over L2, because L1 ≻α L2. In this feasible set, L1 is optimally
just for Alf.184 Alf exercises the duty of civility by advocating for L1 in discussion with other citizens
and by voting for it. We’ve seen that there are two constraints on liberal legitimacy: the
proceduralist and substantive conditions. Assume L1 is enacted and that Alf views the relevant
procedures as legitimate according to the Liberal Principle of Legitimacy. The substantive condition
requires that laws satisfy minimal standards of justice—which even unjust laws can sometimes
satisfy.185 Both L1 and L2 may satisfy this substantive condition. But what distinguishes L1 for Alf is
that it is preferred to all feasible alternatives according to PC-α. So, because L1 is optimally just for
Alf, it represents the upper bound of a law satisfying the substantive standard for Alf.
Betty, by hypothesis, does not share Alf’s evaluation of L1, yet she can appreciate that L1 ≻α
L2. Say she voted for L2 because L2 ≻β L1. Given that Betty favors PC-β, she views L2 as optimally
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L1 can be plausibly viewed as optimally just only if it is selected from a suitably wide ranging
feasible set. For simplicity, I am assuming there are only two options on Alf’s ballot. Those two
options must be winnowed down from a much wider set of alternatives, where citizens or their
representatives deliberate over which policies justice may require. The set of alternatives they
consider cannot be infinite, nor can it be tiny. All we can say here is that the set of alternatives must
be “wide enough” in that the proposals on offer represent good faith attempts to implement justice
according to different political conceptions. From these alternatives, Alf must decide which he
thinks best approximates what justice requires, according to PC-α. Calling this “optimal justice”
may be misleading, as it is almost impossible, when Alf can only consider a few members of a
contextually specified feasible set, that he will advocate for the law that is optimal according to PC-α
among all possible policy proposals. This is a limitation I can I see no way around.
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In A Theory of Justice §53, Rawls rejects the view that we lack a duty to comply with unjust laws.
The substantive condition alone does not determine when we have this duty of compliance. “When
the basic structure of society is reasonably just, as estimated by what the current state of things
allows, we are to recognize unjust laws as binding provided that they do not exceed certain limits of
injustice.” See A Theory of Justice, 308.
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just. But, we’ve seen, PC-β specifies that because of the circumstances of justice Betty will
sometimes need to accept as fair terms she does not regard as optimal. These would include terms
that other citizens justify by appeal to the conception of justice they find most reasonable. Because
L1 is optimally just according to PC-α, L1 can be justified to her on such terms. These are terms
that, from Alf’s perspective, offer the correct interpretation of fundamental ideas in the public
political culture, including freedom and equality. All of the citizens, like Alf, who vote for L1
because they think justice requires it are, in doing so, seeking to impose on citizens like Betty policies
that can be justified to her as free and equal. Even though Betty doesn’t find those terms capture
the requirements of optimal justice, she can nevertheless appreciate that, from the perspective of
citizens like Alf, Betty is being treated as free and equal when she is subjected to L1. Moreover, she
is being subject to these terms that citizens like Alf regard as optimal from the standpoint of justice.
So, citizens like Alf regard L1 as the best way, among a feasible set of options, of realizing what they
view as justice. As a reasonable citizen, Betty can hardly ask for more. It would be unreasonable for
her to insist that all her fellow citizens endorse PC-β, given the fact of justice pluralism. And it
would be unreasonable for her, from the standpoint of PC-β, to refuse to find acceptable terms that
are optimally just according to PC-α. From that standpoint, she must value cooperating with others
on terms both she and they can regard as fair. This requires accepting as fair the terms of PC-α,
assuming those terms are imposed on her through political processes satisfying the proceduralist
condition of liberal legitimacy.
To describe Betty’s attitude towards L1, we need the distinction from the introduction
between first and second-level deliberation. Reasoning from the first-level, or the perspective of
what she regards as the most reasonable political conception of justice, Betty believes L2 ≻β L1. She
needn’t consider the merits of L1 or L2 from any other perspective when she is deciding how to vote.
But when L1 is enacted, Betty is confronted with the question of whether L1 is sufficiently just to be
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legitimate. For Betty as an individual citizen, this question could be answered by appeal to
legitimacy criteria specific to PC-β. The problem with applying these criteria to L1 is that they can
solve the problem of whether L1 is legitimate for Betty, but not for whether L1 is legitimate for
reasonable citizens as such. Laws that satisfy the criterion of reciprocity are not just acceptable to
people like Betty, but to reasonable citizens who disagree with Betty about justice. PC-β assigns
value to cooperating with others on terms both Betty and her cooperative partner can regard as fair,
when both are reasonable. So, Betty cannot limit her concern to whether she can regard L1 as
legitimate. If L1 is to satisfy the criterion of reciprocity, and hence be legitimate, it must be
acceptable to reasonable citizens as such. Given justice pluralism, reasonable citizens as such do not
all deliberate in the framework of PC-β. Betty must instead adopt an alternative perspective that
does not uniquely privilege PC-β as most reasonable. This alternative is the perspective of political
liberalism per se, or of second-level deliberation.
Second-level deliberation requires that Betty ignore the fact that she finds PC-β to be
uniquely most reasonable and instead adopt the perspective of the family of most reasonable
conceptions of justice as such. To do this, she imagines herself behind a veil of ignorance, not
knowing which conception of justice, at the first-level, she finds most reasonable. At the second
level, she reasons as though she did not know if she were Alf or Betty, and found PC-α or PC-β to
be most reasonable. Recall that Alf believes L1 ≻α L2, and Betty believes that L2 ≻β L1. From
Chapter 1, we’ve seen that the perspective of political liberalism per se takes no stand on
controversial issues, including what is the interpretation of fundamental political values. So, it takes
no stand on whether PC-α or PC-β is more reasonable, as long as both satisfy their own internal
criteria for demandingness. Taking “≻PL” to mean “is preferred according to political liberalism per
se,” it is neither the case that PC-α ≻PL PC-β or PC-β ≻PL PC-α. So it is neither the case that L1 ≻PL
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L2 or that L2 ≻PL L1. Nor does it seem plausible that political liberalism per se is indifferent between
the two conceptions, or laws. Indifference implies that I am employing criteria to evaluate two
options, and I find neither option to be better or worse than the other: when I am indifferent
between eating an apple and eating an orange, both are equally good according to the salient
criterion of satisfying my hunger. Political liberalism per se takes no stand on controversial issues,
including the criteria for comparing political conceptions. So, taking “~PL” to mean “political
liberalism per se is indifferent between,” it doesn’t seem appropriate to say PC-α ~PL PC-β or L1 ~PL
L2.
Nor would it be appropriate to say second level deliberation views L1 and L2 as
incomparable. According to Ruth Chang, two items are incomparable when there is no “covering
relation” providing a basis for comparing those items.186 When I compare an apple and an orange
with respect to satisfying my hunger, hunger satisfaction is the covering relation for comparison.
Now, it may seem that political liberalism per se takes no stand on how to compare L1 and L2,
making them incomparable. But Chang argues that incomparability of two options implies a
chooser has no practical reason to select one or the other. She may “plump” for one or the other,
but her choice is arbitrary, and not guided by practical reason.187 But when L1 is enacted, Betty does
have reason to comply with it—it is legitimate law for Betty. Chang offers an alternative to noncomparability, which can hold between two options when a chooser finds neither to be better than,
worse than, or indifferent between the other. This relation Chang calls “parity,” and when this
relation holds choosers do have practical reason to opt for one option over the other, even though
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none of the three relations holds among those options.188 In what follows, I will assume that second
level deliberation leads Betty to view L1 and L2 as on a par, because political liberalism per se sees
PC-α and PC-β as on a par. Thus we can characterize Betty’s attitude towards L1 as consisting of
two beliefs.
B1 (first level deliberation): Betty believes that L2 ≻β L1.
B2 (second level deliberation): Betty believes that L1 and L2 are on a par.
Both B1 and B2 capture beliefs from the perspective of justice. While B1 is from the perspective of a
specific conception of justice, PC-β, B2 is from the perspective of the family of most reasonable
political conceptions of justice. The two beliefs generate different reasons for action. Because
different actions are appropriate for Betty before she votes for L2 and after L1 is enacted, the two
beliefs have different priorities in her practical reasoning at different times, as I’ll now show.
After the referendum, first-level optimizing beliefs like B1 can be a source of instability.
Before L1 is enacted, B1 leads Betty to vote for L2 on her ballot and to try to convince others of the
justice-based merits of L2 over L1 before the referendum takes place. Once L1 proves victorious, B1
may motivate Betty to regret the result and seek to change the law through legitimate means, all
while complying with L1. Citizens can seek to change enacted law through lobbying their
representatives or discussion with other citizens. In American law, representatives have various
legitimate, democratic means of voicing their opposition to legitimate law, including the use of
filibusters or advice and consent in the selection of Supreme Court justices. These can be employed
either as forms of obstruction to legitimate law, or as expressing a reaction to enactment. While
these are part of the democratic system of checks and balances on political power, in recent
American history they have been increasingly misused in dysfunctional obstructionist ways to
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advance party and individual representative’s interests.189 While the ideal of public reason would
include similar mechanisms to legitimately voice opposition that are open to abuse, reasonable
citizens in the ideal of public reason would not use these mechanisms to advance their self-interest.
Instead, reasonable citizens would use means like filibusters to advance what they take to be justice.
But the overuse of these mechanisms can pose a serious threat to political stability. It would be an
unfortunate result if reasonable citizens, who seek to realize justice, were motivated by beliefs like B1
to always seek to use legitimate means to obstruct or change laws they view as suboptimal, according
to their first-level perspective. Recall that Betty may always view enacted laws as suboptimal in this
sense, if her views always lose out in the political arena. Should her commitment to justice lead her
always to seek to change what she views as suboptimal law, she, and her representatives, could pose a
significant threat to the stability of her democratic regime, much as partisan obstructionists do in the
U.S. Otherwise, they would see every law as calling for legitimate opposition. And legitimate
opposition, when overused, hampers the functioning of a democratic regime. Rawls claims that
stability for the right reasons is “secured by a firm allegiance to a democratic society’s political
(moral) ideals and values.”190 We need some understanding of why Betty, who is committed to
justice, wouldn’t take her commitment too far. Thus, we need an analysis of Rawls’ stability for the
right reasons where reasonable citizens do not always seek through legitimate means to make their
society realize what they regard as first-level optimal justice, to destabilizing effect.
We answer this worry by showing that Betty will not always be motivated by beliefs like B1
to change legitimate law when their favored law is not enacted. Instead, when her favored law does
189
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not prove victorious in the election, she should regard the result from the second level perspective,
viewing L1 and L2 as on a par, from the perspective of justice.191 In doing so, she expresses her
commitment to a democratic society’s moral and political ideals of freedom and equality, as well as
her commitment to cooperating with others who reasonably disagree with her about justice on fair
terms. She fails to do this when she refuses to see any terms as settled that fail to conform to the
requirements of PC-β. As a most reasonable political conception, PC-β should include principles
for when reasonable citizens should both accept non-optimal terms and take those terms as settled.
We do not offer a detailed elaboration of PC-β’s principles, and so we do not offer exhaustive
conditions for when sub-optimal terms (according to PC-β) should be regarded as fair and settled.
Instead, I argue that whatever the substantive content of PC-β, it should view terms that are
optimally just from the standpoint of some member of the family of most reasonable political
conceptions as fair and settled. In our example, L1 is optimal according to PC-α. This means that
when Betty is subjected to L1, she is being offered terms that, according to PC-α, treat her as a free
and equal citizen, and that attempt to realize what PC-α regards as optimal justice. Under the
circumstances of justice, which include justice pluralism, the best Betty can hope for is that she be
offered terms that conform to some conception of optimal justice, and not necessarily her preferred
terms. Because the principles of PC-β are selected in a choice situation where parties have
knowledge the circumstances of justice obtain, those principles should include the following
principle of optimal legitimacy.
Optimal legitimacy condition (a): Betty regards a law L as optimally legitimate—she has
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reason to comply with L and to take L as settled law—when L is optimally just from the
perspective of some member of the family of most reasonable conceptions of justice.
From the last section we saw that legitimate law satisfies some minimal condition of justice. The
best a law can do, from the standpoint of justice, is to be optimally just. So, condition (a) specifies
the upper bound of the substantive condition on legitimate law. When L satisfies that upper bound,
it is not only legitimate in the sense that citizens have reason to comply with it. Citizens also have
reason to take the law as settled.
Let’s review where we are. I’ve argued that all members of the family of most reasonable
political conceptions of justice are committed to condition (a) of optimal legitimacy. This includes
Alf’s PC-α, Betty’s PC-β, as well as any other members of the family. This follows because all
members of the family share the same two features. First, they are all committed to the values of
freedom, equality, and the criterion of reciprocity. Second, they all specify a choice situation for
selecting principles of justice, where choosers know that those principles are to regulate a society
under the circumstances of justice, including justice pluralism. Both Alf and Betty, given their firstlevel views about the demands of justice, should accept condition (a). Given the fact of justice
pluralism, condition (a) specifies the best conditions Alf and Betty can expect for receiving terms
that are optimally just. Alf and Betty can always propose to others terms they regard at the first level
as optimally just. But others will do the same, making it essential that Alf and Betty submit to the
decision of some democratic aggregative mechanism that determines which terms will be imposed
on all. When the output of that mechanism is a policy that some member of the family views as
optimally just, Alf and Betty should recognize the result as fair. The resulting policy, justified by
appeal to some member of the family, represents the best attempt to realize justice (on some
reasonable interpretation of justice) that treats all subject to that policy as free and equal. The
circumstances of justice permit Alf and Betty to hope for nothing better than this from exercises of
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political power. While they may also accept as fair terms that fall short of being optimally just
according to some member of the family, condition (a) captures the upper bound of legitimacy for
reasonable citizens.
IV. Bargaining and optimal legitimacy
The previous section explores one sufficient condition for optimal legitimacy that all
members of the family of most reasonable political conceptions should accept. The argument for
what I call condition (a) can be easily extended to another principle of optimal legitimacy all
members of the family should accept:
Optimal legitimacy condition (b): Betty regards a law L as optimally legitimate—she has
reason to comply with L and to take L as settled law—when L is the output of some
procedure, P, where P is optimally just according to some member of the family, and P takes
as its input demanding reasonable citizens’ beliefs about what optimal justice requires.
Whereas condition (a) requires that L actually be optimally just according to some member of the
family, condition (b) does not. In the example from §3, Alf and Betty are selecting either L1 or L2.
Alf regards L1 as optimally just, Betty regards L2 as optimally just. The majoritarian decision making
mechanism selects as binding on all whichever of those two proposals receives the most votes. But
not all democratic mechanisms select one of the inputted proposals to be binding on all. When
parties must bargain over which policies to implement, sometimes the agreed upon outputs are
different from all initial proposals. Yet the argument for condition (a) can be extended to view the
outputs of democratic bargaining as optimally legitimate, even though no one regards that output as
optimally just. The extension is as follows. Under conditions of justice pluralism, reasonable
citizens must live under terms others can regard as fair. Democratic regimes will sometimes select
those terms through voting for a specific proposal. Sometimes, though, regimes will select those
terms through a bargaining process that all can regard as fair, but where none of the participants
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view the resulting terms as optimal. Assuming the bargaining process is itself optimally just
according to some member of the family, the result of that bargain represents, for all parties, the
best attempt to maximize justice under conditions of justice pluralism. Therefore, the result of that
bargain should be treated as settled law, because the outcome is as just as parties can reasonably
expect.
In this section I explore the conditions a bargain must satisfy to be optimally legitimate. Let
me start by disambiguating the kind of bargain we’re primarily concerned with—bargaining over the
content of some specific public policy—from another form of bargaining that takes place in
representative democracies: vote trading. Rawls does not discuss the possibility, but I argue that
representatives in the ideal of public reason may engage in vote trading consistent with exercising
the duty of civility. Vote trading involves representatives agreeing to vote for a specific policy they
find sub-optimal, on condition another representative will do likewise with a different policy. Say
Alf’s representative, Rep A, who holds PC-α is most reasonable, agrees to a bargain with Betty’s
representative, Rep B, who holds PC-β is most reasonable. Rep A will vote on Issue 1 for the policy
PC-β views as optimally just on condition that Rep B votes on Issue 2 for the policy PC-α requires.
Reps A and B might agree to this because they disagree about how important Issues 1 and 2 are
from the perspective of justice: for Rep A, it is far more important that her favored policy win on
Issue 2 than on Issue 1, and likewise, mutatis mutandis, for Rep B. Such bargains may seem to
violate the duty of civility, requiring legislators “act from and follow public reason.”192 Legislators
do this by advocating for policies they “think it most reasonable to enact.”193 Because of their
bargain, Rep A seems to violate her duty of civility with respect to Issue 1, and Rep B with respect
to Issue 2. But their reason for forming this bargain is to better realize their respective conceptions
192

Rawls, Political Liberalism, 444.
In this passage, Rawls is not discussing legislators directly, but citizens who are to reason “as
though they were legislators.” Political Liberalism, 444-445.
193
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of optimal justice. Assuming their bargain achieves the intended result, on both Issues 1 and 2
society enacts policies that some member of the family of most reasonable conceptions of justice
views as optimally just. For each representative, this is a preferable result, from the standpoint of
their first-level deliberation about justice, to the alternative where neither gets her favored outcome
on Issues 1 and 2. Vote trading is not consistent with exercising the duty of civility on each
legislative issue, but it is consistent with the first-level deliberative goal of realizing justice. So, I take
it that the duty of civility is compatible with some vote trading, when the result is policies that are
optimally legitimate on condition (a).
To reach condition (b), we must consider a different kind of bargaining where
representatives seek agreement over the outcome of a specific policy issue. These cases resemble
one-off bargains reached between a buyer and seller. Such bargains have the following features.194
First, parties to a bargain must have a threat value, determining when they will walk away from the
bargain. Second, there must be some divisible cooperative surplus to distribute between the parties.
Third, there must be some agreement on terms for distributing that surplus. Say Alf owns a ’57
Chevy Bel Air he values at $20,000. Betty desperately wants to own that car, and would pay Alf up
to $30,000 to buy it. Alf’s and Betty’s subjective valuations of the car give their threat values: if
Betty offers Alf $19,500 for the car, he’ll refuse to sell. If Alf offers to sell the car to Betty for
$30,500, she’ll refuse. Any successful bargain between the two must result in an agreement to sell
the car in the range of $20,000-30,000. The question is where the agreed upon price will fall. Within
the specified range, any bargain results in a beneficial transaction for both Alf and Betty. But there
is $10,000—the range between their threat values—of cooperative surplus to distribute. As the
agreed upon price falls closer to the upper bound of $30,000, Alf gains an increasing share of the
cooperative surplus; as the price approaches the lower bound of $20,000, Betty gains an increasing
194

My discussion of the three features, and the example of bargain over a ’57 Chevy, all borrow from
Robert D. Cooter, The Strategic Constitution. Princeton University Press, 2000: 56-57.
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share of that surplus. A successful bargain results in both agreeing to transfer ownership of the car
to Betty and distributes this $10,000 of cooperative surplus.
Policy outcomes sometimes result from bargaining processes like that between Alf and
Betty. Policy outcomes can be bargained over when they distribute some bundle of rights, B, there
are many possible distributions of this bundle, and institutional rules allow that agreements over the
allocation of B be the result of bargain and compromise, rather than through a vote. Consistent
with the duty of civility, Rep A proposes bundle Bα, which she views as optimally just, and Rep B
proposes Bβ, which she views as optimally just. When both must agree on the outcome, and neither
finds the others’ initial proposal acceptable given the possibility of bargaining over the outcome,
they must reach some compromise. Any compromise they reach must be better, by both
representatives’ lights, than the non-cooperative outcome. The value of that non-cooperative
outcome for each determines their threat value. Let’s say that if Reps A and B do not reach an
agreement, policy Bγ will be enacted. Both do not evaluate Bγ in the same way. Rep A evaluates Bγ
using the standards of PC-α, to determine how near or far the justice of Bγ is from the optimally just
outcome Bα. Rep B does the same, except she uses standards of PC-β. Any compromise they reach
would be better, according to their respective evaluative criteria, than the no-agreement point. But
Reps A and B do not share a sense of how much better that compromise would be than the noagreement point, as each employs different standards in evaluating their compromise. Whereas Alf
and Betty can both appreciate there is $10,000 of cooperative surplus to distribute in selling the
Chevy Bel Air (when their subjective valuations of the car are common knowledge), Reps A and B
cannot necessarily appreciate how much of a cooperative surplus there is to distribute when reaching
an agreement, as they cannot necessarily employ each others’ standards in evaluating possible
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outcomes.195 Recently, some philosophers have defended the Nash bargaining solution as a just
resolution to distributive problems of this sort where parties cannot compare utility gains.196
However Reps A and B ought to proceed, let’s say that the agreed upon result, which both view as
better than Bγ but worse than the optimally just result, is Bδ.
This agreed upon result, Bδ, need not be optimally just according to any member of the
family of most reasonable political conceptions. As we’ve seen, under conditions of justice
pluralism, the criterion of reciprocity requires that reasonable citizens sometimes agree to terms
others regard as optimally just. The criterion of reciprocity also requires that, at least sometimes,
reasonable citizens accept as fair terms that are the result of a compromise among competing
conceptions of justice. For Alf and Betty (or their representatives) to arrive at a fair compromise,
they must meet each other, perhaps not halfway, but at least partway.197 When Rep A is willing to
compromise on an issue by agreeing to anything other than her favored outcome Bα, it is reasonable
for her to expect Rep B to do so as well. Neither party need view the agreed upon terms as
optimally just: moreover, there may be no members of the family of most reasonable political
195

On the two-level view, reasonable citizens can appreciate that some policy is optimally just
according to a member of the family of most reasonable political conceptions: Alf can see that L2 is
optimally just according to PC-β. But it may be that because Alf does not employ PC-β in his firstlevel reasoning, he is unable to appreciate how much worse L1 is than L2 according to PC-β.
Because reasonable citizens may be unable to fully adopt another first-level perspective, Reps A and
B may be unable to reach consensus on how much cooperative surplus there is to distribute in their
bargain.
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The Nash bargaining solution would have Reps A and B agree upon the outcome that maximizes
the product of their utility gains. Muldoon and Moehler have defended contractarian theories
making use of the Nash solution concept. See Ryan Muldoon, Social Contract Theory for a Diverse
World: Beyond Tolerance. Routledge, 2016: 79-80; Michael Moehler, Minimal Morality: A Multilevel Social
Contract Theory. Oxford University Press, 2018: 84-90.
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Meeting halfway in the ’57 Chevy example would involve splitting the cooperative surplus in half,
with Alf selling Betty the car for $25,000. Intuitively, this seems like the “fair” bargain. But it is not
clear that Reps A and B should also meet each other halfway in their bargain. One issue is that it is
unclear what “halfway” means in this context. Because Reps A and B employ different standards in
evaluating the surplus to be gained by their bargain, they lack a shared metric for designating the
point at which gains are equally shared. The Nash bargaining solution endorsed by Muldoon and
Moehler does not require that fair bargains equally divide cooperative surplus among all parties.
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conceptions that views those terms as just. Accepting such terms is a necessity of social life under
conditions of justice pluralism. But this practical necessity does not yet get us condition (b) of
optimal legitimacy. Rep A may accept Bδ as legitimate, and giving her reason for compliance, while
viewing those terms as to be renegotiated at the first opportunity. For terms to be optimally
legitimate, they must not only give all parties reasons for compliance, but also give parties reason to
accept those terms as settled—as not to be undermined or changed—because those terms are the
best (from the standpoint of justice) parties can expect to reach under conditions of justice
pluralism. Reaching condition (b) requires showing why Reps A and B should regard Bδ as
optimally legitimate.
It would help to reconsider the features of this bargain. Each representative employs the
standards of the conception of justice she regards as most reasonable in assessing outcomes. So,
Rep A believes that Bα ≻α Bδ ≻α Bγ and Rep B believes that Bβ ≻β Bδ ≻β Bγ. They have two reasons
for compromising on Bδ, rather than accepting either Bα or Bβ. First, each believes, according to her
own standards, that this agreement point is better than the others’ optimal outcome: so, Bδ ≻α Bβ
and Bδ ≻β Bα. Second, the institutional rules that govern this interaction between Reps A and B
makes reaching a compromise possible: institutional rules do not require, in this instance, that Reps
A and B resolve their dispute by voting on either Bα or Bβ. Of all the possible bundles that (i) both
prefer to Bγ and (ii) both prefer to the other’s optimally just outcome, why do they settle on Bδ?
Following some rule, R, they see Bδ as the bundle that uniquely maximizes what they see as justice,
given the need to secure the other party’s agreement to that bundle. Axiomatic bargaining theorists
have proposed several such rules, and I take no stand on whether all members of the family of most
reasonable political conceptions would endorse the same rule R, or several such rules, as
appropriate. Let’s assume that Reps A and B employ the same rule R in arriving at their agreement,
where R is viewed as an optimally just distributive principle in bargains by at least some member of
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the family of most reasonable political conceptions of justice.
Given these features of the bargain, Reps A and B should view Bδ as optimally legitimate.
Both should view Bδ as settled law because failure to do so violates the criterion of reciprocity.
Their compromise has been reached by each trying to maximize justice under the constraint that she
must live on terms that others, who hold different views about justice, can reasonably be expected to
accept, when institutional rules permit compromise on the content of rules that are binding on all.
And their compromise has been reached by employing just rule R for distributing cooperative
surplus. Let’s say that Rep A refuses to view policy Bδ as settled law, and plans to see it overturned
and have Bα enacted instead. In this case, she is failing to treat Rep B as free and equal. In seeking
to change the shared terms both must live under, Rep A is failing to respect Rep B’s conception of
justice as something to be maximized, given the constraint that Rep B must live with others who
reasonably hold different views about justice. Instead, Rep A views her compromise with Rep B as
a temporary setback to achieving what she regards as optimal justice. The problem is not that the
terms she seeks to impose are themselves oppressive, for those terms are required according to a
most reasonable liberal political conception of justice. The problem is that Rep A does not accept
the need to arrive at shared terms together with Rep B when there is a common understanding that
shared terms will be the result of a compromise. Instead, Rep A sees herself, in trying to bring
about what she regards as optimal justice, as entitled to unilaterally impose the terms of cooperation
onto participants who disagree about which terms are optimal, when those participants are expecting
compromise. In seeing herself as entitled to unilaterally impose terms, Rep A fails to treat Rep B as
free and equal. So, Rep A should view the outcome of her bargain with Rep B as both legitimate
and as settled law: hence, as optimally legitimate.
Should citizens subject to the law but not party to the bargain also regard Bδ as optimally
legitimate? Let’s say that PC-γ is a member of the family of most reasonable conceptions of justice
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that views the no-agreement point, Bγ, as optimally just. Gemma is a citizen who endorses PC-γ as
most reasonable; so she thinks the best result, in a bargain between Reps A and B, is that they fail to
reach any agreement at all. Let’s say she justifiably believes that the only reason her favored
outcome does not become law is that she had no representative pushing for Bγ in the bargain.
Nevertheless, Gemma should view the agreed upon result, Bδ, as optimally legitimate, assuming that
certain background conditions obtain. The relevant background conditions refer to the institutional
rules empowering Reps A and B to make a bargain, the outcome of which is binding on all members
of society. We assume that Reps A and B are elected to office and empowered to form their bargain
in accordance with just rules. It is an unfortunate but inevitable fact of living in a pluralistic society
that not all members of the family of most reasonable conceptions of justice will be given equal
voice in political deliberation. Those views that are given voice—PC-α and PC-β in our example—
are liberal political views that acknowledge and respect the fact of justice pluralism. What Gemma
should do, in response to the bargain’s outcome, is to consider it from the second-level deliberative
perspective. From that perspective, all members of the family of most reasonable political
conceptions are on a par: PC-γ is on a par with PC-α and PC-β. This means that Gemma should
view the result of a bargain between representatives of PC-α and PC-β, when those representatives
are empowered to make that bargain in accordance with just rules, and when their compromise
accords with just rule R, as on a par with the result PC-γ views as optimally just. While Gemma
should not view the result of the bargain, Bδ, as optimally just, she should nevertheless view it as on
a par with Bγ.198 So, in accordance with condition (b), Gemma should view Bδ as optimally
198

Here is why I do not consider Bδ as optimally just. Optimally just bundles are those required by
principles of justice a member of the family regards as most reasonable. Rep A could arrive at the
conclusion that Bα is optimally just according to PC-α by reasoning on her own, applying principles
PJ- α to the relevant empirical facts. But she cannot determine on her own what the outcome of a
just bargain would be with Rep B for the reasons noted in footnote 195. Determining that outcome
requires both sit down together and hash things out. What each sees as optimal justice is an input to
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legitimate.
V. Conclusion
Let me conclude by summarizing the argument. Liberal legitimacy requires that legitimate
exercises of political power satisfy two conditions: a proceduralist condition and a substantive
condition. A public policy L satisfies the proceduralist condition when L is the output of some
procedure that is required by a constitution, the essentials of which free and equal citizens can
endorse. A public policy L satisfies the substantive condition when it satisfies minimal standards of
justice. In the ideal of public reason, reasonable citizens should appeal to the political conception of
justice they regard as most reasonable when evaluating whether L satisfies these two conditions.
The worry is that very few laws in the ideal of public reason will satisfy conditions of liberal
legitimacy: evaluating each law using different criteria, Alf and Betty, the worry goes, will rarely agree
that a law L is liberally legitimate. In answer to this worry, the two level view distinguishes between
first and second level deliberation. Reasonable citizens engaging in first level deliberation consider
justice from the perspective of the political conception they regard as most reasonable. Second level
deliberation, in contrast, is crucial to assessing the legitimacy of laws. By considering laws at the
second level from the perspective of the family of most reasonable political conceptions, Alf can
appreciate that many citizens justifiably regard laws as most reasonable what he, at the first level,
does not. As a reasonable citizen, Alf is committed to living under shared terms with others who
hold different views about the requirements of justice. His own first level commitment to justice
gives Alf reason to assess policies from the second level, seeing a range of laws as on a par with
those he justifiably believes, at the first level, justice requires. Even if Alf’s views about justice never
win out in the public arena, he can nevertheless see laws enacted by citizens exercising the duty of
civility as on a par, from the standpoint of justice, with those he favors. This means that Alf can,
the bargaining process. The output of that process is a just compromise, but not optimal justice
according to anyone’s criteria.
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from the second level perspective, see his society as fully just, even when his own favored first level
view is never enacted.
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Chapter 4: Abortion and the Limits of Optimal Legitimacy

1. Introduction
Recall from the previous chapter that no reasonable citizen can expect her society to realize
her favored conception of justice. The best she can hope for, from the standpoint of justice, is that
laws she is subject to are optimally legitimate. An optimally legitimate law is either (a) optimally just
according to some member of the family of most reasonable political conceptions, or (b) is the
output of a just bargaining processes that takes as inputs representatives’ beliefs about what optimal
justice requires. Optimally legitimate laws are viewed both as legitimate—citizens have reason to
comply with them—and as settled—citizens have no justice-based reasons to seek to change the law.
In this chapter, I argue that there are cases where reasonable citizens can acknowledge that some law
L satisfies either condition (a) or (b) but nevertheless reject that law as settled. These citizens view L
as legitimate, but they take themselves to have overriding justice-based reasons to change or
undermine L. In these cases, L might be optimally just according to some member of the family of
most reasonable political conceptions, say, PC-β, yet be viewed as unjust according to another
member of the family, PC-α. L fails to satisfy the substantive criteria of legitimacy of being “just
enough” according to PC-α. So, even though someone like Alf who holds PC- α is most reasonable
can appreciate that L is optimally just according to PC-β, the fact that L fails to be just enough
counts as a defeater for Alf viewing L as optimally legitimate. I call these divisive cases. When a law L
is divisive, reasonable citizens are fully reasonable in refusing to adopt the second-level perspective
of political liberalism per se in order to view L as optimally legitimate. The previous chapter
explores conditions under which reasonable citizens should be fully content when their favored
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policy loses out in the public arena. This chapter considers cases where reasonable citizens can
reasonably refuse to be content with losing.
A law is divisive when Alf recognizes it as reasonable in justification but unreasonable in its
implications. This gives us the surprising result that citizens can reasonably view optimally just laws
as unreasonable. On the two-level view, Alf assesses the justification of a law from the second-level
perspective, while he assesses its implications from the first level. Because the law is unreasonable in
its implications, Alf has a defeater for viewing the law as on a par with the one he favors in first level
deliberation. So, even though reciprocity may require that Alf accept the terms set by L as
legitimate, reciprocity does not require that he accept those terms as settled.
We focus on abortion policy as a divisive case. Rawls discusses abortion in five passages199
in Political Liberalism, and he admits the view articulated in those passages is not supported by
argument.200 His few remarks have generated much debate about what public reason liberalism can
say in the abortion debate without violating its own commitment to neutrality. Rawls’ view is that a
reasonable balance of values of public reason will yield a duly qualified right to abortion during the
first trimester.201 In §2, we consider a recent argument that Rawls’ own position should be much
more permissive, even to the point of permitting abortion with little or no qualification up to
birth.202 We see in this section that the discussion of abortion presupposes a specific, controversial
view of what makes reasons public: reasons are public when all reasonable citizens accept them. I
call this the Shared Implication Criterion. In §3 I argue that this criterion cannot account for the full
range of reasonable disagreements about justice that arise in the ideal of public reason. I propose
199

John Rawls, Political Liberalism. Columbia University Press, 2005: liii-liv fn. 31-32, 242-244, 243 fn.
32, 479 fn. 80, 480 fn. 82.
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He emphasizes his view on abortion is only an opinion, and not arrived at on the basis of
considered argument. (Rawls, Political Liberalism, liii fn. 31, 479 fn. 80)
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Rawls, Political Liberalism, 243 fn. 32.
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Jeremy Williams. “Public Reason and Prenatal Moral Status.” The Journal of Ethics 19, no. 1 (2015):
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an alternative, the Family Criterion, and show how it better captures the distinction between publicly
justifying arguments and arguments from one’s comprehensive doctrine under conditions of justice
pluralism. In §4 we see that the Family Criterion generates divisive cases where a law is reasonable
in its justification but unreasonable, even monstrous, in its implications. Assuming divisive cases are
rare, the political arena in the ideal of public reason need not be a battleground for competing
visions of justice. But when divisive cases are common many cannot regard their society as just,
despite knowing that all citizens honor the duty of civility. I conclude in §5.
2. Public reason and abortion
Political liberals have not reached any consensus on how to address what Rawls calls the
“troubled question of abortion.”203 Rawls’ view is that abortion policy should be decided by a
reasonable balancing of relevant political values, including “the due respect for human life, the
ordered reproduction of political society over time, including the family in some form, and finally
the equality of women as equal citizens.”204 He goes on to say:
Now I believe any reasonable balance of these three values will give a woman a duly
qualified right to decide whether or not to end her pregnancy during the first trimester. The
reason for this is that at this early stage of pregnancy the political value of the equality of
women is overriding, and this right is required to give it substance and force. Other political
values, if tallied in, would not, I think, affect this conclusion.205
In this passage Rawls makes two very controversial claims that commentators have rightfully
challenged: to wit, that any reasonable balance of the three values gives women a qualified right to
abortion in the first trimester, and that the political value of equality of women is the overriding
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value in this balance.206 As he later admits, neither of these claims is supported by argument.207 Our
concern is not to vindicate or criticize Rawls’ claims, but rather to understand the methodology
public reason liberals ought to use to address the abortion question. That methodology involves,
first, identifying a set of shared political values that are admissible in the relevant discourse
concerning policy, and second, finding a reasonable balance of those values. There is a third stage if
these first two stages do not result in a single reasonable balancing of values answering the abortion
question. Failure to find a single reasonable balancing results in what Rawls calls a “stand-off”
between evenly balanced sides, and is resolved by a vote.208 In this section we focus on the first
stage, later considering the second and third stages in relation to the justice pluralism analysis.
A proposed criterion for when values are admissible into public reason at the first stage is the shared
implication criterion. This requires both that admissible values are shared among reasonable citizens,
and that all reasonable citizens agree on that value’s implications. In this section I analyze the shared
implication criterion and the abortion policy it implies all public reason liberals should endorse. In
the next section I show that we should reject the shared implication criterion as incompatible with
reasonable pluralism about justice.
How might a reasonable citizen, Alf, follow Rawls’ methodology for deciding which
206

With respect to the first claim, Patrick Neal argues that Rawls offers no analysis of a reasonable
“balancing” or “weighing” of values, and so no proposed basis for comparing competing balancings
as equally reasonable. Without any such “scale” of comparison, Rawls has no basis for ruling out as
unreasonable a balance of values that denies women a qualified right of abortion. The second claim,
that the equality of women is an overriding value in the first trimester, gives Rawls’ rationale for the
first. Robert P. George and David M. Shaw both see this second claim as begging the question
against advocates of the pro-life position, who instead see the unborn’s right to life as inviolable.
See Patrick Neal. “Rawls, Abortion, and Public Reason.” Journal of Church and State 56, no. 2 (2012):
338-342; Robert P. George. “Public Reason and Political Conflict: Abortion and Homosexuality.”
The Yale Law Journal 106, no. 8 (1997): 2488; David M. Shaw. “Justice and the Fetus: Rawls,
Children, and Abortion.” Cambridge Quarterly of Healthcare Ethics 20, no. 1 (2011): 93-96.
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30, folder 3, “Lecture VI: The Idea of Public Reason,” Harvard University Archives, 210.
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abortion policy to endorse as just? Alf cannot appeal to non-political considerations in public
reason. But it is sometimes difficult to distinguish between truly public reasons and sectarian,
comprehensive reasons presented as public. We need a criterion for distinguishing between the two,
and that a reason appeals to political values won’t do. Let’s say that Alf is a devout Catholic, and his
sectarian doctrine favors abortion policy excluding all elective first trimester abortions except in
cases of rape, incest, or when pregnancy poses a threat to the life of the mother.209 This fact should
make anyone initially skeptical that Alf is honoring the duty of civility when he favors legal
restrictions on access to elective abortions. When does Alf honor the duty of civility in offering an
argument to Betty favoring such restrictions? Alf offers her the following reason.
(1) Some fetuses have political status.
This claim alone should not allay Betty’s or our skepticism. Citizens play by the rules of public
reason when their justifying reasons for favoring public policies cite political values. Rawls says that
political values “provide public reasons for all citizens” by supplying premises in an argument
showing some law to be publicly justified.210 And “[w]hat we cannot do in public reason is to
proceed directly from our comprehensive doctrine, or a part thereof, to one or several political
principles and values.”211 Many argue that public reason must eschew or “bracket” all appeal to
comprehensive doctrines, placing restrictions on what issues public reason can address.212 Michael
Sandel regards such bracketing as impossible in discussions of the moral status of fetuses: for
citizens to arrive at any position on abortion policy, he claims, they must at least tacitly cite their
209

I assume Rawls’ “duly qualified right” to abortion in the first trimester allows for some elective
abortions, making the Catholic position much more restrictive.
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Rawls, Political Liberalism, 474.
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Rawls, Political Liberalism, 455, emphasis added. We consider this passage and what it means to
proceed directly, as opposed to indirectly, from one’s comprehensive doctrine in §4.
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Order of Public Reason: A Theory of Freedom and Morality in a Diverse and Bounded World. Cambridge
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comprehensive beliefs.213 According to Samuel Freeman, the inevitability of such appeals places the
question of the fetus’ moral status beyond public reason’s reach.214 Yet Freeman allows that some
attribution not of moral status but of constitutional personhood may be attributable within public
reason to fetuses.215 We treat (1) as shorthand for the claim that the fetus has some degree of
constitutional personhood, and consider to what extent this view can be defended in public reason.
To show that (1) is indeed a public reason, Alf must justify it by appeal to shared political
values. These are shared values in the public political culture.216 As already noted, Rawls claims
abortion policy concerns due respect for human life, weighed against the ordered reproduction of
society over time and women’s equality.217 In response to Betty’s request that he justify (1), Alf
replies as follows.
(2) Respect for human life, as a political value, requires treating some fetuses as having
political status.
This bare appeal to political values should hardly satisfy Betty that Alf is arguing from public
reasons. Alf’s claim in (2) that fetuses are human need not be treated as controversial. When Rawls
says that a fetus is human, Freeman takes Rawls to mean “human” not in a religious sense, but as
“understood in empirical sciences such as biology and psychology.”218 Categorizing the fetus as
human, in this sense, is widely accepted and consistent with following the guidelines of public
213

Michael Sandel. Liberalism and the Limits of Justice: Second Edition. Cambridge University Press, 1998,
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reason.219 What is not clearly consistent with those guidelines is claiming that respect for human life
implies treating fetuses as having moral status. So, (2) is just as controversial as (1), and Betty should
remain suspicious that Alf is covertly introducing his comprehensive beliefs into public discourse,
rather than playing by the rules of public reason. Even though Alf’s justification cites political
values, this is not sufficient to show he is honoring the duty of civility. Public reason liberals
disagree about what more Alf can do.220 According to one proposed criterion of when a reason is
truly public, the Shared Implication Criterion, both (1) and (2) are inadmissible as public reasons.
This criterion has shaped recent discussion of abortion policy among public reason liberals, as I now
show.
Jeremy Williams argues that no restrictive position on abortion policy, such as the one Alf
favors, could be justified in public reason.221 All of the values favoring the restrictive position Rawls
cites, Williams argues, fail to be “bona fide political values at all” regarding the abortion question.222
Thus, public reason liberals should be radically permissive regarding the “legal regulation of feticide,
inclining heavily towards the view that abortion should be allowed with little or no qualification,
right until birth.”223 Williams’ argument rests on a controversial view of what makes a reason
public—a view I go on to reject. For Williams, a reason R is public when it cites a political value,
where a political value is such “in virtue of its being a normative commitment that reasonable
citizens share, or an entailment of such a commitment.” Williams does not treat this criterion as
219
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controversial, nor does he give it a name. I call it the Shared Implication Criterion.
Shared Implication Criterion: for a reason R to figure as a premise in a publicly justifying
argument, all reasonable citizens must agree that either (i) R expresses a shared political value
or (ii) R is an implication of such a value.
Williams presumes that any value favoring restrictions on abortion—including respect for human
life—must satisfy the Shared Implication Criterion to permissibly figure in any publicly justifying
argument. As he sees it, all such values fail to fit this bill. Considering respect for human life to be a
political value, Williams argues, is
to be committed to the view that the boundaries of moral status are not drawn exclusively
around persons, but also take in at least some other forms of human life. Thus understood,
however, respect for human life cannot be seen as following from the core liberal values
alone, nor as representing a more fine-grained specification of one or more of them. Rather,
respect for human life is a broader ethical commitment on which there is no consensus
among reasonable citizens, under the terms of their Rawlsian idealization.224
Williams’ master argument goes as follows. Take any purported public reason argument for the legal
regulation of feticide. This argument will contain premises about which there is no consensus
among reasonable citizens.225 According to the Shared Implication Criterion, these premises fail to
be public reasons. At best, an argument favoring legal regulation of feticide will contain a mix of
public and sectarian, comprehensive reasons. Mixed arguments of this sort cannot publicly justify
law. So, no law regulating feticide is publicly justified. Public reason liberals should adopt the
224
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radically permissive stance that abortion should be legally permitted up to birth. On this analysis,
citizens like Alf cannot possibly offer a justification in public reason for either (1) or (2).
The Shared Implication Criterion is not peculiar to Williams. Fabienne Peter’s interpretation
of Rawlsian legitimacy presupposes it, as does Robbie Arrell in his response to Williams’ article. As
seen in the previous chapter, Peter’s argument that liberal legitimacy is a purely procedural notion
presupposes the Uniqueness Endorsement view of public justification. Uniqueness Endorsement
asserts that for some law, L, to be publicly justified, all parties as free and equal must endorse the
unique set of premises {P1…PN} they all agree yield the conclusion that L is publicly justified, or
legitimate. Parties as free and equal can endorse the entire premise set only when they endorse each
individual premise. What it means to “endorse” each individual premise requires clarification.
Peter’s interpretation applies to the model of public reason on which all reasonable citizens
deliberate within the framework of the same political conception of justice: call it PC-γ. PC-γ
specifies how political values ought to be interpreted. So, because all reasonable citizens accept PCγ and deliberate within its framework, they will all accept and employ in their public reasoning the
same set of premises that define political values. While these citizens all agree on how the political
values are to be interpreted, they may disagree about some of those values’ implications. I
understand an implication of PC-γ here to be a specific claim about how principles of PC-γ are to be
applied to the real world. In A Theory of Justice, Rawls holds that disagreements of this kind are
resolved at the legislative stage of the four-stage sequence, where informational restrictions are
relaxed compared to behind the veil of ignorance.226 Discussion at the legislative stage either reaches
consensus about what shared values imply, or it doesn’t. In the latter case, what justifies legitimately
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enacted law, on Peter’s interpretation of Rawls, is enactment in accordance with a legitimate
constitution, the essentials of which all reasonable citizens endorse. All reasonable citizens accept,
as an implication of PC-γ, that a law is publicly justified when it has the appropriate procedural
pedigree. On Peter’s interpretation, this fact—that law L has the appropriate procedural pedigree—
is a public reason that all reasonable citizens can accept, and figures in the premise set publicly
justifying L. So, Uniqueness Endorsement leads to the Shared Implication Criterion.
Robbie Arrell has published a reply to Williams’ argument on abortion policy that also
assumes the Shared Implication Criterion. Arrell argues that public reason liberals should view
fetuses that have reached the point of viability outside the womb as having political status.227 Arrell
rejects Williams’ claim that respect for human life, applied to the issue of abortion, is not a bona fide
political value at all. Both Arrell and Williams agree that political values require treating neonates as
political persons subject to constitutional protection.228 But Arrell argues that treating neonates as
constitutional subjects (or as having political status) logically requires also treating some fetuses as
having that status. All reasonable citizens agree that neonates have political status, understood as
constitutionally sanctioned rights and protections, even when they are born severely prematurely.
Alf Jr. is a premature neonate, born at 23 weeks. All reasonable citizens agree that Alf Jr. has a
political right not to be murdered. While there is no agreement among public reason liberals in
virtue of what Alf Jr. has this right, this dispute needn’t be resolved. For Arrell’s argument, it is
important that all reasonable citizens do not view Alf Jr. as having political rights solely in virtue of
his location outside of the womb. Setting aside Alf’s location outside the womb, there are no salient
differences between Alf. Jr. and Betty Jr., who is an unborn fetus of 24 weeks at the time of Alf Jr.’s
227
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birth. Both Alf Jr. and Betty Jr. have equally developed mental and moral capacities at the time of
Alf Jr.’s birth.229 The only difference is that Alf Jr. is outside a womb, and Betty Jr. is not. But
physical location cannot make any difference to their rights as future citizens.230 Because there is no
salient difference between Alf Jr. and Betty Jr., consistency requires treating Betty Jr. as having
political status.231 Without taking any stand on why the newly born are bearers of political rights,
Arrell purports to show that some fetuses—namely, those reaching the point of viability outside the
womb—should be treated as bearers of political rights, too. At the time of the Roe v Wade decision,
viability occurred around 24 to 28 weeks.232 Technology has since advanced to make viability occur
earlier, around 23 weeks. The following (1*) is, on Arrell’s analysis, a true public reason that can
justify legal restrictions on elective abortions.
(1*) Fetuses that have reached the point of viability outside the womb have political status.
Arrell’s argument presupposes the Shared Implication Criterion because (1*) is a logical implication
(he argues) of a political value all reasonable citizens accept: the political status of the newly born.
It is important to note that about 1% of all abortions in the U.S. take place past the point of
viability.233 Such restrictions would hardly satisfy adherents of religious doctrines like Catholicism
that view all abortion as murder.
According to the Shared Implication Criterion, there is no public reason justification for
legally restricting access to abortions for fetuses that are not yet viable. On that criterion, a public
justifying argument {P1…PN} must consist of a set of premises, where each premise expresses a
reason R that all reasonable citizens agree either (i) expresses a shared political value or (ii) is an
229
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implication of such a value. Williams and Arrell’s arguments show that there is no public reason
argument for legally restricting first trimester abortions from premises satisfying condition (i) alone.
Their arguments suggest there is no premise of the form
(PX) Political value X requires treating non-viable fetuses as constitutionally protected
persons.
where all reasonable citizens agree that PX either expresses or is an implication of a shared political
value. PX fails to be a bona fide reason on the Shared Implication Criterion because reasonable
citizens do not all agree that PX satisfies either conditions (i) or (ii). Nor does the Shared Implication
Criterion permit resolving disagreements about PX through legislation. For Peter, a law L can be
publicly justified if it has the appropriate procedural pedigree, even when reasonable citizens
disagree whether L is optimally just. Such disagreements, on her view, arise when citizens all accept
as relevant to L a set of premises {P1…PN} provided by the shared deliberative framework of a
single political conception of justice, but disagree about how that premise set should be applied to
the real world.234 An example from Rawls is disputes over how to best apply the difference
principle. These disputes pose no obstacle to selecting law through legislative processes.235 By
definition, all reasonable citizens accept that the basic structure ought to be governed my principles
of justice, and where all hold justice as fairness is most reasonable, this ought to be the difference
principle. But the legal regulation of aborting non-viable fetuses is a very different case. Not all
reasonable citizens accept the non-viable unborn are subjects of justice. So not all reasonable
citizens accept there is a political disagreement to be legislatively resolved regarding the legal
regulation of abortion with non-viable fetuses. For public reason liberals who accept the Shared
Implication Criterion, the issue is not an appropriate matter for legislation.
234
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3. Rejecting the Shared Implication Criterion
The previous section considered positions public reason liberals can adopt on abortion
policy assuming they accept the Shared Implication Criterion. I now argue that the Shared
Implication Criterion excessively restricts the scope of reasonable disagreement about political
values. So, public reason liberals should reject it. I start by showing how that criterion cannot
account for the full range of what Jonathan Quong calls “justificatory disagreement” in public
reason liberalism, which “occurs when participants do share premises that serve as a mutually
acceptable standard of justification, but they nevertheless disagree about certain substantive
conclusions.”236 Even though Quong’s notion of justificatory disagreement permits a wider range of
disagreements within public reason than the Shared Implication Criterion, it does not go far enough.
For Quong, justificatory disagreement “ensures that any values or arguments used in debate will at
least be mutually acceptable, but it does not guarantee that all the participants will agree on the exact
weight or ranking of those values or principles.”237 The present analysis instead holds that
reasonable persons sometimes disagree in first-level deliberation about what counts as a political
value. Alf may appeal to political value V in context C while Betty, from her first level perspective,
reasonably denies that V is a political value in C (but she may hold V to be a political value in a
separate context C*). As an alternative to the Shared Implication Criterion, I propose the Family
Criterion as a sufficiency condition for what counts as a bona fide public reason. The Family
Criterion holds a reason R to be a bona fide public reason, which can figure as a premise in a
publicly justifying argument, when R follows from a member of the family of most reasonable
political conceptions.
Even when reasonable citizens agree on what political values are, they can reasonably
236
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disagree about those values’ implications. As Quong notes, “the burdens of judgement [sic] apply
with equal force to matters of justice and matters of the good life.”238 As already noted, Quong
views disagreements about justice as presupposing a shared justificatory framework, whereas
disagreements about the good life do not necessarily share a “justificatory framework regulating the
debate.”239 Quong’s example of a justificatory disagreement involves Tony and Sara disputing
whether “the Catholic Church [may] discriminate on the basis of gender when employing priests.”240
Quong writes:
Tony believes that the right to religious liberty is at stake in this case, and being a particularly
stringent right, it cannot be infringed in cases of this kind. … In response to Tony’s
argument that the Catholic Church should be exempt because to do otherwise would be a
violation of the right to religious liberty, Sara replies that this right is not meant to insulate
religious groups against all interference, and certainly not when the state has a compelling
egalitarian reason to interfere.241
Both believe the matter should be decided by principles of justice that are “free standing and abstain
from relying on sectarian doctrines.”242 Their disagreement concerns how that ideal is best
interpreted to settle the matter of religious liberty. Tony and Sara hold that religious liberty is a
political value, but this shared belief does not make their disagreement justificatory. Instead, it is
that both are attempting to interpret this value in light of abstract political values like freedom,
equality, and reciprocity. The shared standard governing their discussion, Quong claims, is “the
commitment to reasonableness” rather than a set of shared political values and agreed upon
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implications of those values.243
Quong is not troubled by the possibility that Tony and Sara may with reason doubt the
other’s commitment to reasonableness. The values each appeals to, he writes, “are indisputably
public in nature—they cannot reasonably be seen as sectarian and thus they can serve as the basis
for reasonable political claims.”244 But surely Tony may doubt that Sara is appealing to truly
freestanding political values, rather than to those embedded in a comprehensive liberalism, when she
cites the value of non-discrimination in employment. Why should the value of non-discrimination,
in their discussion of Church hiring practices, outweigh the value of religious liberty? Should Tony
ask Sara why she assigns the value of non-discrimination such weight, some potential responses—
say, an appeal to Kantian autonomy—would clearly fail to display Sara’s commitment to
freestanding political values. Other potential responses—say, an appeal to the political value of
autonomy—would be appropriate for public reason. But Tony may remain skeptical that the
political value of autonomy, for Sara, is indeed a freestanding value, and he may stand in need of
further convincing. Here Tony and Sara find themselves in the same situation as Alf and Betty
when discussing the regulation of elective abortions. When we left Alf and Betty, Alf appealed to
the political value of respect for human life to justify his claim that some fetuses should have
(constitutionally recognized) political status. The Shared Implication Criterion denies that Alf’s
justificatory move respects the rules of public reason, as there is no agreement (so Williams argues)
among reasonable persons that respect for life shows any fetus to have political status. In contrast,
regarding the abortion debate Quong holds that opposing parties can “recognize the plausibility or
reasonableness of their opponents’ views” even though the debate is characterized by lack of
agreement “on which political values or principles are relevant.”245 While the commitment to
243
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reasonableness and reciprocity of justification provides a meta-norm, or shared standard, regulating
Alf’s and Betty’s discussion, this meta-norm permits each to appeal to political values, as well as
implications of those values, the other does not necessarily regard as such. As a result of such
appeals, pace Quong, some values disputants cite as public won’t seem to other citizens to be
“indisputably public in nature.” Unless these disputes can be resolved, Tony/Sara and Alf/Betty
will be skeptical that their conversational partner abides by the meta-norm of reciprocity. Having
rejected the Shared Implication Criterion, we need a substitute criterion identifying when each
partner follows the meta-norm. Otherwise, we can’t hope to resolve these disputes.
I propose that reasonable citizens maintain their commitment to reciprocity when every
reason they offer in a publicly justifying argument satisfies the following Family Criterion.
Family Criterion: a reason R may permissibly figure as a premise in a publicly justifying
argument {P1…PN} that Alf offers to Betty when R, as well as all other reasons in argument
{P1…PN}, follows from the political conception PC-α, which Alf justifiably believes is a
member of the family of most reasonable political conceptions.
According to the Family Criterion, Alf (or Sara) can cite R as a public reason to Betty (or Tony)
when they justifiably believe R follows from the political conception of justice that is most
reasonable. Rawls and Quong require that citizens when offering public reason argument be
“sincere” in their appeals to what they regard as the most reasonable political conception of
justice.246 As part of a sincerity requirement, I assume that all of Alf’s cited reasons must follow from
the same political conception. Alf would fail to be sincere if, in the same argument, he intentionally
appealed to reasons that followed from a hodgepodge of political conceptions, some of which he
did not regard as the most reasonable. And Alf cannot sincerely reason from several members of
the family of most reasonable political conceptions, as in first level deliberation he regards PC-α to
246
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be uniquely most reasonable.
On the Family Criterion, members of the family of most reasonable political conceptions
can disagree whether reason R is a public reason. Alf could honor the duty of civility while offering
Betty a publicly justifying argument that appeals to reason R, because R follows from PC-α. But
Betty could not appeal to R in an argument without violating the duty of civility, as R does not
follow from PC-β, which she holds to be most reasonable.247 PC-α and PC-β, as different members
of the family, presuppose different substantive interpretations of core political values and ideals.
Many of these core values and ideals are shared, including “underlying conceptions of the person
and of social cooperation” and “a particular understanding of freedom and equality.”248
Additionally, each member of the family seeks to identify principles of justice that satisfy the
criterion of reciprocity.249 Despite these commonalities, members of the family identify different
principles of justice as most reasonable. The result, in Rawls’ words, is that “we get different
formulations of the principles of justice and different contents of public reason.”250 We should not
overstate the extent to which these different contents of public reason may diverge. Members of the
family all substantially overlap in their canons of inference and standards of evidence, as well as in
what counts as uncontroversial conclusions of scientific inquiry.251 The divergences I have in mind
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involve appeals to those controversial interpretations of core political values that differentiate
members of the family. When PC-α and PC-β offer different substantive interpretations of political
personhood, Alf’s set of reasons for deciding optimally just abortion policy will not be the same as
Betty’s. This is the crucial respect in which the Family Criterion differs from the Shared Implication
Criterion.
Even when Betty rejects R as a public reason by her own standards, Alf can appeal to R in a
publicly justifying argument that is offered to Betty without violating the criterion of reciprocity. Alf
satisfies the criterion of reciprocity when he offers others reasons he might “reasonably expect that
they, as free and equal citizens, might reasonably also accept.”252 Betty need not accept R as a public
reason, for the purposes of her own first-personal deliberation, for R to be acceptable to her as a
public reason. For while her favored conception, PC-β, does not view R as a public reason, that
conception gives her reasons to accept terms that follow from members of the family of most
reasonable conceptions of justice. As I argue in Chapter 3, Betty cannot expect that under
conditions of justice pluralism everyone will agree with her that PC-β is most reasonable. Because
she must cooperate with others who justifiably hold some other member of the family to be most
reasonable, reciprocity requires that she accept terms that treat her as a free and equal, according to a
most reasonable political conception, even though she herself does not view those terms as
optimally just. Alf and Betty do not employ the same standards of justice in first-level deliberation:
Alf appeals to PC-α, Betty to PC-β. Nevertheless, their first-level disagreements about the demands
of justice are justificatory, in Quong’s sense. Both honor the duty of civility when they follow the
meta-norm of reciprocity. This meta-norm requires that each abide by the criterion of reciprocity by
may sometimes be rational for Betty to accept belief B on the basis of evidence e, given her current
system of beliefs, but not for Alf. This makes standards of public justification “somewhat
epistemologically relativistic.” (109) See Gerald F. Gaus. Justificatory Liberalism: An Essay on
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his or her own lights: that is, by the standards of the conception of justice each justifiably believes is
most reasonable. Alf abides by this meta-norm when offering Betty R as a public reason, even
though Betty herself cannot appeal to R in a publicly justifying argument.
We have been considering cases where Betty (or Tony) is skeptical that Alf (or Sara) is
committed to public reason because some of the values they appeal to in public discourse sound
suspiciously close to sectarian values. It is worthwhile distinguishing two distinct bases for Betty’s
skepticism. First, she might believe that Alf is motivated to believe that V is a political value because
Alf believes comprehensive doctrine CD-α is true. In this first case, Betty believes that in the actual
world Alf does believe that V is a political value. But in the counterfactual scenario where Alf holds
some other reasonable comprehensive doctrine to be true, Alf doesn’t believe V is a political value at
all. Call this motivational skepticism. Second, Betty might believe that in the actual world Alf doesn’t
hold V to be a political value at all: she thinks he only holds V because he believes CD-α is true.
Call this grounds skepticism. The two criteria we’ve considered—the Shared Implication Criterion and
the Family Criterion—differ in their treatment of motivational skepticism. Both criteria view Alf as
unreasonable and failing to honor the duty of civility in the case of grounds skepticism. In that case
Alf is justifying political coercion by appeal to his sectarian comprehensive values, violating the
criterion of reciprocity. On the Shared Implication Criterion, Alf is also unreasonable in the case of
motivational skepticism. That criterion holds that all reasonable citizens agree on what the political
values are. So, by that criterion, when counterfactual-Alf believes some alternative reasonable
comprehensive doctrine, CD-β, is true, that change should not affect Alf’s beliefs about what the
political values are. On the Shared Implication Criterion, when Alf’s belief that V is a political value
is sensitive to what sectarian comprehensive doctrine he holds, V cannot be a political value at all.
In contrast, the Family Criterion issues the verdict that Alf honors the duty of civility in the
case of motivational skepticism. As argued in Chapter 1, when Alf justifiably believes that PC-α is
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most reasonable, his belief must be in reflective equilibrium for him. The relevant standard is “wide
reflective equilibrium,” which is achieved when Alf “has carefully considered alternative conceptions
of justice and the force of various arguments for them,” including arguments from the
comprehensive doctrine Alf believes true.253 For PC-α to be in wide reflective equilibrium for Alf,
he must have reasons based in his reasonable comprehensive doctrine, CD-α, that favor believing
PC-α is the most reasonable of all members of the family. So, his belief that CD-α is true motivates
him to regard PC-α as most reasonable, and thus to believe that V is a political value. Had his
comprehensive beliefs been different, so, too, would his political beliefs. Thus the Family Criterion
sees Alf as honoring the duty of civility in the case of motivational skepticism. This is the correct
result because a political conception of justice should be in wide reflective equilibrium for citizens.
We’ve seen in Chapter 2 that conflicts between a citizen’s political values and her unshared, sectarian
values pose challenges to the stability of a liberal political order. According to Paul Weithman,
stable political orders require that citizens’ full balance of reasons “tilts in favor of maintaining
[their] desire to act from the principles of justice as a highest-order regulative desire in [their] rational
plans.”254 Showing this “tilt” obtains for a specific citizen, requires, Weithman says, the same steps
as showing that wide reflective equilibrium obtains.255 So, the stability of a liberal order requires that
Alf’s beliefs about political value be counterfactually sensitive to which comprehensive doctrine he
holds true.
To conclude this section, we should reject the Shared Implication Criterion because it
cannot account for the full range of what Quong calls “justificatory disagreements” in public reason.
Reasonable citizens not only disagree about how political values are to be weighed, but also about
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how those values are to be substantively interpreted, and even, in some cases, about what political
values are. Political values are “shared” not in the sense that each citizen endorses precisely the
same set of political values and their interpretations and can appeal to precisely the same set of
values in a publicly justifying argument. Rather, on the Family Criterion, a political value is shared
because reasonable citizens appeal to it in acting on their shared commitment to honor the metanorm of reciprocity when justifying exercises of political power, and to treating each other as free
and equal. Because political values are shared only in this weak sense, it is inevitable that,
sometimes, reasonable citizens will doubt their fellows are deliberating in the framework of a
member of the family of most reasonable political conceptions. Betty may have a hard time seeing
that PC-α belongs in that family, and is most reasonable for Alf, because she cannot fully appreciate
how PC-α is in wide reflective equilibrium for Alf. The Family Criterion serves our needs as
theorists for identifying what makes certain considerations, but not others, public reasons. But that
criterion may not help Betty distinguish cases of motivational skepticism, where Alf is reasonable,
from grounding skepticism, where he is not. The present analysis does not resolve the problem of
how real citizens can reliably apply the Family Criterion. Instead, we turn to the justificatory limits
of the Family Criterion, and consider why a public policy that, in the language of Chapter 3, is
optimally just according to some member of the family may yet fail to be optimally legitimate.
4. Abortion and Optimal Legitimacy
Members of the family sometimes issue conflicting verdicts on the requirements of justice,
requiring resolution through a vote. Rawls calls these “stand-offs.”256 A stand-off occurs, on the
present analysis, when members of the family view different laws as optimally just. For Rawls,
stand-offs result from reasonable citizens endorsing different orderings of values.257 Two citizens
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may order, or weigh, the same set of political values to yield different results about what justice
requires. The present analysis adds another cause of stand-offs: reasonable disagreement among the
family about whether some specific value, V, is a member of the total set of political values. We’ve
seen in Chapter 3 that Alf, a reasonable citizen, can view some law L, selected by a vote, as optimally
legitimate because L is optimally just according to some member of the family of most reasonable
political conceptions, even when that member is not the one Alf endorses in her first-level
deliberation. When L is optimally legitimate, reciprocity requires that Alf treat L as settled law,
seeing himself as having no justice-based reasons to seek to overturn L through legitimate means. I
now argue that, in some cases, reciprocity does not require that Alf treat L as settled—even when L
meets all of the conditions for optimally legitimate law. I call these divisive cases. A law L is a divisive
case when it satisfies the following conditions.
(i) L is optimally just according to PC-β.
(ii) An alternative law, L*, is optimally just according to PC-α.
(iii) L is substantively unjust according to PC-α .
(iv) Condition (iii) counts as a defeater, according to PC-α, for viewing L and L* as on a par.
(v) So, reciprocity does not require adherents of PC-α to view L and L* as on a par.
The following discussion shows that abortion policy is a divisive case. Reasonable citizens may
propose optimally just laws regulating abortion access that other reasonable citizens reasonably
reject as settling the matter. Our discussion yields a surprising result: laws in divisive cases can be
reasonably seen as both reasonable and monstrous.
Let’s start by returning to Arrell’s argument, discussed in §2. He argues that public reason
liberals should oppose legalizing the elective abortion of healthy, viable fetuses. His argument,
recall, runs as follows
(1') Premature neonates have political personhood, and therefore a right to life.
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(2') Some unborn fetuses (of, say, 23 weeks) have equally developed moral capacities of
some neonates.
(3') Consistency requires treating those unborn fetuses (of, say, 23 weeks) as having political
status.
(4') Some fetuses have political status and a right to life.
Let’s call this the logical consistency argument. As an adherent of the Shared Implication Criterion, Arrell
presents his argument as establishing a limit on legally restricting elective abortions that all
reasonable citizens should accept. On his view there is no room for a stand-off vote to restrict
women’s access to elective abortions prior to the point of viability (22-23 weeks). He writes, “the
only thing that could render any such adjustment reasonable would be if all citizens could reasonably
share the view that political personhood should extend back further to foetuses [sic] younger than
22 weeks.”258 Let’s say there are two laws under consideration, L and L*, that attribute political
personhood to some of the unborn. L only treats fetuses that are viable outside the womb as
political persons, and L* treats some fetuses that are not yet viable as political persons. I leave L*
ambiguous as to when it states the unborn become political persons: all that matters, for our
purposes, is that the gestation period specified by L* is earlier than L.259 Because Arrell endorses the
Shared Implication Criterion, he rejects L* as unreasonable, or as impossible to justify by appeal to
public reason alone, for not all reasonable citizens can accept the premises justifying L*. We do not
follow him here, as we’ve rejected the Shared Implication Criterion. In fact, I will argue that L* can
be optimally just according to some member of the family—and therefore counts as reasonable on
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the Family Criterion.
It seems likely that the policy Arrell favors, L, is optimally just according to some member of
the family of most reasonable political conceptions. To make this case, I turn to David Boonin’s
argument for L—an argument that I show very much follows public reason methodology, without
doing so explicitly. In Beyond Roe, Boonin argues that “even if the fetus is a person, at least some
forms of abortion should be legal at least until the fetus is viable.”260 Boonin’s argument proceeds
via thought experiments that rely on the legal case of McFall v Shimp, in which a judge ruled that the
state could not compel the defendant, David Shimp, to unwillingly donate his bone marrow to save
the life of his cousin, Robert McFall.261 Boonin asks his reader to compare imaginative variations on
the McFall v Shimp case to stories of women getting an abortion under varying circumstances.262 He
always presumes his reader always finds it impermissible to force Shimp to donate his marrow.
McFall v Shimp and its imaginative variations have no relevant moral differences (Boonin argues)
with a paired case of a woman getting an abortion. Whether or not the woman used contraceptives,
Boonin argues, makes no difference to the impermissibility of the state forcing her to carry a child to
term. Nor should it matter that the woman wants the abortion because the fetus is the wrong sex,
or has a genetic defect. What does matter, though, is whether the fetus is viable outside the womb.
Once the fetus is viable, Boonin thinks the reader will hold it a permissible exercise of state power to
require that the woman remove the fetus from her body, as opposed to killing it. His argument does
not show that a woman should “have the legal right to kill the fetus when the fetus can survive
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David Boonin. Beyond Roe: Why Abortion Should be Legal--Even If the Fetus is a Person. Oxford
University Press, 2019, xii. In assuming for the sake of argument that the fetus is a person, Boonin
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17-54.
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without using her body.”263
Even though Boonin never mentions Rawls or public reason, he provides a public reason
based justification for L. His argument elicits from the reader one possible reasonable balancing of
political values, where this balancing adjudicates among competing political claims. The competing
political claims involve the right to life and the right to control one’s body. McFall and the fetus
have the right to life, and this must be adjudicated against Shimp’s and the woman’s right to control
their own bodies.264 Boonin does not speak of political values or interests, but those at issue include
respect for life and respect for bodily autonomy.265 Boonin does not violate rules of public reason in
assuming the fetus has a right to life. He only assumes this for the sake of argument, to show that
even in the circumstances most favorable to the pro-life position where the fetus has a right to life,
readers will believe the woman should be legally permitted rights of abortion.266 Boonin’s discussion
does not presuppose the truth of any moral view, nor does it turn on assessments of character or
moral permissibility. He focuses narrowly on the permissible use of state power to force Shimp to
donate his marrow or to force the woman to carry the fetus to term. His argument does turn on
eliciting the reader’s intuitive balance of the competing political claims. So, the reader who agrees
with Boonin that it would be impermissible for the state to force Shimp to donate his marrow is a
reader who weighs, in this case, respect for bodily autonomy greater than she does respect for life.
Boonin offers no argument for why the reader should agree. All he aims to show is that the reader’s
intuitive balancing of political values in the McFall v Shimp case also applies to abortion policy,
yielding the verdict that it is impermissible for the state to force the mother to carry the fetus to
term. Readers who balance the relevant political values in McFall v Shimp differently won’t be moved
263
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by Boonin’s argument. Nor will readers who believe different sets of political values must be
balanced in the two cases. Now, Boonin does not attempt to consider the full range of political
values that Rawls says are relevant to the problem of abortion.267 But he considers the main value of
the pro-life camp, respect for life, and shows (I presume) many of his readers that they believe this
value is easily outweighed, at least until the fetus becomes viable outside the womb. Let’s call this
the reasonable balancing argument for L.
So, we have two arguments showing how public reasons support L: the logical consistency
argument and the reasonable balancing argument. Neither should convince all public reason liberals
to endorse L. Pace Arrell, the logical consistency argument does not show alternatives to L are
unreasonable. Alternatives to L are unreasonable according to the Shared Implication Criterion, but
I’ve offered reasons for rejecting that in favor of the Family Criterion. And the reasonable balancing
argument is, in a crucial sense, question begging.268 Boonin elicits his reader’s intuitive balancing of
competing values in the McFall v Shimp case and argues those readers should balance those values in
the same way regarding abortion. Readers who harbor a different weighing of the values of respect
for life and respect for bodily autonomy should find the judge’s verdict in that case troubling. Those
readers should hold that it is sometimes permissible for the state to compel citizens to use their
bodies to maintain another’s life. These readers should find the reasonable balancing argument
entirely unconvincing. The question is: which readers have the “correct” balance? Political liberals
should take no stand on this question. Both balancings are reasonable, as long as they figure in
reasonable political conceptions of justice. Neither of the two arguments should convince all
reasonable citizens to accept L. But I will assume, going forward, that the two arguments, perhaps
supplemented by others, can convince some reasonable citizens that L is not only reasonable, but
267
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most reasonable according to some member of the family of most reasonable political conceptions.
That is, I will assume that L is optimally just according to PC-β. Even if the reasonable balancing
argument fails, there must be some law regulating abortion that is optimally just for readers who
hold that the value of respect for bodily autonomy outweighs the value of respect for life in cases
involving unviable fetuses. Whatever that law is, call it L. To fix ideas, we will proceed as though L
restricts access to elective abortions once the fetus is viable outside the womb, around 23 weeks,
thus granting viable fetuses political status.
I now argue that another member of the family, say, PC-α, places that limit on elective
abortion earlier than L, viewing this alternative law L* as optimally just. Why might a reasonable
citizen like Alf find L* more reasonable than L? Say Alf is a newly converted Catholic.269 Gaudium et
Spes, one of the documents of the Vatican II council promulgated by Pope Paul VI in 1965, declares
as Catholic doctrine that “from the moment of its conception life must be guarded with the greatest
care while abortion and infanticide are unspeakable crimes.”270 Alf would violate the duty of civility
if he were to directly cite the Vatican II documents to Betty as justifying abortion policy. But Alf’s
Catholic beliefs may indirectly inform his political beliefs by motivating him to find some
interpretations of political values more reasonable than others. Recall the case of motivational
skepticism from §3. Betty suspects that Alf is motivated to believe that V is a political value because
he believes comprehensive doctrine CD-α (or Catholicism, in this case) is true. We say that Alf may
be so motivated without violating the duty of civility should Alf find that the belief that V is a
political value best resides in reflective equilibrium with his total set of beliefs. So, completing their
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exchange from §2, Alf can cite the following chain of justifying reasons for favoring L* to show to
Betty he is committed to public reason.
(1) Some fetuses have the status of political persons.
(2) Respect for human life, as a political value, requires treating some fetuses as having
political status.
(3) Respect for life requires this according to PC-α’s ordering of values.
(4) I, Alf, justifiably regard PC-α as most reasonable in part because it best fits in reflective
equilibrium with my unrestricted set of values, including the belief that CD-α is true.
By hypothesis, PC-α is a member of the family of most reasonable political conceptions that satisfies
the demanding criteria of reasonableness. Alf justifies L* by appeal to his justified belief that PC-α
is most reasonable, and not by appeal to his belief that CD-α is true. The belief that CD-α is true
contributes to both explaining why and justifying Alf’s belief that PC-α is most reasonable. But it
does not justify his belief that L* is optimally just. Rawls remarks that “[w]hat we cannot do in
public reason is to proceed directly from our comprehensive doctrine, or a part thereof, to one or
several political principles and values.”271 As I interpret this remark, Rawls allows that citizens may
proceed indirectly from their comprehensive doctrine to their beliefs about political principles,
arriving at the latter through the method of reflective equilibrium. This is what Alf does.
The optimally just L* does not implement Catholic doctrine. Catholic doctrine requires
assigning absolute weight to the value of life, beginning from conception.272 The value of life is both
a comprehensive and a political value. But no member of the family can assign that value absolute
weight as a political value. Freeman claims that it is unreasonable “to give absolute weight to one
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“Human life must be respected and protected absolutely from the moment of conception.”
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political value (respect for human life) at the expense of all others.”273 He explains: “It is
unreasonable since the reasonable balance of public reasons is to be determined by taking into
account such considerations as the interests of citizens in maintaining the conditions of their
freedom and equality, their higher-order interests in the moral powers, and other political values
regarding the good of citizens.”274 So, PC-α will not assign absolute weight to the value of respect for
life because doing so fails to take into consideration the other interests and values of public reason.
This means that Alf, while appealing to PC-α, cannot reasonably support the abortion policy that
Catholic doctrine regards as optimal: a full prohibition on elective abortion regardless of whatever
political values may be relevant, permitting abortions only when doing so is necessary to save the
mother’s life. So, why does Alf regard PC-α as, among all members of the family, best residing in
reflective equilibrium for him? We’ll stipulate that of all the members of the family of most
reasonable political conceptions, PC-α assigns the greatest weight to respect for life, relative to other
political values. This is a far cry from assigning respect for life absolute weight. Thus it may strain
usage to say that PC-α is in reflective equilibrium for Alf. Instead, we might say that Alf selects as
most reasonable the political conception that maximizes relations of mutual support between his
political and comprehensive values. This is compatible with there being points of conflict between
the two value sets, as long as, in Rawls’ words, the conflicts are not “too sharp.”275 In sum, we
might say that L* is, among all optimally just policies regulating abortion, the “friendliest” to
Catholics. Catholics may still hate it, but they are required by the duty of civility to support it.
Now, for the surprising claim: Alf is reasonable in viewing L as both reasonable and
monstrous. Because he endorses L*, Alf justifiably believes that the state should restrict access to
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elective abortions earlier than does L. Were L enacted, the state would authorize citizens to engage
in what Alf reasonably regards as the murder of political persons--embryos that have attained
political status by the criteria of PC-α, but not of PC-β. We haven’t considered how much earlier
PC-α places the start of political personhood than does PC-β. Assuming PC-α places that start only
one week before PC-β, citizens like Alf would view the state that implements L as authorizing the
murder of thousands of political persons each year. Even though Alf sees L as monstrous from the
perspective of PC-α, he nevertheless can appreciate how someone like Betty can justifiably regard L
as optimally just according to PC-β. This is a surprising result as some political liberals deny that it
is possible. Quong says “it is conceptually false to claim that there can be disagreements about
justice that are both reasonable and involve one or both parties to the dispute reasonably believing
that their opponents’ views are unreasonable.”276 Quong is wrong here. Alf and Betty each
acknowledge that their dispute about abortion policy is reasonable, as each is deliberating in the
framework of a member of the family. Yet the conclusion Betty arrives at is unreasonable by Alf’s
lights.
We learn from this case that a law can be reasonable in its justification but unreasonable in
its implications. Alf assesses L as reasonable in its justification because he acknowledges it is
optimally just according to PC-β. Moreover, he acknowledges that PC-β is a member of the family
of most reasonable political conceptions. But in the case of abortion policy, PC-β generates
implications that Alf cannot regard as reasonable from the standpoint of PC-α. This places limits on
what Alf can view as required of him by the criterion of reciprocity. I argue in Chapter 3 that the
criterion of reciprocity requires reasonable citizens regard laws that are optimally just according to
some member of the family as optimally legitimate. When a law is optimally legitimate, reasonable
citizens have reason to comply with it and to view it as settled. They do not have justice-based
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reasons to seek to change the law through legitimate means, because that law represents the best in
terms of justice citizens can expect from a society characterized by justice pluralism. None of this
holds when optimally just laws have unreasonable implications. Justice does not require Alf regard
L as optimally legitimate. This is because L’s monstrosity is a defeater for the reciprocity-based
requirement that Alf view L and L* as on a par. When L is enacted, it is legitimate law for Alf, but
unjust, giving Alf first-level justice-based reasons to undermine it through legitimate means,
including protests and lobbying for moves to repeal. Violent action against monstrous law is not
justified, as long as the monstrosity is an aberration of an otherwise just legal order. For when Alf
opposes monstrous law, he does so out of his sense of justice, presumably with the intention of
appealing to the sense of justice of the law’s supporters.277
Divisive cases are importantly different from legitimate but unjust law. Unjust laws have any
number of causes, including legislators violating the duty of civility. In contrast, in the ideal of
public reason, everyone can honor the duty of civility and divisive cases still arise. It hardly seems
plausible the duty of civility would remain a virtue of democratic citizenship in a society frequently
riven by divisive cases. Fair cooperation among free and equals is no longer possible when each
reasonably views others’ conception of fairness, freedom, and equality as unreasonable. Such a
society becomes a battleground between competing visions of justice. In this first scenario, justice
pluralism is to be lamented as a source of conflict. When divisive cases are rare, the normal result of
each citizen honoring the duty of civility is optimally legitimate law. Legislation tends to move the
ideal of public reason toward realizing what all can regard as a vision of a just society, with certain
areas of the law remaining sites of reasonable, interminable controversy. In this second scenario,
justice pluralism is no obstacle to citizens living together under a shared vision of justice that
277
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conforms to no one citizen’s ideal. There is a third possibility. Divisive cases may be rare but so
unsettling they alienate many otherwise reasonable citizens from the liberal order. In this section we
have considered public reason arguments supporting policies prohibiting elective abortion of fetuses
around 23 weeks of gestation. This is well into the second trimester, and is considerably more
permissive than the Supreme Court’s verdict in Roe v Wade, which grants women a duly qualified
right to abortion in the first trimester.278 Religious citizens who regard Roe v Wade with horror may
be unwilling to support a liberal regime that implements any of the range of optimally just laws
regulating abortion we’ve considered here. I doubt the first scenario is plausible, but nothing I have
said favors the second scenario as more plausible than the third.

5. Conclusion
The ideal of public reason is not free from conflict. Policies can be divisive even when all
citizens honor the duty of civility. Divisiveness results because some members of the family of most
reasonable political conceptions rule policies unreasonable in their implications, even when those
policies are eminently reasonable in their justification. We’ve considered the troubled question of
abortion as an example of a divisive case. The question is so troubled, even in the ideal of public
reason, because citizens can never truly and fully “bracket” their comprehensive beliefs. Religious
citizens in the ideal of public reason do not justify policies by appeal to their religion. But they
endorse specific political conceptions of justice as most reasonable in an attempt to achieve
reflective equilibrium between their political and religious values. As a result, disagreements
between secular pro-choice and religious pro-life groups reappear, albeit in attenuated form, in the
family of most reasonable political conceptions. This disagreement is attenuated because the rules
of public reason make many considerations inadmissible in public discourse on abortion, restricting
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the range of policies members of the family can regard as optimally just. Within this range, citizens
may still reasonably regard otherwise just laws as horrible.

